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ABSTRACT

With the advent of the many-core era of computing, finding parallelism has become a key battleground to the performance of computer algorithms. Traditional methods focused on providing users with synchronization primitives, standard threading models, and shared memory models. However, it was clear that these models were limited in performance. Thus, many new forms of synchronization and parallel models were designed focusing on the big three types of parallelism: data, task, and dataflow.

Nevertheless, all these models (1) only solve a particular subset of problems, (2) provide limited extendability for addressing new forms of parallelism, (3) and require a new languages with poor fine-grain performance.

As an approach to find a unified solution to these problems, Tapestry is an easily extendable portable compiler-free runtime. It is designed to quickly explore new or traditional synchronization and execution models for multi-core and many-core architectures by separating synchronization and threading models.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. Design of the Tapestry runtime and model to explore synchronization features or execution models that supports the mixing of all of the big three types of parallelism.

2. Proposal of extendable threaded dependency model of execution that expands traditional threads, and the creation of optimizations to extend traditional models to support finer-grain parallelism.

3. Implementation of Tapestry runtime library using only C++ 98 for 2 different platforms and 3 different operating systems with better performance and scalability than OpenMP Tasks and Cilk Plus.

Because of these aspects, my preliminary studies with Tapestry have shown that the performance and scalability of the three types of parallelism can be improved
through the use of fine-grain optimizations and careful queue design. And through other studies, I have shown the benefits of dataflow synchronization to reduce operating noise caused by thread context switching. Tapestry has been enormously beneficial in these aspects of study allowing optimizations to be easily applied across all synchronization and threading models showing significant improvements can be made to industry level parallel software such as OpenMP and Intel Cilk Plus.
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Within the last decade, CPU speed improvement has slowed drastically (Figure 1.1) due to major physical barriers in design. These are summarized as the following [1]:

1. Shrinking chip geometry and increasing clock frequency cause transistor leakage current to increase. This leads to excess power consumption and heat.

2. Higher clock speed advantages are negated in part by memory latency since the performance gap between the CPU and memory has been increasing at a rate of 50% each year for decades. The memory access time simply cannot keep pace with increasing clock frequencies.

3. The traditional serial architecture is becoming less efficient as processors became faster due to the Von Neumann bottleneck: a shared bus between data and program memory limits the throughput between CPU and memory compared to memory size.

4. Finally, resistance-capacitance delays in signal transmissions are growing as feature sizes shrink.

The solution to these problems was to divide and conquer by breaking up work and distributing it across many smaller processing elements. Thus, the current trend in computing is increasing core count to add parallelism to tasks. This can be seen in AMD and Nvidia GPUs[2, 3], Intel processors and accelerators[4, 5], and CPUs by Tilera, TI, AMD, ARM, and IBM[6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Moreover, it is clear as core count increases that future machines will be vastly different than current unified bus systems with shared memory. These new systems will utilize some hierarchy or mesh like network and will not support unified memory access among all processors on a chip due to the complexity. This as evidenced in the
Figure 1.1: Frequency Wall: The MIPS per CPU for Intel CPUs (calculated based on publically available processor data) shows that CPU frequency which is a major contributor to CPU performance has stopped increasing at around 2005, but the MIPS per die are still increasing due to core count increasing and other optimizations such as faster interconnects.

devlopment of Tilera iMesh technology[6], HyperTransport extensions for high node count[11], and the IBM Cyclops64 crossbar interconnect[12].

One such abstract machine that represents possible future machine design is presented in Figure 1.2. This abstract machine contrast heavily with Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI)[13] and HyperTransport many-core machines in the fact that it has a hierarchical interconnects whereas current Intel/AMD machines implement a hardware level point to point connection between the cores. These technologies cannot scale due to increasing complexity as core count increase. This is the reason why HyperTransport provides extensions to support core count greater than 32 on boards using special routing logic that does not guarantee unified memory access[11].

In addition, fundamental to dividing work to execute on multiple processors is the parallel execution model for these machines. Traditional models were designed for
Figure 1.2: Future Abstract Machine: Future machines will most likely contain blades/nodes that are connected with some sort of switching fabric such as Infiniband. However, within a blade a central interconnect will only be connected to main memory with any number of controllers and special synchronizing units (SU) to sidestep the Von Neumann Bottleneck. These SUs are full featured processors with branching etc. Their task is to distribute work to the simpler computational cores (CUs) and synchronize with other SUs. These CUs most likely will not feature branch prediction.

Serial execution environments with shared memories that had context switching. Synchronization between threads occurred via mutual exclusion on shared memory regions or with barriers. Naturally, these models could be easily extended to support systems with multiple cores and a unified memory. Nonetheless, these models required explicit synchronization by the programmer on specific memory regions and were designed with the notion of a unified shared interconnect. It is clear that these models cannot work as memory access becomes non-uniform and not available to all processors. In addition, these models do not provide a way for threads to directly synchronize instead of synchronizing on memory areas. Directly synchronizing on threads is key to providing performance and power reduction on systems via smart scheduling.
To solve these problems, this thesis introduces a C++ runtime known as Tapestry designed to explore new execution models. From Tapestry’s current feature set, a model of execution is derived. This model extends traditional threads to support many-core unified bus systems with traditional memory and new systems without unified buses or unified memory access guarantees between all cores. Thus, this model of execution and framework attempts to provide a way to utilize future machines effectively without compromising performance on currently available systems.

For Tapestry to achieve this, the execution of threads is determined by the availability of input arguments to those threads. Those inputs can come from other threads and are explicitly known to the scheduler. Threads thus have inter-thread dependencies which can be used to schedule threads effectively without guarantees of uniformed memory access. In addition, for inter-core communication without shared memory, these dependencies allow for explicit point to point communication of data through arguments without the need for a separate message passing framework. Finally, the model supports fork/join parallelism which is the standard used in shared memory systems. Hence, Tapestry’s model can easily support future machines without compromising current machine performance.

This is why the model is an expression of the theories of dataflow, and the framework and execution model provides many of the features of dataflow by adding them to the threading model and implicitly tying them to the threads themselves. They provide information to scheduler and allow for point to point communication.

Moreover, Tapestry aims to be a modular compiler free interface for creating and running threads with many synchronization features. It also aims to fix the shortcomings of previous models such as EARTH[14] by providing a truly portable runtime that can be executed across all types of architectures with many features. These features can be used to evaluate various execution models across various architectures.

In addition, Tapestry differentiates itself from other models of computing which implicitly handle data movement using frames or allocated memory by allowing dataflow features to be expressed as part of a thread. This means the dataflow features are not
just part of the threading model and can be handled by the underlying runtime allowing for all types of optimizations to apply dynamically. Threads that use these features become inherently tied to their data; hence, these threads are geared for fine-grain data-centric execution. Data and the computing thread are tied together in data-centric approach. Whereas, in traditional models, threads or computations are central to the execution and data are fed into those computation threads by the programmer’s design as opposed, to the runtime doing this. This data-centric execution can be varied at runtime allowing for dynamic, static, or hybrid executions unlike previous runtimes. Moreover, these threads can be moved near their data and executed as opposed to moving the data to them.

1.1 Features

The Tapestry models provides a number of key advantages over the existing model of threading found in conventional operating systems for shared memory systems (POSIX Threads etc). Firstly, that standard model of threading’s way to handle dependencies has a number of thorny issues solved by explicit dependencies between threads. The standard model only allows dependencies to be handled at the programmer level using either some form of mutual exclusion or by manually scheduling threads to avoid conflicts. Dependencies met with mutual exclusion require some form of preemptive scheduling either voluntary or real-time; otherwise, a deadlock can form when resources run out. Additionally, mutual exclusion of memory is not guaranteed in the future for many-core chips because keeping memory in sync between cores can be costly especially with thousands of cores. Moreover, using mutual exclusion or manually scheduling the threads would conflict with the schedule determined by the operating system or runtime.

Explicit dependencies do not have these issues. Dependency matching can be handled by the scheduler using some established protocol to send results to requested thread’s input. The scheduler can use information about the arguments to determine how to adapt during runtime. For instance, it could favor locality of dependencies to
avoid long latencies. Additionally, the model does not need a preemptive scheduler to handle dependencies because only threads that have their dependencies met can run. Finally, the dependency matching occurs in the scheduler. Therefore, the user does not interfere with the scheduler. This allows the scheduler to find a more optimal schedule.

Allowing dependencies to be handled without manually scheduling simplifies the work of the programmer. The programmer does not need to handle dependency matching using explicit mutual exclusive regions nor do they need to manually handle the scheduling themselves. The programmer just needs to indicate a thread should run before another using a member function.

1.2 Challenges

A number of challenges exist by placing the dependencies in the scheduler. This adds additional information to the scheduling and is usually handled by having two queues, one for tasks waiting for dependencies to be met and another for tasks ready to execute. The two simplest ways to check the waiting queue is to do so only when a dependency is met or after a certain amount of time has elapsed. Both have varying advantages. However, it is more optimal to only touch memory when you need to. Additionally satisfying dependencies as they come allows for the scheduler to maximize parallelism by keeping the ready queue as busy as possible. But, waiting to fill tasks may give the scheduler more information about how to distribute work. Either way, when a task is ready it is moved from the waiting queue to the ready queue.

Implementing the dependency matching is another key challenge. It needs to be fast. A simple approach is to use a counter and compare it against the total number of dependencies known. This can be easily done quickly with intrinsics on current processors. However, future processors may not guarantee that in-memory atomics will be available across chips or cores. Potentially these could be available within local memory which will allow threads to utilize atomics within a certain small block of processors which in turn forces dependencies to be local. Possibly there will be some
implementation within hardware to allow dependency matching. In either case, the matching needs to be fast and perhaps have access across the whole chip.

1.3 Problem Statement

With the advent of the many-core era of computing approaching, programming computers is becoming increasingly challenging. These challenges are caused by the lack of parallelism found in the Von Neumann model of computing. The current trend of multi-core computing focuses on adding threads to this model and changes the fundamentals of programming forever. Threads in the context of current multi-core systems are designed only for task level parallelism and are only suitable for coarse grain parallelism. They even lack thread-level dependency support as described in this chapter. Threads themselves are dependency free, but the memory they access can be shared. This adds complexity to programs. Additional problems arise as threads make their move to many-core machines. Some such problems include finding enough parallelism, power efficiency of threaded solutions, speedup of algorithms, and lack of shared memory. Furthermore, no framework or runtime exists as a transitory step to move from simple multi-core systems to more complex systems with many more cores. Key to finding parallelism in these many-core systems is taking tasks and data and breaking them into finer and finer parts so that it can be run concurrently.

The objective of this thesis is to explore along these ideas, but more specifically to:

1. Facilitate an integrated solution to many of these problems.
2. Provide a solution/software to move from a shared memory multi-core system to a many-core system.
3. Expand the current idea of a thread and parallelism to include a more data-centric fine-grain approach.
4. Facilitate new ideas on thread-level dependencies.
5. Expand ideas on locality and reuse in many-core machines.
6. Explore optimizations for current synchronization and execution models.
1.4 Contributions

Runtime systems are important for both many-core systems and current generation multi-core systems. For current systems they allow expression of new programming models on top of existing operating systems. For future systems they allow for the exploration of new execution models on other systems through simulation and the evaluation of their programming model. However, current runtime systems are quite rigid in their design. They couple the features of the programming model with that of the runtime system and tie their designs tightly to a specific hardware. This is detrimental to portability and the evaluation of programming models and execution systems. Furthermore, runtime systems have a number of problems when used to evaluate specific programming execution model features. In general, programming models use a source to source compiler to translate simpler code into very complicated runtime syntax. If the programming changes, code changes must occur in both the runtime and compiler. Not only that, the programming model requires extensions to popular languages such as C or the use of pragmas.

The main contribution this thesis makes is an open source compiler free modularized runtime to allow exploration of various programming models:

- Design of the Tapestry runtime and model to explore synchronization features or execution models that supports the mixing of all of the big three types of parallelism.
  - Separation of threading and synchronization model from the operating system or runtime design. I propose a model for runtime design where the synchronization model is independently designed from the lower level design. The synchronization model can use independent code or runtime/OS level synchronization to provide synchronization features. The synchronization model can also run on top of various runtimes or operating systems.
  - Compiler free voluntary preemptive scheduling. I propose new ideas on how to handle voluntary-preemptive scheduling at the runtime level without the use of a compiler that saves stack information. This is independent of the architecture and does not use low level assembly or the application binary interface (ABI).
Stackable scheduling. I propose a new scheduling concept that allows new schedulers to be run on top of old schedulers. This allows the stack information and scheduling information of old schedules be saved while a new scheduler runs on top. The new schedule may favor other things than the old and run temporarily. The old schedule can resume after the new is finished.

Proposal of extendable threaded dependency model of execution that expands traditional threads, and the creation of optimizations to extend traditional models to support finer-grain parallelism:

- I propose a locality aware optimization that uses a lock-free and synchronization-free local queue to improve performance of fork/join algorithms with abundant work on multi-core systems.
- I propose a locality aware optimization that directly executes threads in local stack space to improve performance of fork/join algorithms with abundant work on multi-core systems.
- I propose a locality aware optimization that directly executes threads in local stack space and skips the runtime to improve performance of fork/join algorithms with abundant work multi-core systems.
- I propose a locality aware optimization for fork/join that skips the scheduler on join operations and directly executes work.

Proposal and implementation of a new high throughput input-restricted deque that is lock free and cache-aware with better scalability than locked queues and Intel Cilk Plus’ queue.

Proposal and implementation of a new methodology for compiler free work stealing with support for blocking operations that is cache-aware.

First third party runtime to be ported to the C66X.

Implementation of the compiler free Tapestry runtime using only C++ 98 for 2 different platforms and 3 different operating systems that is an alternative to Cilk/Cilk Plus or OpenMP Tasks with better performance and scalability:

- A compiler free Open Source alternative to Intel Cilk Plus with comparable speed and performance that is faster than MIT Cilk without its limitations (legacy libraries can be parallelized). My runtime supports all the features of Cilk divide and conquer parallelism, but is compiler free and up to 15 times faster on x86-64. Furthermore, it has performance up to 3x faster than Intel Cilk Plus on x86-64 for less than 8 cores. In addition it has better scalability and performance for 48 cores. Finally, it can parallelize legacy code unlike Cilk.
• New optimizations that bypass the scheduler for Cilk/ Cilk Plus divide and conquer algorithms (what Cilk is designed for) and increase fine grain performance of divide and conquer algorithms by up to 3x.

• Created C++ Thread Dependencies that have the features of codelets and EARTH with optimizations:

  – The proposal, implementation, and evaluation of data driven threads. The idea is tying work units to threads which allows the scheduling of work to be done dynamically or statically by the scheduler without the need for a compiler or programmer to handle this.
  – C++ methodology/implementation to determine thread dependency count and type based on the function signature statically. I propose a technique that uses templates, function pointers, member function pointers, and function signature information including pointers to allow for representation of arguments as dependencies or as classical arguments for C++ programs.
  – A portable compiler free implementation of codelets that support all the features of [15]. The runtime supports all the features of the execution model described by [15] and more.
  – Dynamically creating EARTH-like thread continuations to allow for code optimizations. The runtime supports continuations like EARTH. However, the runtime expands the idea to allow for threads to create them on the fly.
  – Allowing multiple continuations to be spawned from the same thread which introduces new optimizations.
  – A simple and easy way to change locality, parallelism, and load balancing by utilizing the idea of data driven threads in conjunction with the scheduler.

Using the runtime, I evaluate the idea of data-centric threads. Current thread models require the programmer to explicitly handle data movement and requires them to handle task management within a thread. This stems from the fact that threads can have a number of deficiencies in their design for expressing massive parallelism: First and foremost, if thread creation time is too large, threads cannot be used to divide work, but rather work must be divided up within the thread. This means the programmer will handle the movement of data and the scheduling of work. This is complicated in current multi-core systems and will be even more complicated as core counts increase, chip divisions become more complex, and non-uniformed memory access are taken into account. Second, preemptive scheduling causes OS noise and this
is compounded as thread count increases. In current cache based systems, as thread count increases so does cache thrashing. Furthermore, if the thread count exceeds the current system memory size, paging (retrieving memory from secondary storage) also increases. These can exponentially increase the time for algorithms with many threads to finish. Further, memory size per core on future many-core systems must likely will be very small and a preemptive schedule does not place a bound on the number of threads in memory at once. This is a huge problem. Finally, current system threads have no way to express dependencies at the thread-level. Dependencies must be handled within the thread manually by the programmer using locks or some other form of memory. Tying dependencies to the thread would give the runtime or scheduler more information to be able to better schedule threads.

This thesis proposes coupling threads, dependencies, and data to alleviate the former problems with thread design. Specifically it introduces the idea that threads are tasks of work and not just units of computation. These ideas expand on thread-level dependencies and are wholly unique.

1.5 Summary

The rest of this thesis covers all the all aspects of Tapestry from the execution model to the runtime:

- Chapter 2 provides relevant background information to help understand the model.
- Chapter 3 explains the execution model derived from the Tapestry runtime.
- Chapter 4 presents an overview of the Tapestry runtime.
- Chapter 5 provides a detailed explanation of the features of the runtime.
- Chapter 6 explains details on the lower level runtime.
- Chapter 7 contains benchmarks that compare the runtime to other runtimes.
- Chapter 8 describes all work that is related to the current runtime.
- Chapter 9 concludes the work and talks about potential future directions for research.
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

The model of execution and framework that will be introduced in this thesis known as Tapestry has features that are the evolution of many concepts of the past. Its history can be traced to the multi-faceted idea of dataflow and its fusion with the Hybrid Von Neumann machines of the late 1980s. As the Tapestry framework is an expression of the ideas in dataflow, its future has become entrenched in dataflow’s ideals. Thus, it is important to understand dataflow’s history to see why Tapestry’s future is rich.

2.1 Dataflow

Dataflow was a departure from many of the ideals of Von Neumann architectures (unified bus assumption with a single processor). In dataflow architectures there is no program counter, and the execution of instructions is solely determined based on the availability of input arguments to those instructions. These principles came about as reaction to the shifting trend toward multitasking in the late 1960s. Dataflow’s features were primarily designed to provide abundant parallelism for multitasking. Despite providing many new strengths, dataflow had a number of weaknesses.

2.1.1 Historical Perspective

The theory of dataflow language execution stemmed from the need for parallelism which was fueled by the trend of multitasking in the late 1960s [16]. This need, coupled with the desire to represent programs in a simplified manner laid the bases for dataflow’s features [17]. Dataflow in general is a computer architecture model that is painted as heavily contrasting to the popular and now ubiquitous Von Neumann
architecture model. The three main features of dataflow are: 1) no program counter or global store, 2) the execution of operations is driven only by the availability of input arguments, and 3) programs are represented by graphs.

The first model of dataflow was known as static dataflow and included only pipelined parallelism, but overtime the exchange of ideas fortified a model with maximum parallelism further progressing it into what is known as dynamic dataflow. The model began its infancy in the late 1960s and grew from the independent, but seminal works of Karp and Miller [18], Rodriguez[19], and Adams[20]. However, the idea of data-driven computations was first introduced in the original version of Karp and Miller’s paper in 1964 according to Jack Dennis [21].

In 1972, the first version of the data flow language was introduced by Jack Dennis [22]. This language brought together the features of many older languages and schemas that used similar ideas, but was wholly unique in expression of Jack Dennis’ ideas for parallelism. A subsequent static dataflow architecture model blossomed in 1975 to execute such a language. As a result, this solidified the static model as fundamental to the theory of executing of data flow languages [23]. That same year, Arvind introduced a new way to interpret dataflow languages which was crucial to the development of dynamic dataflow [24]. The 1980s saw further progression of these ideas. Finally, in the mid 80s and early 1990s some dataflow machines were produced [25].

But due to the poor performance of dataflow machines in comparison with Von Neumann ones, only the remnants have lived on in current architectures. However, with the development of massive many-core machines with thousands of cores, the idea has been resurrected and fused with traditional Von Neumann architectures.

2.1.2 Features

Although dataflow’s past is checkered, it still is important to understand the unique benefits of parallelism it provides through its features. Dataflow contrasts heavily with control flow. Dataflow focuses on the movement of data through a program and the relations of that data to different components of a program. In general in
In dataflow, multiple components can be active at once taking in data or producing it. In contrast, control flow focuses on which component of a program will be executed at a certain time. Order is important in control flow programs. Whereas, in dataflow components execute once they are ready and in no particular order.

Dataflow’s concept relies heavily on graphs to represent its features. A dataflow graph is a direct graph with vertices called actors and edges called arcs. Arcs leaving a node are called the output arc of that node. Arcs coming into that node are known as input arcs to that node. At the end and beginning of a program graph there will be arcs that are not connected to any actors. These are the input and output arcs of the program graph.

The most fundamental component of dataflow is the actor. The actor is a single computation which takes in data and produces new data. Actors are similar to instructions in the Von Neumann architecture. However, actors only have a partial order determined by their dependencies. An actor can be thought of as the most basic unit of computation and thus cannot be any smaller. Any number of actors can be executed at once as long their dependencies are met. Dependencies are created by connecting outputs of one actor to the inputs of another. Data moves across these connection arcs and is known as tokens.

Dataflow is a natural, simple, and a generic way to represent a program. Programs are naturally represented by their dependencies and are not written in a specific language, but represented by a dataflow graph. This graph is generic to all the various programs across any dataflow machine and has seven basic actors. These are the:

- N-ary function - Computes a function with N inputs.
- Unary function - Computes a function with 1 input.
- T-gate and F-gate - The input token moves to the output once a T or F token is present.
- Deterministic Merge - Depending which T or F token is present on the control line, the token on the T input or F input is correspondingly moved to the output.
- Nondeterministic Merge - Moves inputs non-deterministically to the output.
• Split node - Duplicates input tokens to the output.

• Switch node - Moves the input token either to a T output or F output depending on what token is on the control line.

Dataflow programs can be composed of any number of these actors. To execute a program, these actors need rules. The rules are simple: as long as an actor instance has all its inputs and no tokens on its output it can execute. The actor is an enabled state when this is true. Once the actor instance executes and produces a new output token, it is said to have fired. These rules are the fundamental two general classes of dataflow: static and dynamic. In static, two tokens cannot occupy the same arc at the same time. Thus, when firing in static dataflow, the output arcs of a token must be empty so they have space for the new tokens. In dynamic dataflow, multiple tokens can be present per arc and colors are used to differentiate. Each color represents a different execution of the same instructions. Tokens waiting must have the same color to allow an actor to fire.

There are special firing rules for merge actors. If there is any input and no output on an nondeterministic merge actor, it can fire. Similarly for the deterministic one, the actor may fire if there is a boolean token on the switch line and the corresponding input line has a token. These special rules allow dataflow to support conditionals and loops.

2.1.3 Static Dataflow

Static dataflow follows all the rules mentioned above: one token per arc and one instance of the same actor firing, but it has a simple and easy way to interpret a dataflow graph through its rules about graph instancing. These rules however limit its potential parallelism because a section of the graph that is executed repeatedly such as in recursion or with a loop execution cannot execute in parallel.

In the static dataflow interpretation, only one instance of a graph ever exists, meaning that each node of a graph is unique and cannot have multiple copies of the same node running. Because of this, recursion and function calls are challenging to
implement. In general on most recursion, if the same instance of a graph is used for the recursive call it can result in a deadlock. However, this is not the case if the algorithm is implemented with tail recursion. Function calls also have the same problem where if two calls occur simultaneously it can result in a deadlock.

The limit on instancing of actors (one instance per actor can only be running) also reduces the amount of parallelism available for loops, recursion, or wherever the graph needs to be reused. Because parallelism is inherently found in dataflow, it is essential for these areas to execute fast. Two different solutions have been proposed to limit these problems:

- Pipelining the execution of the actors.
- Duplicating the graph.

For pipelining, the graph of code needs to be organized so that branches are the same size. In addition, it must be cycle free. Data should be available and ready so that the iterations may execute one after another as quickly as possible. This is called pipelined parallelism. It is the responsibility of the architecture or compiler of the dataflow language to guarantee a mapping that will result in this. Otherwise, there will be stalls or bubbles in the program execution which will slow down its total execution time [26]. Another key aspect essential to fast executions, is to make sure that graphs are constructed in a pipelined fashion to guarantee the most parallelism possible [27]. For duplicating, subsequent iterations or recursive calls to a graph would be duplicated. However, this will work well only if the number of iterations can be determined at compile time.

These solutions put much emphasis on the compiler and rely heavily on the compiler optimizing code. Therefore, building an efficient and good compiler is major challenge of static dataflow.

Even with pipelining, static dataflow still has the major disadvantage of lacking the ability to reuse the same graphs. Hence, recursive calls cannot be implemented without duplication on graphs of known size.
2.1.4 Dynamic Dataflow

The dynamic dataflow interpretation of graphs builds off the fundamentals of the static interpretation, but allows for more parallelism. The idea stems from U-Interpreter interpretation of graphs (Arvind [24]) by associating each token with a tag or color. Dynamic dataflow creates multiple instances of a graph by allowing each actor to have many instances. The tokens are linked to each instance of the actor. These ideas provide the basis and fundamentals to create recursion and function calls. The implementation details are left to the designer. However, in general on a function call, a new token is created with a tag or color. Within that function all tokens will have that color until they are returned.

Because there are multiple instances of nodes, this means maximum parallelism can occur in loops due to the fact the same node in a loop can execute at the same time as another iteration without waiting for another instance to finish. This assumes dependencies do not exist across iterations of a loop. Similarly, recursive calls and multiple function calls can occur in parallel.

Nevertheless, in actual hardware token matching is difficult to implement because the scheme can be costly and too complex. Each token has to be matched to other tokens. This requires storing memory for every token. Furthermore, if matching is implemented with an associative search, this would require each token to be checked against all others.

2.1.5 Semi-Dynamic Dataflow

Semi-Dynamic dataflow is the convergence between the features of static and dynamic dataflow to address the shortcomings of both. Various implementations exist[28, 29, 30], but in these models the dominant idea is to use static dataflow within a function and dynamic dataflow to schedule functions. This allows for recursive level parallelism, but not loop level.
2.1.6 Problems with Dataflow

Dataflow provides very fine-grain execution, but synchronizing is not free\cite{31}. As the number of actors synchronizing increases, so does the cost. The cost can be high for such fine-grain synchronization. Most instructions take two pieces of data, and that means there is on average two synchronizations per instruction which can be quite costly.

Another complex issue with dataflow machines is their design for parallelism. Sequential code must execute in order using dependencies. Each instruction is dependent on the other instruction in the code, which causes them to be issued into the execution unit one at a time as they wait for their dependencies to be met. If the processing pipeline is $N$ length and each takes one cycle, then each instruction will have to wait a minimum of $N$ cycles before executing. This means the processor utilization is $1/N$ and the execution will take around $N$ times as long compared to a conventional Von Neumann machine.

Lastly, dataflow machines do not exploit locality of data or locality of reference effectively. In conventional machines, data is short lived. It is consumed then discarded. So, conventional machines will exploit this by having a few set of registers that are quite fast because they are stored close to the processor unlike conventional memory. When the program is executed, most data is stored and used within these registers because its life is short term. Furthermore, caches are added to aid in the reuse of larger sets of data and enhance code with temporal (accesses to the same location will occur close together) or spatial locality (accesses to locations in memory are close). This known as locality of reference.

In dataflow locality of data occurs between creation of a token and its use by another actor. The locality is defined by the time between the arrival of the first token and the final token to execute an actor. In empirical studies it has been shown this time is small in most cases. Therefore, dataflow would benefit from a way to do token matching using registers close to the processor and compilers. Yet, this is hard to exploit because the non-determinate order of tokens can increase their average
lifetimes. This makes it hard for the compiler to analyze and predict the lifetime of the tokens.

2.2 Hybrid Von Neumann/ Dataflow Machines

Hybrid Von Neumann machines add dataflow properties to threads. The two methodologies of doing such include combining dataflow actors into a thread or adding dataflow synchronization into the thread model. The first methodology groups dataflow actors into a more conventional Von Neumann ideology allowing synchronization to occur on the edge of groups. The actors within the group are ordered sequentially. The second methodology adds signaling to threads of a Von Neumann machine so they can synchronize much like a groups of dataflow actors in the first methodology. Both these methodologies reduce the synchronization of regular dataflow by a factor equal to the average number of instructions per thread. Also this reduces space used for these signaling mechanisms. This can be substantial in reducing synchronization costs. Furthermore, this idea increases locality of dataflow programs allowing for registers to be used within threads much like they are in Von Neumann machines.

2.2.1 The Super Actor Machine

The Super Actor Machine (SAM) was a hybrid Von Neumann/ Dataflow execution model and abstract machine. Programs for the model were designed to be written in a high level language and then translated into a dataflow graph. Actors were grouped together into super actors using an algorithm to minimize the arcs across the boundaries of actors using a translator. The actors were then translated into threads to be loaded on the machine. The machine was very much a dataflow machine and used an innovative feature called a register cache to reduce stalls in the dataflow scheduling unit.

2.3 EARTH Model

The Efficient Architecture for Running THreads (EARTH) [14] model of multithreading as the successor of SAM falls within the class of Hybrid Von Neumann/
Dataflow models. The model was designed for off the shelf components and uses a higher level language called Threaded C to translate code into the EARTH language specifications. Threads can be spawned in the EARTH model using the *invoke* keyword on a function call. These threads’ frames contain signaling information to support some dataflow properties. These properties are token-like invocation of threads. The main difference with other hybrid models and EARTH is that EARTH can link function frames to other threads using a grouping called a threaded procedure. This means multiple threads under a threaded procedure will share the same function frame.

When a grouping is *invoked*, the initial function in the frame will always run. It can do two unique things: spawn new functions to run in parallel using *invoke* and setup other functions that is part of its threaded procedure frame to run after a certain amount synchronizations/signals occur from other threads. However, the running thread still needs to spawn threads to signal the frame to run the new threads. The signal information and data to be filled must be passed explicitly to other threads by the programmer and needs to be called by that thread unless a compiler is used to mitigate the programmer’s responsibility for making a parallel application. Once all signals are met, the dependent function can run. Signaling can be reinitialized and allows for reuse of memory.

### 2.4 Codelet Model

The Codelet Model of execution [15] extends upon the basic design of EARTH. The main difference here is it allows for availability of a resource to be part of the signaling information for a thread.

#### 2.4.1 Inspiration

Codelets draw their ideas from dataflow, EARTH, and previous work in parallelism. The execution model emphasizes a generic representation of code with dependencies via graphs much like in dataflow. These event driven graphs are heavily inspired by the execution of a generic dataflow language and borrow much terminology from
there. The model also proposes the use of various features from EARTH with software pipelining techniques leveraged from dataflow. However, the techniques described in the execution model document[15] focus only on software pipelining of instructions in classical architectures. Lastly, the concept of codelet as a list of instructions has many roots in traditional computer programs.

The Model for Codelets borrows actors, firing rules, and dependency arcs from dataflow. The codelet graph can be thought of as a subset of a dataflow graph, but semantically redefines actors and tokens. Furthermore, the model’s firing rules are more explicit than dataflow, and are much more realistic because they take into account resource constraints for the availability of firing. Finally, arcs for dependencies between codelets also comes from dataflow.

Similarly, codelets borrow the idea of threaded procedures and split-phase continuations from the EARTH model of execution [14]. In addition, the implementation of the model would benefit from the features of dataflow pipelining combined with classical software pipelining. Under the codelet model, threaded procedures may be split further into codelets. This is similar to threaded procedures containing threads in EARTH. Each threaded procedure can be thought of as a task which allows for task level parallelism. Each task can run in parallel and be invoked. Further, support for suspending and continuing threads later once data is available will come in the form of split-phase continuations. Such continuations use much less space than traditional thread suspensions. In addition, the model implementation would benefit from software pipelining to increase parallelism. In static dataflow, pipelining means keep data flowing between codelets with minimal stalls in the pipeline and making sure code graphs are constructed in a pipelined manner [26, 27]. Static dataflow accomplishes this via novel compiler techniques to guarantee data is available when it is needed by actors[27]. The model is looking for inspiration in these ideas to increase the performance of programs defined in the codelet model.

Lastly, the model’s actors can be thought of as similar to traditional threads, but with dependencies. These actors are much more coarse-grain than their dataflow
brethren, but should be much more fine-grain than traditional operating system threads at the kernel or user space levels to support finer-grain parallelism.

2.4.2 Features

The codelet model is heavily inspired by dataflow, but in particular dynamic dataflow. The model can be thought of as a hybrid dataflow model that is intended to run on many-core Von Neumann systems. Specifically the model takes the concept of an actor and extends it so the actor can have multiple instructions instead of one action like in dataflow. The model builds on previous work done on EARTH.

Actors can be run in parallel as long as their dependencies are met and sufficient resources are available for them to run. Actors are grouped into subgraphs called Threaded Procedures, and it is best to execute these subgraphs in parallel. Each actor is intended to run on traditional Von Neumann cores in parallel when possible. These actors are thought of as the smallest unit of computation a core can do and thus need to be scheduled appropriately.

The actors are much like traditional operating system threads. However, they are non-preemptive and have dependencies to indicate when they should run. Depending on the implementation of the model, threads may voluntarily yield for high latency applications.

Much like dataflow, programs can be represented by generic graphs with dependencies represented as arcs between the actor nodes. Data flows between these nodes as tokens. However, the rules for the execution of actors mainly differ with four stages of execution compared with the two for enabled and fired for dataflow:

- Dormant - Does not have all its input tokens.
- Enabled - Has all its input tokens.
- Ready - Is enabled and resources are available to run it.
- Firing - Has been scheduled to run.

Of these stages, mainly a Ready stage is added to indicate the system has available resources to execute the codelet. This indicates the codelet model is much
closer to a practical implementation compared with dataflow which ignores such details. The dormant stage is redundant as it just means not enabled. All these stages are dependent on token inputs and outputs. Unlike in the dataflow model, tokens are not simply data, and can represent an event. These events may correspond to a system node going down or other events and do not contain any data. Although the code within the actors can be much larger than in dataflow, special control actors from dataflow have been added to allow token level control. Mainly included in the model are the:

- The decider (the switch node for dataflow)
- The conditional merge
- T-gate and F-gate

These actors allow conditional and loop schemes to occur outside the codelets and not just inside. Conditionals and loop schemes allow any type of code to be designed using the graph model and are very important to allow generic representation of code. Without them, programs would need to be built from within each codelet, and dependencies would be handled at the graph level.

Finally the model also defines a way to functionalize a graph in similar manner that a function is defined by a set of instructions in a traditional Von Neumann architectures. The model can define a graph as a Threaded Procedure. These threaded procedures can be called within the code like traditional functions, and their graphs will be duplicated so they can run in parallel. The model indicates these threaded procedure graphs can be automatically produced by a compiler through analysis of traditional functions composed of instructions. In addition to that, these procedures may require additional constraints to run such as locality of available arguments.

2.4.3 Parallelism

Much of the design and function of the codelet model relies on parallelism. Hence, a key question for performance of the model should be: how to reduce parallelism to favor locality? It is known that dynamic dataflow produces maximum
parallelism, but on a machine with limited resources this may be overwhelming even with many cores. According to the Codelet Model paper, parallelism is a key challenge. This is very contradictory because dynamic dataflow can execute new instances of actors as long as there are no dependencies. The codelet model paper claims that software pipelining will be useful for achieving parallelism. Much like traditional methods pipelining loops can be achieved through duplication of actors for simple cases, but may require new methods.

For pipelined loop level schemas on traditional code if each iteration is analogous to the creation of a codelet, at runtime pipelining would be beneficial. This means parallelism can be a challenge. This is also a challenge for parallelism versus the benefit of keeping codelets local.

Many software pipelining papers does not address these specific challenges nor do they provide an adequate level of parallelism [32, 33, 34, 35]. The compiler framework also needs to be good enough to model accurately the many-core chip so that software pipelining is possible. The model proposes the use of Single-dimension software pipelining (SSP) [36, 37, 38, 39]; specifically the multi-core version with extensions for many-core machines [40].

Under SSP, the algorithm selects the most profitable loop, simplifies the loop nest into a 1D loop, performs modulo scheduling, and makes sure resources for parallelism are met. Under the parallel version, wherever the schedule was delayed due to the resource constraints, the delay is executed in parallel using Lamport clocks. Speedup was good for a shared memory system with on-chip local ram, but the number of threads run in parallel is only up to 140. This is quite limited compared with the number of threads available for future many-core systems. Therefore, for massive many-core systems this idea still needs to be investigated in more depth.

2.5 Runtime Systems

A number of parallel runtimes exist that decouple parallel programming from the underlying hardware to a certain degrees: Cilk, Cilk Plus, Habanero C, Habanero
Java, Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB), Kernel for Adaptive, Asynchronous Parallel and Interactive programming (KAAPI), and the SWift Adaptive Runtime Machine (SWARM). All these runtimes use special compilers to support their features of synchronization and spawning semantics except TBB.

Cilk [41], an extension to the C language from MIT, is similar to regular threading libraries in semantic use. However, the language is much simpler. Threads can be asynchronously spawned using the special keyword `spawn` and can be waited on using the keyword `join`. The language requires the special keyword `cilk` to label functions as spawnable. The major advantage of Cilk is its simplicity and design. The runtime uses work stealing (which it popularized) [42] with guaranteed space bounds and optimal load balancing. Furthermore, the runtime cannot execute legacy code nor have fine-grain synchronization using joins. Much of these problems were later rectified when Cilk’s technology was bought by Intel and created a closed source derivative known as Cilk Plus [43]. Cilk Plus adds parallel loop constructs and allows for legacy code, but at the cost of its space bound requirements.

Habanero Java [44] is a spin-off of X10 semantically and uses the features of X10 in the language with a work stealing runtime. It provides `async` and `finish` statements which are similar to Cilk’s `cilk` and `join`, but the `finish` statements allow a little finer control. In addition to joining, it supports flexible fine-grain barriers (phasers) and locality aware constructs (places). Habanero C brings many of these features to C by extending C semantically. This makes the underlying runtime very similar in concept to Cilk, but with support for phasers and in the future places.

TBB [45, 46] is a C++ library that provides a task based approach to threading. In general a number of constructs are provided to make parallelism simpler through parallel loop constructs and concurrent access containers. If neither of these are proficient for the algorithm, task level creation is possible by inheriting the task class and overriding methods. This task parallelism allows a spawn and join syntax. For more advance algorithms, there is a task level continuation available (similar to EARTH’s) which requires the user to explicitly pass class instance and variable information to
child threads so they can fill out the data and signal the other threads. TBB requires shared memory via the new keyword to achieve these effects. Furthermore, TBB uses a scalable memory allocator and work-stealing popularized by Cilk [47].

KAAPI [48] is based upon the features of Cilk and extends its basic design for data dependencies. However, KAAPI is a derivative of C++ with special keywords for spawning (fork) and a special type qualifier for shared data (share). Its data sharing is based upon global memory using these share keywords. The lower level API is an extension of the POSIX Threads API. KAAPI uses a dataflow-like graph to represent closures. XKAAPI makes KAAPI simpler by making it a C only library. XKAAPI allows for dataflow like dependencies by using special templates with the KAAPI++ interface in conjunction with overloading a special structure. These templates are similar to the concept of data-driven futures that are part of the new C++ 11 spec.

Finally SWARM[49], a closed source runtime provided by ET International, allows for thread spawning, joining, and signaling of other threads like in EARTH. In addition, it provides a way to continue the execution of a thread like that provided by TBB. The signaling and data movement management is explicitly done by the programmer much like that in TBB. The major advantage of SWARM is that it can run across different computer nodes via communication through TCP/IP. SWARM claims better performance than OpenMP[50] on certain applications on a shared memory system.

2.6 Architectures

Tapestry is portable and can run on three different architectures x86-64, x86-64 with cache coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access(ccNUMA), and Texas Instruments’ C66X processor with three different operating systems Windows, Linux, and SYS/BIOS. In this section, we will describe the TI architecture and the AMD Interlagos architectures.
2.6.1 C66X Processor

The C66X architecture as seen in Figure 2.1 is multi-core digital signal processor that allows for general purpose computations and targets industrial automation, medical imaging, and high performance computing among other things. The 6678 in particular has eight cores and can achieve 160 GFLOPs operating at 1.25 GHZ per core. Each core has 32 KB of L1 Data Cache and 32 KB of L1 program cache which can be configured as SRAM(internal addressable memory) or cache. In addition, each core has 512KB of L2 memory that can also be configured as SRAM or cache. Moreover, there is 4MB of shared memory known as Multicore Shared Memory (MSM) separated from the cores available that can configured as shared L2, L3 cache, or SRAM. Finally, off-chip DDR3 is available for bigger programs. Only L1D and L2 within the same core are coherent. If the MSM is configured as shared L2, it is not coherent. In addition, between cores nothing is coherent. If L2 is configured as shared memory it is not coherent either. Finally, DRAM is not coherent. It is up to the user to manage the consistency themselves. The C66X has 128-bit SIMD instructions for fixed or floating point computations. The processor can execute up to 8 instructions per cycle. Floating point wise, each core can only compute 1, 2, 3, or 4 per cycle and if using double precision, 1 every cycle. Power wise it is rated at 10 watts operating at 1GHZ which puts it in the ultra low range. The system also contains a limited number of locks and has no atomics. The major challenges with this system are managing memory consistency issues and handling atomicity for data dependencies across cores.

2.6.2 AMD Interlagos Processors

The Interlagos processor is a NUMA server processor. The 6234 processor used by this thesis has 12 cores. The particular board utilized by this thesis is the has 48 cores, 4 sockets, and 8 NUMA nodes. The unique feature of the Interlagos processor is that it decouples the FPU from the cores and shares 1 FPU per 2 cores with two 128 bit wide fused multiply-add capability (FMAC) pipelines in what is known as a module. Each NUMA node consists of 3 modules or 6 cores. The advantage here, is that 1
Figure 2.1: Texas Instruments C66X Architecture
core can fully utilize both FMACCS with 256 bit instructions or 2 cores both issuing 128 bit instructions. This means, the processor can execute 4 doubles per cycle for every two cores. In addition, the microarchitecture introduces new FMA4 instructions to allow for fuse-multiply additions. Using FMA4 allows the processor to execute 8 doubles per every 2 cores. The NUMA nodes on the machine are interconnected with HyperTransport\[51\] for a large number of processors with 6 cores per node. The interconnect configuration can be seen in Figure 2.2. Nodes connect to themselves have a distance of 1. Each connected node has a distance of 1.6 and nodes not connected directly have a distance of 2.2. This means the nodes take 1.6 and 2.2 times longer than connecting to themselves. The main considerations for providing good performance on this machine are utilizing the bandwidth provided by the 8 memories banks while balancing the low-latency of inter-node memory. In general, it is better to get more throughput, by using the 8 memory banks when utilizing all 48 cores instead of pushing all memory operations into 1 node.
Figure 2.2: AMD Interlagos 6234 NUMA Node Distances: Nodes connected in this picture have a distance of 1.6 and unconnected nodes have a distance of 2.2. Cores are numbered in consecutive order with 0-5 being on node 0, 6-12 on node 1, and so forth. Notice, that some cores in the same chip have a longer distance than others. That is because there are 6 cores per die. So each processor has 2 dies. Those two dies are connected via HyperTransport.
The Threaded Dependency Execution Model (or Tapestry model) was designed to combine the features of execution on shared memory systems with that of the need to execute programs on many-core systems that may not share memory. The Tapestry model specifically allows for fork/join parallelism to be combined with dataflow-like semantics to achieve a program execution that is fork/join, dataflow-like, or a combination of the two within or across nodes by modifying the existing notion of threads to contain dependencies. The model allows programmers to tackle problems using any combination of programming models to achieve performance on any type of system.

3.1 Threaded Dependency Model Overview

Currently in computing, dependencies are described at the instruction level. If a dependency exists between two threads, they occur at the instruction level. If one thread depends on another thread the dependent thread must be manually started up after the other thread finishes.

Threaded dependencies are a way to automatically describe that a thread’s results can be the input to other threads, and those threads should start only after that thread has finished copying its result into their argument list. There are number of advantages for this. First and foremost, dependencies on a thread allow for programmers to express complex dependency relationships between threads. Second, this gives the threads a partial order, and the scheduler can handle the thread scheduling instead of the programmer. Third, fine-grain parallelism can be easily expressed by breaking a serial program up in terms of threads and dependencies.
To get a better understanding of threaded dependencies, a generic model is provided in the following sections that summarizes how ideas from previous works are combined into a more versatile execution model (The Tapestry model). The model has many features and introduces many new challenges to computing.

In the model, threads are the smallest unit of processing that can be scheduled. They can be thought of as a set of instructions that are sequentially-executed (Instruction-level Parallelism may apply), can voluntarily yield execution, and be atomically-scheduled. Threads usually contain arguments to do work upon and return a value. These may be of any type. In addition, the arguments may come from other threads. Thus, these arguments can represent dependencies between threads. Furthermore, the dependencies may form loops or self-loops. Threads can also be waited on for the result of their work.

The Tapestry model combines standard threads with that of dataflow without losing the traditional semantics incorporated in threading models found in classical parallel architectures. The idea is that a thread can be thought of as an actor in dataflow. Its arguments can be thought of as arcs going into that thread or actor. Its return can be thought of as an arc leaving the thread or actor.

### 3.2 Actors as Threads

Actors represent a set of serial instructions and are similar in concept to that of Macro-dataflow\[52\] and its predecessors, but may be voluntarily suspended, form loops, may be referenced by other actors, and be joined on like in fork/join parallelism. These actors can be thought of as threads and are naturally represented by a standard function or method with inputs into them being represented as arguments. Hence, actors are represented very simply.

Thus, the basic building block of the Tapestry model is the thread or actor as seen in Figure 3.1. The thread allows for all sorts of parallelism concepts including parallel loops found in OpenMP\[53\], divide and conquer found in Cilk[41], the actors found in dataflow\[54\], loops found in TIDeFlow\[54\], the codelets found in Codelet
Figure 3.1: Tapestry Actor: The Tapestry actor represents a thread. Each actor is described by a function representing serial code with input arguments into that function. On return that function’s results will be available to its dependent threads. An actor is enabled once all its inputs are available. However, the actor may not be scheduled to run until resources are available or if the user defined a specific constraint such as execute only on X processor.

Model\cite{15}, pipeline parallelism, and software pipelining. The state of a Tapestry actor is defined by the function it executes, the availability of its arguments, the availability of system resources, user defined constraints, and if the actor is part of a loop.

Actors in Tapestry can be created during runtime by other actors which differs completely from EARTH and TIDeFlow which are static. Furthermore, multiple graphs can be executing at once in the Tapestry model.

3.2.1 Methods

An actor represented by a method (not a function) in Tapestry requires a class stored in memory. Tapestry dictates that threads with a method executing on a specific class at a certain memory location must be only be executed where that memory location is available to that method. This means executing two methods using the same class memory across two separate physical memory locations is not possible unless a global shared memory is employed. This makes sense because allowing the memory to exist across separate nodes introduces all types of problems on copying the memory and how to update the memory copy across multiple nodes. Not only are these challenging
problems, allowing this behavior would introduce much inefficiency into method actors.

3.2.2 Merge and Switch Actors

In dataflow and the Codelet model, there are special actors best thought of as the conditional input (like a multiplexer) and conditional output (like a demultiplexer). The input actor has multiple inputs with one output. The conditional input actor only has one operation: to choose an input depending on what is on the its condition line and place the choice on its output. Similarly, the conditional output actor has one input and multiple outputs. Depending what is on the actor’s condition line, the actor’s job is to take the input and choose which output line to place the input on.

The problem with these actors is that they come from dataflow and only perform a few specialized operations. Most likely in conventional systems, the work they do is much smaller than the time to start and stop these actors. Hence, they have large amount of potential overhead.

To remedy this problem, Tapestry allows any actor to be defined as a conditional input, conditional output, or both. However, the firing rules for a conditional input actor are still fairly complex compared to any other actor in dataflow and much harder to represent because its condition is only used during firing (not within the body like the conditional output).

So, to simplify the work of conditional input for loops et cetera, Tapestry introduces a special conditional input actor, that allows for the condition for the next input selection to be decided within the body of the actor. Tapestry calls this the intra-conditional input actor. The actor works by being initialized to select a certain line initially. It will only fire if that line has a token on it. During firing, the actor can modify the next line selection depending on whatever conditions the programmer chooses. In Section 3.5.1, I show how a standard dataflow loop can be simplified with these notions.
3.2.3 Executing Actors

Executing actors is similar to that of dataflow: an actor can be scheduled or fired when all its input arguments or tokens are available as long as all resources and constraints are met. When an actor runs, it consumes its input arguments. An actor without inputs can be immediately scheduled. When an actor finishes execution (on function return), it will write results to its output arcs if any exist as long as it isn’t continued on as another thread. The actor is then deallocated unless it is part of a loop or has references to it. A full list of executing states and conditions is described in Section 3.3.

3.2.4 Special Signals

During execution of an actor, the user may generate three special signals that may modify the resulting state of a thread on return: continue, loop end, and exit. The first signal, called continue will cause the executing actor on return to transform into new actor retaining any output dependencies. New input dependencies may be created. Because the actor is transformed into a new actor, it will no longer signal its dependents (produce tokens). This creates a split-phase transaction. The other signal, loop end will cause an actor that is part of a loop to stop executing on return. This signal is used for joining on program loops and allows for the memory of a Tapestry loop graph to be freed. This signal is generated by default on non-loop threads. Finally, the user can end the execution of a program with the exit signal.

3.3 States

An actor in Tapestry may be in one of seven states as seen in finite-state machine in Figure 3.2. These states represent how an actor lives and dies in a program execution. When an actor is defined by a programmer, it enters the waiting state. In this state, the actor waits until all it dependencies are met which can include resources and constraints. Once this information is provided, the actor transfers to the schedule state and waits to be scheduled. Once scheduled, the actor executes during the running state.
Figure 3.2: Tapestry Finite-State Machine: Tapestry actors can be in seven different states. These states allow for actors and actor graphs to be reused and decommissioned if there are no references to them in memory.
If the actor did not initiate a split-phase transaction by the time it finishes executing, the actor will enter the *signal* state and signal its dependents. Otherwise it enters the *loop* state. This state causes the actor to loop again and enter the *waiting* state if the actor or runtime did not assert *loop end*. If *loop end* is asserted, the actor enters the *alive* state which waits for its reference count to go to zero. Once this happens, the actor enters the *dead* state and can be deallocated. In the *waiting* state, the runtime can cause a waiting actor to end.

### 3.4 Arcs

Arcs in a Tapestry program represent dependencies between actors. These dependencies can be references, pointers, or any other data type. These types are copied between output of an actor into the input of other actors. Thus, if the Tapestry model is used on a non-shared memory system these pointers or references may not be valid. This is different from EARTH and TIDeFlow which require shared memory\[14, 54\]. In addition, the model can allow for multiple tokens per arc. However, this can be costly to implement. Thus, a simplified version of the model may only support one token per arc. In the one token per arc version, the stipulation is the actor must wait for each dependent actor to finish before it signals. For self-loops (Section 3.5), the stipulation is that it will always signal itself even if not finished because the actor cannot be finished. However, a race condition can occur if the self signal is not the last signal to be executed for pipelines (Section 3.6). Thus, for self-loops that initiate a pipeline, the self-signal must be the last signal executed.

### 3.5 Loops

Tapestry loops were designed for any type of loop construction: *do while*, *while*, or *for* loops. In addition, the ending condition of a loop can be determined at runtime just like in regular loops. This is in contrast to the TIDeFlow model that only allows for a static number of loop iterations determined at the start of a program. Furthermore,
Figure 3.3: Tapestry Actor Loop: The Tapestry model provides two basic loop constructs for a program graph. The self-loop in (a) works by causing the actor execute 50 times if the initial input is 0. This actor can have other code inside it; so, it does actual work instead of just looping. Figure (b) shows the a basic two actor for loop that can be generalized to have more actors.

Tapestry can have multiple loops running and supports split-phase transactions on loop actors.

The basic two loop constructs are the self-loop and a loop of actors as seen in Figure 3.3. Self-signaling has a special stipulation for the one token per arc version of Tapestry as indicated in Section 3.4. To stop a loop from repeating, the actor must signal the loop will exit. On whichever actor the loop exit signal occurs in the loop, it is the job of that actor to signal its dependents to stop waiting.

Since each actor in a loop requires input dependencies, this means the body of a standard loop will only have one actor per loop chain ever executing. Loops like those in Figure 3.3 most likely are more efficient as serial code. However like in OpenMP or TIDeFlow, the programmer can create multiple parallel actors that can execute simultaneously. In addition, the stages of the loop body do not have to barrier like in TIDeFlow.
These loops however cannot be nested with another program graph without causing them to wait for additional inputs. But, they are simple and useful for outer program loops. The next section describes how a more composable loop can be formed with Tapestry.

### 3.5.1 Composable Loops

The main conditions for a loop to be composable in dataflow is that it must have a conditional input and conditional output. The problem here is that for one token inputted into a loop schema from some source must result in that loop to execute a number of times, and once the loop finishes, it returns one token to that source. This requires a conditional input into the loop and a conditional output. This means four actors are needed to achieve a classical dataflow loop as seen in Figure 3.4a. However, the condition, conditional input, and conditional output are very fine-grain and not suitable for a modern threaded systems. They have a huge overhead a reduce processor availability. Furthermore, they needlessly complicate a program graph and increase program memory requirements.

Tapestry solves these problems by allowing any actor to be a conditional input, conditional output, or both. In addition, the intra-conditional input actor can be used to further simplify things. Thus, Tapestry can achieve a composable loop with one actor as seen in Figure 3.4e. Figure 3.4 explains how a dataflow loop can be merged into one actor step by step.

The final note here is that Tapestry requires the actor when exiting a loop to use the loop exit signal. This indicates that the loop is no longer referencing any memory and may be freed if no other actor has a reference to it. In addition, this allows a programmer to join on a loop of executions.

### 3.5.2 Loop Nest

Tapestry supports loop nests like dataflow, but also through the simplified composable loop scheme described in Section 3.5.1. Loop nests only require one actor per
Figure 3.4: Dataflow Loop Reduction: Dataflow and the Codelet model require four actors to achieve a composable loop as seen in Figure a. These states can be reduced easily into one actor in Tapestry. In figures b, c, d each actor is merged until only one remains. In b, the x>0 is moved easily moved into the conditional output node since it can do multiple instructions. In c, the subtract is moved into the output which outputs x-1 on the T line and x on the F line. In d, the condition is merged into the conditional input and forms a intra-conditional input. The line F is set as default switch, and changes on output depending if the input>0. Finally in e, the input/output nodes are merged.
Figure 3.5: Tapestry Loop Nest: This is just a basic i/j loop nest. The input stores two ints i and j. The inner purple loop is ran 50 times for each iteration of the green outer loop. This loop nest is composable and allows for other programs or loops to nest it.

In addition, the outer loop does not need to use a composable loop actor. The most basic loop nest can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Loop nests are important for many scientific applications such as stencils, matrix multiplication, and LU decomposition. Tapestry can support these within an actor or outside of one.

In addition, each loop in the nest is required to call a loop exit signal even if composable to allow memory to be dynamically freed if no references are available.

### 3.5.3 Software Pipelining

Software pipelining is a technique to optimize loops by reordering instructions to reduce overall execution time by allowing certain instructions to occur in parallel. Software pipelining was designed for very long instruction architecture (VLIW), but is effective in modern architectures that have some form of instruction level parallelism (ILP). Compilers have techniques to achieve automatic-software pipelining.

Similarly, thread loops in Tapestry can benefit from parallelization by allowing certain threads to be duplicated and execute in parallel. However, this can be thought of as more general problem of how to best parallelize a loop with dependencies between iterations, but applied at the thread level. It is very similar to problem faced by
Figure 3.6: Tapestry Pipeline: This is a modification of the loop in Figure 3.3b to be a pipeline. In this case the loop actor and file actor can execute simultaneously.

OpenMP programmers when trying to parallelize loops that may contain loop-carried dependencies. Thus, the Tapestry model can benefit from parallelization of loop bodies achieved through software pipelining-like techniques.

3.6 Pipelines

An actor that is not part of a loop, but is dependent on a loop creates a natural pipeline in Tapestry. Figure 3.6 shows a simple two stage pipeline. Pipelines in Tapestry allow for true pipeline parallelism which is not addressed in the Codelet Model or TIDeFlow. In the model, pipelines allow for multiple stages of a pipeline to be active and computing in parallel.

Pipelines in Tapestry are different from the pipeline parallelism described Orozco’s Thesis [54]. Contrary to TIDeFlow, Tapestry pipelines are true pipelines and do not require multiple tokens per arc to achieve pipeline parallelism. This is discussed in great detail in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. In short, the pipeline parallelism in TIDeFlow is limited by the length of time it takes to execute one loop iteration of a loop. If this time is long, more tokens need to be initially placed on the input to achieve the required parallelism.
Finally, pipelines in Tapestry can be made composable by using the intra-conditional input for the producer loop as seen in Figure 3.7.

### 3.7 Split-Phase Transactions

Tapestry supports thread-level continuations from the EARTH model. These continuations are similar in concept to a join operation. A join operation on a thread causes a thread to suspend execution until the resulting thread has finished execution. To achieve this, the thread’s stack information must be preserved. However, this can increase program memory requirements. A continuation allows the executing thread finish execution and continue on as a new thread with conditions to start that continuation (such as being dependent on a thread). This allows for join operations to be broken up into a phase of before and after a join without the need of suspending the thread and preserving its stack space.

A continuation in Tapestry however has special issue to address because these continuations occur on actors that can be within a loop. So a question arises if those actors when continued will be forever continued on subsequent iterations or should the continuations be treated as a temporary phase that is part of the current executing actor? The Tapestry model takes the latter stance. Tapestry says that a split-phase continuation of an actor should be seen as one actor that has multiple temporary
Figure 3.8: Loop Limited Parallelism: This example is taken and modified from Orozco’s Thesis on Page 58 [54]. This program works in both TIDeFlow and Tapestry. The program loads some tiles, computes them, and stores their result. Notice, that the arrows represent a full barrier of dependencies between each stage. Assuming one token is inputted the parallelism of this example is quite limited as seen in the program trace in Figure (b). Orozco points out this can be remedied by placing three tokens on the input (off-load to load edge) and leads to a form of pipelined parallelism as seen in the trace in Figure (c). However, this requires multiple tokens per arc which are more costly to implement. In addition, the amount of tokens one needs to initialize is dependent on the total length of one full loop execution. If too little tokens are used it will lead to stalls. Thus, a programmer or compiler would have to use some heuristic to determine the number of tokens to input initially. Both current implementations of TIDeFlow or Tapestry do not support placing multiple tokens. However in Tapestry, the loop can be modified as seen in Figure 3.9 to be a pipeline and achieve true pipeline parallelism without a compiler, user intervention, or multiple tokens per arc.
Figure 3.9: Tapestry Pipeline Parallelism: In Tapestry the loop from Figure 3.8a was modified to remove the back-edge because it limited the parallelism. Notice in Figure a, a self-loop is used to create a pipeline. The dependencies in this figure are spelled out more clearly also. Unlike in the loop in 3.8a, once the load stage completes it can immediately begin work again. In Figure b, the trace shows the overlapping of each stage of the program to achieve classical pipeline parallelism which does not contain the stalls seen between the loads in the 3 token loop version (Figure 3.8c). To achieve this parallelism, only one token per load is initially needed. In addition, this can be done with the one token per arc version of Tapestry and has been in the current implementation.
int into(int i)
{
    if(i%2!=0)
        cont(&odd,i);
    return i+1;
}

int odd(int i)
{
    if(i>50)
        loopExit();
    return i+1;
}

(a) Split-Phase Loop

int into(int i)
{
    if(i%2!=0)
        cont(&odd,i);
    return i+1;
}

int odd(int i)
{
    if(i>50)
        loopExit();
    return i+1;
}

(b) Even Iteration

(c) Odd Iteration

Figure 3.10: Split-Phase Transaction in a Loop: The split-phase transaction occurs depending on if the current iteration is even or odd. On an even iteration as seen in figure (b), the loop operates normally. Yet, when the iteration is odd like in figure (c), the into actor initiates a continuation as the odd actor and no longer signals. The odd actor completes the signaling.

3.8 References and Joins

The final piece of the Tapestry model is that it supports references to other threads within threads. These references may be used to read the result of an executing thread. Thus, Tapestry supports tryJoins, joins, and timed joins on these references to receive the results from a thread. These joins can be used to implement futures. Futures may be used to form an EARTH-like execution and the Tapestry model provides
that model should support continuations on EARTH-like executions with futures. In addition, joins can be used in conjunction with other operations. Finally, these threads can start other threads.

### 3.9 Comparison to Other CAPSL Models

The Tapestry model is more general and less vague compared to the other models introduced by the Computer Architecture Parallel Systems Laboratory (CAPSL) and its predecessors. Figure 3.11 shows the interrelationship of the models introduced by CAPSL. The Tapestry model supports traditional threading concepts unlike EARTH, TIDeFlow, or the Codelet model. These are very important concepts to achieve performance for shared memory systems. Moreover, Tapestry allows the programmer to intermix the concepts to achieve performance on any type of system. A simplified version of Tapestry is also available that does not support loops since loop dependencies can add complexity to a program and runtime. A full comparison is provided in Table 3.1.

Tapestry introduces many new concepts: such as methods, method class memory grouping, single-actor composable loops, pipelines, any-actor conditional input/output nodes, and defines how split-phase transactions work in loops. In addition, a full finite-state machine is provided that shows how the execution model can be easily implemented.

### 3.10 Scheduling

For the Tapestry model, the scheduler can be thought as a very abstract and general concept with one key idea: it will issue threads to each available processor. The schedule can be any schedule as long as the threads maintain a partial order as dictated by their dependencies and are suspended when data is not available from a join request. The implementation can use a centralized queue, distributed queues, or a hierarchal queues, et cetera. Figure 3.12 shows a diagram for this model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependencies</th>
<th>EARTH</th>
<th>TIDEFlow</th>
<th>Codelets</th>
<th>Sim. Tapestry</th>
<th>Tapestry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split-Phase Trans.</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupings (Memory)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loops</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composable Loops</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split-phase in Loops</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipelines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any-actor cond. I/O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Model</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>LC[C]</td>
<td>N/C++</td>
<td>N/C++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Summary of Execution Models: The first thing to note here is that dependencies are coupled to threads or actors in TIDEFlow and Tapestry and signaling is part of the execution. Whereas, the other models have explicit signaling (E). In addition, the groupings in Tapestry are based on method memory and execute in a shared memory environment, but EARTH and codelets have threaded procedures that are more explicit. How split-phase transactions work in loops or if they do is not specified in the Codelet Model (?). Furthermore, the Codelet Model seems like it can support pipelines, but it is not specified. Finally, Tapestry only requires memory consistency within a shared memory environment. It utilizes the C++ memory model.

Figure 3.11: Tapestry Features: The Tapestry model subsumes all the features of the Codelet model and fork/join parallelism.
Figure 3.12: Model of Threaded Dependencies: In figure a, threads may form dependencies as indicated by the solid lines, spawn other threads as indicated by dash lines, and join on other threads as indicated by the dash/dot lines. This information can be used by some abstract scheduler that exists in some form across machines that may not share memory to form a schedule such as that in figure b. This schedule must maintain ordering of threads in respect to dependencies that come in the form of joins or arguments.
3.11 Examples

Figure 3.13 shows an example of three threads working on data without the use of dependencies. Each thread can execute concurrently as long as it is issued to the scheduler before another thread finishes. It is the job of the scheduler to determine on which CPU and when a thread is executed. A C++ API is provided to better understand: the member function `start` issues a thread to the scheduler and `join` waits for the thread to complete work. The keyword `Thread` is used to declare a variable as part of the thread class. The member variable `argument` is used to specify an argument to the thread and the member variable `function` is used to specify the function the thread will execute.

In the model, dependencies can be easily added and simplify code for the programmer. See Figure 3.14 for an example. The member function `dependsOn` is used to indicate that a variable depends on argument thread. The scheduler will handle verifying if the thread can run or not after it is issued with the `start` command. Once the thread finishes that dependency depends on, the dependency will execute.
```cpp
void ThreadFunction ( int* argument )
{
    *argument *= 5;
}

int main ( void )
{
    Thread a, b, c;
    int location1, location2;
    a.function = b.function = c.function = &ThreadFunction;
    c.argument = a.argument = &location1;
    b.argument = &location2;

    //Run the threads
    a.start ( ) ;
    b.start ( ) ;

    //C needs to wait for a
    a.join ( ) ;
    c.start ( ) ;
    b.join ( ) ;
    c.join ( ) ;

    cout << "Results: " << *location1 << " " << *location2 << endl ;

    return 0 ;
}
```

Figure 3.13: C++ Thread Example: Notice thread c must wait for thread a to finish before working on the data at the same location. This means thread a and b or b and c can execute concurrently, but not a and c. The programmer has to explicitly handle the dependency themselves by correctly scheduling the functions.
void ThreadFunction ( int* argument )
{
    *argument *= 5;
}

int main ( void )
{
    Thread a, b, c;
    int location1, location2;
    a.function = b.function = c.function = &ThreadFunction;
    c.argument = a.argument = &location1;
    b.argument = &location2;
    c.dependsOn ( a );
    a.start ( );
    b.start ( );
    c.start ( );
    a.join ( );
    b.join ( );
    c.join ( );
    cout << "Results: " << *location1 << " " << *location2 << endl;
    return 0;
}

Figure 3.14: C++ Thread Dependency Example: Code from Figure 3.13 is simplified using dependencies.
Chapter 4

TAPESTRY OVERVIEW

Tapestry is a framework for designing new execution models, synchronization features, or runtimes. The current major component of Tapestry is its framework for threading and synchronization. However, I plan to add a graphical language and simulation components to test new execution models.

4.1 Framework

The framework is divided into two components named Waft and Warp. Tapestry Waft is glue to allow for thread creation using runtimes, libraries, or low level OS system components. Tapestry Warp is the model that allows for low level or library supported synchronization features to be used in conjunction with thread level synchronizations. See Figure 4.1 for an overview of the Framework.

The aim of Waft is to use libraries or runtimes to facilitate thread creation, running, and support the features of C++ style threads. Waft can run on top of any library for threading even if the library is in user or kernel space. Waft has been successfully run on top of Pthreads, Windows Threads, Cilk Plus, OpenMP, and my user created runtime Tapestry Fibers. Waft Threads have a number of features over standard C threads including groupings, inheritance, thread context passing, and variable argument length and type.

The aim of Warp is to support threaded dependencies, asyncs, split-phase transactions, joins, futures, promises, and mutexes. Threaded dependencies are dependencies expressed at the thread level. Threaded dependencies and asyncs are used in conjunction with thread creation to support thread level synchronization. Asyncs are function calls that occur asynchronously of the executing thread. Joins are way to
wait for another thread to finish execution. Split-phase transactions allow a thread to continue work after a specified condition is met. Futures are a way to indicate the data will be filled in the future. If the data is used before it is filled, the thread will wait for it to be filled. A promise is a way to fill a future value and indicate it can be read.

Mutexes are just the standard way to synchronize access to memory which includes locks and barriers.

Extending upon the design of dependencies in Chapter 3, the framework interface is very simple. Referencing Figure 4.2b, threads are created using the `Thread` class. The constructor takes a function, context, and any number of arguments in those orders. Contexts are optional, but can be used for sharing data or to create a closure. They provide a way for memory management within threads. Contexts are created using classes as seen in Figure 4.2a. These contexts are a simple and effective way to do data management compared to Figure 3.14. They can be created in shared memory or if they are not passed to a thread, they will be constructed when the thread is run using local memory. They can be shared using the class `this` pointer.
Figure 4.2: Tapestry Thread Example: The class Storage provides encapsulation or data hiding as a context for any Thread. This includes members to modify the internal data of the class. In the code, context `shared` is shared by threads `a` and `c`. In the running of the program, the shared context is initialized to 7. When thread `a` finishes running, the shared context will have a value of 35. At this point, the scheduler will signal `c` to run and it will use the shared context and update it to 140. Notice `c` doesn’t need to wait on `a`, but `a` must run for `c` to start. Thread `b` only ever uses `unShared` which is initialized to 8 and becomes 16 by the time `b` is joined.
Lastly, the most important feature is the addition of data driven dependencies. The example in Figure 4.2 is expanded to use data driven dependencies as seen in Figure 4.3. On thread construction if all the arguments are not filled out for a function, then the remaining values will be filled in the future by another thread. Once a thread dependency is created using the `dependsOn` member function, the dependent threads argument will be filled by the thread it depends on. The value returned by the thread it depends on will be the value that fills that argument. This is one of the main features needed for data-centric threads. Of course these are just the basic extensions to the dependency scheme presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 describes all the features of the Tapestry Threads.

The framework is very modular and portable which will be important to future exascale design. It quickly allows programmers to explore future designs or use current features with future systems. It only requires a C++98 compiler and does not need any unique language compilers nor does it extend the C++ language. On the modular side, it separates synchronization features from thread level creation and can be connected to lower level libraries.

### 4.2 Wrapper Design

Tapestry employs a simple wrapper method to allow for C++ style threads, asyncs, dependencies, information hiding, et cetera. To accomplish this Tapestry creates a wrapper callback function `void * ThreadRunner( void * argument )` as in Figure 4.4 that wraps a virtual callback function on the ThreadData class. This virtual callback function is implemented by various templates which inherit the `ThreadData` class allowing for any type and combination of arguments for a thread. Tapestry allocates memory for a templated inherited thread. Then, it creates a tuple using a void pointer to that memory and the `ThreadRunner` function. This tuple is eventually passed to a thread handler class that invokes the lower level threading library such as the operating system library or some runtime.
```cpp
int up ( int amount, int storage )
{
    storage *= amount;
    return storage;
}

int main ( void )
{
    Thread a(&up, 5, 4);
    Thread b(&up, 2, 4);
    Thread c(&up, 4);
    c.dependsOn( a );
    a.start();
    b.start();

    cout << "Results: " << c.joinValue <int>() << " 
       " << c.joinValue <int>() << endl;

    return 0;
}
```

Figure 4.3: Tapestry Thread Data Driven Example: Expanding upon Figure 4.2, this code uses pass by value to update the value that lives across threads. The first thing to note, is the `up` thread function takes two arguments. When creating threads such as `a`, `b`, or `c`, if the argument passed is less than the arguments of the function, the framework assumes those arguments are met by a thread dependency. In this example, `a` and `b` both do not have dependencies because all their arguments are filled when created, but `c` will get the value of `storage` at later time since it is empty. `c` using the `dependsOn` member function indicates this thread will be filled by `a`. Finally, the return value is what value will be passed by the function to any dependent threads. Note: the `joinValue` function just joins and returns the value returned from the thread.
Figure 4.4: Tapestry Wrapper View: Here we see the thread memory is stored in some location such as the heap with a dependency list. Once a wrapper thread gets invoked by the external library, it will statically cast the `void *` into the `ThreadData *` class. Using inheritance, it will invoke the thread start function which will run the inherited templated class’s implemented run method. Once a thread completes, Tapestry will copy the return argument from the thread into any dependencies in the dependency list and decrement their dependency counter.

Tapestry’s wrapper thread allows for the implementation of all of Tapestry’s features without the use of a lower level runtime. The wrapper thread will unpack and run a thread using the thread’s most parent class pointer to invoke a Thread callback as an implemented virtual method. This method will run and return a result into the memory location of the thread. Tapestry will then copy the return into the resulting threads and decrement the dependency count.

Tapestry allows arguments to a thread to be filled by other threads using a dependencies as explained above. Because Tapestry allows arguments to be filled by value in combination to other threads filling them it needs a special design. To accomplish this, templates allow for partial filling of arguments at construction or
Figure 4.5: Tapestry Argument Template: In this example we see how Tapestry determines argument, class, and return types from the partial specialization of the member types on the member function pointer. Furthermore, we see that the class type from the member function pointer must match the class pointer type passed in.

```cpp
template<class R, class C, class A1, class A2>
Thread( R (C::*funct)( A1, A2 ), C * inst )
{
    //Code here...
}
```

Figure 4.6: Tapestry Partial Arguments: In this example we see that Tapestry through specialization on the function member pointer knows there are two arguments, but argument one is already met and thus it should set up the thread so there is only one signal needed and that signal will store data at argument two.

```cpp
template<class R, class C, class A1, class A2>
Thread( R (C::*funct)( A1, A2 ), C * inst, A1 arg1 )
{
    //Code here...
}
```

the user can fill them in with the special fill function. Additionally, Tapestry uses specialization on the function pointer or member function pointers passed into the Thread constructor to determine the argument information it needs to store and how many arguments will be met by threads as seen in Figure 4.5. If the function pointer has two arguments, but only one is passed to the Thread constructor Tapestry knows that one argument needs to be met by another thread as seen in Figure 4.6.

4.2.1 Optimizations

4.2.1.1 Fine-Grain Optimizations

Tapestry allows for locality optimizations when parallelism is overly abundant, and it is advantageous to begin executing the work locally. If a thread has dependencies Tapestry can skip the local queue and begin working on a thread immediately and meet its dependencies without the extra overhead of pushing and pulling from a queue. This is called Locality Optimized (LO). Furthermore, if the thread has only fork/join style dependencies like a regular recursive function call, Tapestry can bypass its wrapper
layer and begin executing the functions on the stack. This allows for even more locality and is known as Super Locality Optimized (SLO). The user can turn this at anytime or allow a lower level runtime or thread system turn this on.

For instance, Tapestry Fibers have the ability to monitor the amount of parallelism available by checking the amount of items in a thread’s local queue. It then can turn on SLO or LO optimizations at runtime and significantly speed up code if a certain amount of parallelism is achieved. In addition to these locality aware optimizations, we know on fork/join parallelism that the join should be at the top of the stack. Because of this, Tapestry can pop the thread directly off the stack and execute it directly without requiring the scheduler to do this. This optimization is called Fast-Join (FJ).

Tapestry was specifically designed so that a thread regardless of dependency information could be called with the runtime or serially by a user. This allows for the user to be able to optimize their code and allows for the LO and SLO optimizations being possible including the Dynamic Continuation feature that is a contribution of this thesis. The Dynamic Continuation feature will be explained in more detail in the Chapter 5.

4.2.1.2 Other Optimizations

In addition to parallelism optimizations, Tapestry, when allocating threads, can use a built in memory manager. For recursive parallelism like in regular recursive code, Tapestry can employ a stack based memory manager with ultra low overhead and no locking due to guarantee that a thread executing will not swap out onto another core. For other types of parallelism, a random table based lock memory manager is available with various level block sizes for memory locations.

Finally, Tapestry can employ thread level caching or completion. Tapestry can cache or store thread states, so when a redundant thread state is encountered Tapestry can just use the results stored. This optimization will turn tree search algorithms into a graph search by default and reduce redundant computations. This caching can occur at the thread level or throughout the whole system.
4.2.2 Tapestry

Tapestry’s implementation on shared memory systems spans multiple layers. The first layer is Tapestry Warp and Waft. In Waft, Tapestry Threads are implemented using a combination of the heap and stack. The main difference compared with regular threads are:

1. Storage
2. Invocation

Storage:

Each Tapestry Thread has two layers: the data of the residing thread and context to invoke, join, and refer to a thread. Contexts or interface, are up to the user to decide where to store using the `Thread` keyword, but once a thread is created, its arguments, function pointer, class context pointer, and dependency information are allocated on the heap or via a memory manager. A reference to this data is stored in the thread interface. If the interface context is copied, the thread data stays in memory wherever it is allocated and only will ever have one copy. Threads also keep a reference count to the data to determine if the data is being used. If the reference count falls to 0, then the thread will be deallocated and returned to the heap or memory manager. The thread data is passed to the lower level thread library to run, and the thread frame is most likely allocated to the heap and has a limited stack size. The arguments for a thread are copied to on the return from another dependent thread, and the reference count is decremented during this time.

When a thread is created, memory is allocated for the thread using either a resource manager or the heap. Once allocated, the data is initialized. Variable size arguments are handled statically using templates which guarantees up to nine arguments can be passed of any size or type at the current time. Structures can be used to pack multiple arguments coming from one thread or for greater size inputs. Information about argument type are gathered from the function pointer. If dependencies are involved, space is allocated for a integer counter and another integer variable to store
the number of dependencies. Because Tapestry uses function pointers and no special syntax, legacy or library code is easily supported, and thus serial function calls are allocated using the conventional stack or thread stack. Legacy or library code, can be easily parallelized because of these feature also. The semantics for calling a function to be executed as a thread is determined by the lower layer. Usually this just means, the function is executed on that threads stack, and it returns to that thread after executing that function.

**Invocation:**

Tapestry only uses the lower level thread runtime such as Pthread, Win32 Threads, or a runtime to execute the threads as specified by Tapestry. Tapestry in itself is decentralized on shared memory systems and each thread contains the information about which thread they should signal and where. Signaling occurs through a special counter that is atomically updated when dependencies are met. Once, all the dependencies are met, the thread will be run using the lower layer. If the thread has no dependencies, it will be immediately run. Depending on the lower layer implementation, it may be immediately run such as in Pthreads, but it could also be placed into a scheduling queue. If a thread is invoked with the start member before dependencies are met, the thread will not run.

### 4.3 Contributions

The two main contributions introduced in this chapter, are the framework designed for exploring synchronization and threading features that is independent of the lower level libraries provided and the data-centric approach to threads.

The portable framework that uses only C++ is essential for exploring new execution models and providing a transitory step for future system designers. The modular nature is essential for system level design.

Note, the importance of this idea for data-centric threads. It is essential for dependencies to be passed easily as part of the threading model to allow for the runtime
to determine how data needs to be moved to arrive to that thread. In shared memory this can be easily done. However, in future many-core systems without shared memory, the runtime may need to copy the data from local memory to other memory. This idea combined in unison with fast thread creation and keeping data local is essential for fine grain parallelism in future exascale machines. And, fine grain parallelism is essential to finding parallelism.
Chapter 5

TAPESTRY THREADS

Tapestry Threads is a framework for developing execution models and runtimes using only C++98. Threads is a C++ interface with glue that allows for the use of various synchronization and threading primitives. The interface also combines the features of Waft and Warp to allow for data-centric threads. It has many features, is modularly designed, and contains a number of contributions. In the design of Tapestry Threads, three separate components were created to build an integrated system:

1. Tapestry Waft: a threading model that provides glue to support C++ style threads including classes, inheritance, modularity, encapsulation, thread creation, joining, asynchronous function calls, and continuations.

2. Tapestry Warp: a synchronization model to provide mutexes, barriers, and thread level dependencies.

3. Tapestry Fibers: A heavily optimized runtime written for shared memory systems that uses work stealing/sharing to support fast thread creation.

5.1 Features

Tapestry features a number of important ideas to create a simple programming environment. These include full support for all of C++ features with threads, synchronization constructs, thread level dependencies, dynamic continuations, and simple general parallelism. Tapestry threads are much simpler and more flexible than standard C threads because they are created with C++ and include the synchronization features within the thread. Furthermore, Tapestry Threads support thread level dependencies with dynamic continuations which adds even more flexibility to the model. Lastly, function level parallelism can easily be achieved with general parallelism applied through the \texttt{async} keyword.
5.1.1 C++ Threads

Threading in Tapestry uses all the features of C++ for thread creation. This allows for thread creation using either function pointers or member function pointers.

5.1.1.1 Thread Creation, Running, and Joining

Thread creation is different from standard C libraries and is akin to the threading feature in the yet to be supported C++ 11 standard. Thread creation occurs via the Thread class. The API for Thread creation can be somewhat complicated to understand because it uses advance template features, but this provides many advantages compared to the standard C thread creation:

```cpp
template < class R, class A1, ... class AN>
void Thread ( R (*functPtr)( A1, ... AN ), A1 arg1, ... AN argN );
```

Figure 5.1: Tapestry Thread Creation API

The constructor first takes a function pointer (functPtr) with a return type of R that has argument types up to AN. Next, the constructor takes a list of arguments (arg1 to argN) to pass to that function when the thread is running. Note the argument types passed are in the same order as function pointer signature and must match those of the function pointer signature otherwise a compile time error will result. An example of thread creation with and without arguments is shown in Figure 5.3. Calling start() will cause the current thread to be declared as ready to run. In addition, start( int core) will suggest for the thread to run on a certain core. Threads can return any type of value which is different from the standard C threads. The value can be obtained using the joinValue member function:

```cpp
template < class R >
R Thread::joinValue ( void );
```

Figure 5.2: Tapestry Thread Join API
Figure 5.3: Tapestry Thread Creation Examples: In Figure a, a thread is easily declared using the class type `Thread` and passing a function pointer to it. Threads can be declared ready to execute with the `start` member function, and users can wait for a thread to finish with the `join` member function. In Figure b, the value of returned by a thread can be returned using the `joinValue` member function which will wait for a thread to finish running to get the value. Finally, Figure c shows how values for thread arguments can be easily passed into a thread on declaration. `arg1` will be 1. and `arg2` will be 2.1.
The value returned is statically cast to the type R. If the thread hasn’t finished running, the current thread will wait. An example of this is shown in 5.3b and 5.3c.

Finally, calling the member function `join( void )` on the thread variable will cause the current thread to wait for it to finish as seen in 5.3a. Joins will cause the current executing thread to yield the CPU if the thread they are waiting on hasn’t finished.

### 5.1.1.2 Classes and Contexts

Unlike traditional C, thread creation can occur using member function pointers:

```cpp
template < class R, Class C, class A1, ... class AN>
void Thread ( R ( C::*functPtr )( A1, ... AN ), C* context,
              A1 arg1, ... AN argN );
```

Figure 5.4: Tapestry Thread API For Methods

It takes similar arguments to thread creation using normal function pointers, except it takes a class C context reference which will be used to call the member function. The class context must have that member function and match the class of the member function pointer. Additionally, the context to use is an optional argument to the thread creation:

```cpp
template < class R, Class C, class A1, ... class AN>
void Thread ( R ( C::*functPtr )( A1, ... AN ), A1 arg1, ... AN argN );
```

Figure 5.5: Tapestry Thread API For Methods Without A Context

If the context argument isn’t passed to the thread, it will be created when the thread begins running on the local core or it will be placed in shared memory depending on the architecture.
Contexts, because they are classes, have all the same features as C++ classes. Information hiding, encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, et cetera are all supported. This allows for C++'s multi-paradigm approaches to be applied to threads. Figure 5.8 shows an example that applies information hiding and encapsulation to update shared memory values via threads and contexts. This important because it allows programmers to choose various paradigms or an inter-mixture of them to solve the problems. This flexibility lets them use the best tool for a job, since no one paradigm solves all problems in the easiest or most efficient way.

5.1.2 Dependencies

Tapestry supports thread level dependencies. Dependencies are expressed through the dependsOn member function:

```cpp
void Thread::dependsOn ( Thread& threadMaster );
```

Figure 5.6: Tapestry Dependency API

This function indicates that the calling thread is dependent on threadMaster. This means threadMaster needs to finish before the caller can begin executing. Passing information to dependent threads can occur in four different ways: via sharing contexts, shared variables, during thread creation, or by using the dependency passing design that occurs by having a function pointer with more arguments than get filled in during thread creation:

```cpp
template < class R, class A1, ... class AN1>
void Thread ( R ( *functPtr )( A1, ... AN1 ), A1 arg1, ... AN2 argN2 );
```

Figure 5.7: Tapestry Dependency Design: The prototype R ( *functPtr )( A1, ... AN1 ) is matched to arg1 to argN2. If an argument exists in the prototype, but isn’t passed into the constructor it is assumed to be met by another thread.
Figure 5.8: Tapestry Context Inheritance: This example shows how contexts can be used to create information hiding with threads. Base1 and base2 threads run in parallel and update the x and y values hidden from the derived class. The derived class uses the member function print to display their values.
If the number of arguments passed is less than the number of arguments in the function pointer, then the remaining arguments need to be filled by another thread. The signal information for this is stored in the class. Whatever value is returned by the dependency thread will be passed to the dependent thread. Using the `dependsOn` method will cause the dependencies to be filled in order. If the `dependsOn` is called more than the argument count, then the thread will wait for those additional threads, but not get any data from them. If the thread is started before the dependencies are filled, the thread will wait until the dependencies are added and run. When a thread is run and it has dependencies, the signaling is taken care of implicitly by the `Thread` class.

However, during thread creation there is a far more simple way to add dependencies if values are being passed to arguments:

```
template < class R, Class C, class A1, ... class AN >
void Thread ( R ( C::*functPtr ) ( A1, ... AN ), Thread& arg1, ... Thread & argN );
```

Figure 5.9: Tapestry Creation Via Dependency API

Threads the dependent thread need, are passed in during threads creation. Each argument in the function pointer `A1` to `AN` will be filled by the subsequent thread argument with the same number. This methodology can be mixed with the `dependsOn` method.

Example code of thread level dependencies is shown in Figure 5.10 that uses both methodologies described.

### 5.1.2.1 Dependency Loops and Pipelines

Tapestry supports dependency loops (Figure 5.12) and self loops (Figure 5.11) of any kind including while and do while (Figure 5.13). A dependency loop occurs when a dependency say `A` depends on another dependency say `B` that in some form
int add ( int x, int y )
{
    return x + y;
}

int main()
{
    Thread t1 ( &add, 1, 2 );
    Thread t2 ( &add, 1 );
    Thread t3 ( &add );

    // Fills y
    t2.dependsOn( t1 );

    // Fills x
    t3.dependsOn( t1 );

    // Fills y
    t3.dependsOn( t2 );

    t1.start();

    return t3.joinValue <int> ();
}

(a) During Creation

(b) Using dependsOn

Figure 5.10: Tapestry Thread Dependencies: These two different codes use thread level dependencies and are equivalent returning the value 7.
depends on the results of $A$. This could occur further up the chain of dependencies from $B$. Loops allow the same thread to execute multiple times.

Using a loop, data can be continuously passed to a thread that is dependent on that loop effectively creating a pipeline (see Figure 5.14). Results will not be written to a thread if it is still executing. Thus, Tapestry acts like static dataflow in this regard and allows for pipeline parallelism.

To create a loop, the `dependsOn` member function is used to cause dependencies between threads to form a loop of dependencies like in Figure 5.11 where thread $a$ depends on itself.

Loops need an initial value to start, but also have a dependency. Tapestry understands that if a thread has $N$ arguments and 0 dependencies when created that those arguments may be just be initial inputs that can overwritten. Thus, if a user calls `dependsOn` after all the arguments are filled, Tapestry will cycle its slot to the first argument slot and use subsequent slots for each call to `dependsOn`. In this way users can create initial values on the input lines.

Because a loop thread is not seen as different from a regular thread, users need to indicate that the cyclic dependency is initially filled and met for the starting loop thread. This accomplished on start via the `startLoop` member function which will begin executing a thread regardless of any dependencies it may have. To stop executing the cycling loop, Tapestry provides the `Thread::exitLoop` to end a loop’s execution from within the loop. Furthermore, any thread that calls `Thread::exitLoop` can be joined on with the `joinLoop` and the `joinValueLoop` which work like their non-loop counterparts, but will only stop blocking on a `Thread::exitLoop` call. Regular joining is also possible on the threads, but will stop blocking on the first time a thread is called. Allowing the programmer control over the exit condition means they can build any type of loop.

Finally, loops can have multiple parallel executing components. This can be used to build parallel pipelines as seen in Figure 5.15. These pipelines allow for classical pipeline parallelism.
Figure 5.11: Tapestry Self Loop Example: In this example, a depends on itself. The user initially passes 50 to the a thread. The thread will continue signal itself to run until loopExit is called.
**Figure 5.12: Tapestry Nested Loop Example**

Tapestry fully supports any type of loops and loops within loops. It is not restricted to the classical `while` or `do while` loops. This example creates a nested loop that depends on results from an outer loop.
Figure 5.13: Tapestry Do While Example: Here Tapestry creates a sensor application do while loop that reads a sensor value and writes it to a file 50 times. Notice, one stage of the application can only be running at a time. This code is modified to allow for Pipeline Parallelism in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14: Tapestry Pipeline Example: In this example all 4 stages of the pipeline can be alive because loop will write its next increment into read as long as the last read is done. Thus, at time T: a T loop, a T-1 read, T-2 write, and T-3 end can be executing.
Figure 5.15: Tapestry Parallel-Pipeline Example: In this example Tapestry creates a parallel pipeline with a parallel loop execution.
5.1.3 Synchronization

Tapestry provides a few basic synchronization features: mutexes, timed mutexes, and atomics. These just wrap available OS api calls and add glue where needed to provide better functionality.

Mutexes are the basic mutual exclusion and synchronization feature that comes standard with all threading libraries. They provide protection to shared data using locking mechanism provided by the mutex:

```c
void Mutex( void ) ;
void Mutex::lock() ;
void Mutex::unlock() ;
bool Mutex::tryLock() ;
```

Figure 5.16: Tapestry Mutex API

Prior to accessing data that needs to be synchronized between threads protected by a mutex, the lock or tryLock methods need to be called. Only one thread will hold the lock at a time. The tryLock method will return false if the lock is currently locked by another thread and will not block. Once a thread is done accessing the shared data, it needs to call the unlock method to allow other threads acquire the lock and subsequently access to the shared data. These can be wrappers to underlying OS libraries or user implemented. On x86-64, these use the lower level libraries provided by Linux and Windows.

Lastly, the atomic interface provides an interface to low-level atomic operations such as fetch-and-add.

5.1.4 General Parallelism

General parallelism can be expressed at the function level. Functions can be executed asynchronously using the async keyword:
Async supports both function pointers and function member pointers and will begin execution of the function immediately. The future value returned is the same type as the return value of the function pointer. The value returned will voluntarily yield until the result is available if accessed. The important feature of async is that it allows free parallelism by giving the programmer a one line replacement to asynchronously execute function calls. This can be seen in Figure 5.19.

### 5.1.5 Parallel For

Tapestry supports embarrassingly parallel for statements:

```cpp
template<class A1, ... class AN>
Thread::parallelFor ( int start, int end, int stride, int threadCount,
                       void (*funct)( A1, ... AN ), A1 * arg1 ... AN argN );
```

```cpp
Thread::parallelFor ( int start, int end, int stride, int threadCount,
                       void (*funct)( int ));
```

```cpp
Thread::parallelFor ( int start, int end, int stride, int threadCount,
                       void (*funct)());
```

Figure 5.18: Tapestry Parallel For API
```c
int square ( int x )
{
    return x * x;
}

int main()
{

    int x[50];
    int checksum = 0;

    for ( int i=0; i<50; i++)
    x[i] = square( i );

    for ( int i=0; i<50; i++)
    checksum += x[i];

    return checksum;
}
```

(a) Serial Code

```c
int square ( int x )
{
    return x * x;
}

int main()
{

    Future <int> x[50];
    int checksum = 0;

    for ( int i=0; i<50; i++)
    x[i] = async( &square, i );

    for ( int i=0; i<50; i++)
    checksum += x[i];

    return checksum;
}
```

(b) Async Code

Figure 5.19: Tapestry Async Example: In Figure a, a simple checksum algorithm is performed in serial. In Figure b, the code is parallelized using `async`. First, the `x` array values are now declared as `Futures`. Then, the square values are computed in parallel with the `async` keyword. The values are added back to the checksum. Note, how little the code changes between the parallel and serial versions.
The first argument is assumed to be i-addressable. If no arguments are passed into the loop construct and the first argument to the loop function is an int, Tapestry will place consecutive iterations of i into the each parallel invocation of funct’s first argument. The loop construct supports up to 9 arguments. **Stride** determines how much each loop value moves forward. A negative **stride** will move backwards. Setting the **threadCount** to **Thread::coreCount** will produce a completely static schedule with the work distributed as evenly as possible over the cores. Setting the **threadCount** to the absolute value of \(\frac{end - start}{\text{stride}}\) will produce a completely dynamic schedule with 1 iteration per thread. Anywhere in between those values and the schedule will be a hybrid.

### 5.1.6 Continuations

Threading usually applies at the function level with one stack per thread and no sharing between threads, but the use of classes and the this pointer facilitates a methodology to allow threads to share key variables which allows for a simple and efficient way to break a thread into multiple executions. These classes are an easy way for programmer to create a closure. Furthermore, continuations are an effective way to make a serial function more fine-grain by splitting the function. Additionally, non-stack information and signaling information will be copied by the scheduler when using the continue statement.

The statements are:

```cpp
template<class R, class C, class A1, ..., class AN>
void Thread::cont ( Thread& arg1, ..., Thread& argN )
```

Figure 5.20: Tapestry Continuation API

Using continue(cont) will make the current thread continue as the threads in the list. Continued threads can have new dependencies the current thread did not have. Continuing a currently executing thread multiple times is known as a Dynamic Continuation.
The `cont` statement will copy the current executing threads signaling information to a new thread that will be invoked with the function, context, and arguments given. Additionally, the continue statement will cause the current thread not to signal its dependents. This effectively causes the current thread to continue as a new thread with different information which includes a new context. If the context wishes to be preserved, use the this pointer. The continue statement will spawn any dependent threads of the continuing thread. An example of threads using continuations can be seen in Figure 5.21. Using the *Dynamic Continuation* can lead to interesting execution time optimizations.

Calling `cont` again after it has already been called causes another continuation to occur, but no signaling information will be copied because the signaling information was cleared on the first call to continue. Programmers can add more signaling information by using the `dependsOnThis` statement to add signaling information to the currently executing thread. I call this real time signaling. See Figure 5.22 for an example of an optimization that uses real time signaling with dynamic continuations to create a locality optimization. Additionally, because Tapestry’s thread model allows threads to be a function, this means a programmer or runtime can decide if they want to execute a thread locally at execution time.

5.2 Support for Many Execution Models

The Tapestry model supports the programming models of EARTH and Codelets described in [15], fork/join using general threading, and static graphs. This section uses the basic serial Fibonacci code (Figure 5.23) and parallelizes it with various programming models and describes the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

5.2.1 EARTH and Codelets

The EARTH threading model is data driven as described by Theobald[14] and has four unique attributes:

1. Multiple program counters.
```c
int b ( int x )
{
    return x + x;
}

int a ( int x )
{
    if ( x < 2 )
        return x;
    else
    {
        Thread t1( &a, x - 1 );
        Thread t2( &b );
        t2.dependsOn( t1 );
        Thread::cont( t2 );
        t2.start();
        return 0;
    }
}

int main()
{
    Thread t1( &a, 3 );
    t1.start();
    return t1.joinValue <int>();
}
```

Figure 5.21: Tapestry Continuation Example: Thread b(1) and b(2) are the continuations of a(1) and a(2) respectively. Dashed lines represent continuations, dotted represent signals, and solid represent creations. a(2) and a(1) are spawned because they are dependencies of the b continuation. Notice a(2) and a(1)’s signals are copied to b(2) and b(1) respectively.
```cpp
int b ( int x )
{
    return x + x;
}

int a ( int x )
{
    if ( x < 2 )
        return x;
    else
    {
        Thread t1( &b );
        Thread::cont( t1 );
        t1.dependsOnThis( ) ;
        t1.start();
        return a( x - 1 );
    }
}

int main()
{
    Thread t1( &a, 3 );
    t1.start();
    return t1.joinValue <int> ();
}
```

(a) Dynamic Continuation Code

(b) Dynamic Continuation Diagram

Figure 5.22: Tapestry RT Continuation Example: Thread b(1) and b(2) are the continuation of a(1) and a(2) respectively. Dashed lines represent continuations, dotted represent signals, and solid represent creations. Notice unlike in Figure 5.21 a(2) and a(1) are recursively called from the same thread. Thus, a(1), a(2), and a(3) reside in the same thread. This means the a thread is spawning multiple continuations and linking them together. a(2) and a(1) are recursively called because they are dependencies of the b continuation. Notice a(2) and a(1)’s signals are copied to b(2) and b(1) respectively.
int fib ( int n )
{
    if ( n < 2 )
        return n;
    else
    {
        int x = fib ( n - 1 );
        int y = fib ( n - 2 );
        return x + y;
    }
}

2. Programs are divided into small sequences of instructions in a two-level hierarchy of threads: Threaded Procedures and Fibers.

3. Execution order among threads is determined by data and control dependencies specified in the program.

4. The local context for functions is allocated on the heap rather than the stack.

The second attribute just means that functions are broken up into multiple threads. These threads are like tasks in the fact they are distributed and executed on CPUs that are available. More threads will not be executing than cores available. The first thread is always invoked and the other thread needs to be invoked via a signal. The signal is stored in the local context. The primary difference between Tapestry and EARTH is that Tapestry allows signaling to occur at the thread level invocation. There is a one to one mapping between threads and functions.

The thread level dependency mapping Tapestry provides is much more powerful and has all the features of EARTH in conjunction with the use of classes for contexts if needed. In EARTH, context sharing is required to achieve passing of results of a fiber.
to the next, but this is not the case in Tapestry. Tapestry doesn’t need contexts for such a simple example.

Codelets extend upon the ideas of EARTH and add resources and signaling that can be introduced as dependencies. This information could be power requirements or other information such as system failure. Tapestry fully supports this by allowing any data type to be passed into the model.

The last idea to note, is that continuations are dynamic unlike in the EARTH model or Codelet model and allow for far more powerful expressions and optimizations not capable with these two models. Tapestry’s continuations are more dynamic because they allow a user to create multiple continuations from the same thread. This allows for a thread to serially execute threads when beneficial instead of using the runtime.

According to Theobald the advantages of EARTH model comes from:

- The splitting of functions into multiple threads and assuming they are non-preemptive, which allows for long latency operations to be placed in a separate thread from other operations and thus allowing the operations to run concurrently without blocking the processor.
- Using thread level dependencies encourages movement of data in blocks, removes data from the critical path, and encourages locality.
- Using this model reduces context-switching.

However, the model has the disadvantage of creating more tasks(fibers) in the scheduling queue compared with the use of fork/join because the fork/join model would suspend the operation of execution and re-enable it for execution. In general, most of the claims by the EARTH model are unsubstantiated: long latency operations can be done by fork/join easily, fork/join encourages locality based on the stack and arguments passed to a thread can be easily blocked, and fork/join using a voluntary-preemptive scheduler has minimal context switching. Compare Fibonacci in the EARTH model (Figure 5.24) to the fork/join (Figure 5.26) and you will see the EARTH version produces roughly 2x the amount of threads. An async version of the EARTH model is also available for Tapestry which uses data driven futures to do a partial evaluation of
thread arguments during runtime. This excludes the EARTH non-preemption property (Figure 5.25).

5.2.1.1 Comparison to EARTH

The difference between EARTH in Tapestry is seen in the design. For the EARTH model, all signaling infrastructure is setup by the programmer or an external compiler. It must be explicit in the Threaded-C language. In addition, for EARTH signals are stored in the frame of the Threaded Procedure function, must be manually met, and shared amongst all fibers. This is different from Tapestry which is designed for simplicity for the programmer and designed for a more distributed environment. For Tapestry, the signal is stored directly in the class that creates the thread. Implicitly, a thread stores all its dependencies it must signal and does so when it finishes. The thread doesn’t share the signal space among other threads nor does it explicitly pass the signal address around. In addition, Tapestry provides basic shared memory through the usage of methods and classes. Classes naturally group threads in a shared memory environment.

5.2.2 Fork/Join

The fork/join model of parallelism means you create a number of worker threads in parallel from a central location and then join them back to central location to get a result. Tapestry supports fork/join parallelism through the use of threads or asyncs. Fork/join in the threading model uses synchronization interface built into Tapestry. This interface uses the lower level thread joining mechanisms if available. Whereas, the async synchronization will use a synchronization mechanism separate from the thread. Fork/join does not provide data dependencies classically. Thus, thread level dependencies are not part of the model described here.

The advantage of Fork/join is seen in its simplicity and familiarity. Seen in the fact, that there is a regular convention for calling a function and getting its result returned to a central location. Furthermore, compared with the EARTH model it has
int fibAdd (int x, int y) {
    return x + y;
}

int fib (int n) {
    if (n < 2)
        return n;
    else
        {
            Thread t1(&fib, n - 1);
            Thread t2(&fib, n - 2);
            Thread::cont(&fibAdd, t1, t2);
        
            return 0;
        }
}

int fibFin (int fib, int sol) {
    std::cout << "Fib " << fib << " is " << sol << std::endl;
    return 0;
}

int main() {
    int FIB = 30;
    Thread t1(&fib, FIB);
    Thread t2(&fibFin, FIB, t1);
    t1.start();
    return 0;
}

(a) Tapestry EARTH Fib Code

(b) Tapestry EARTH Fib Diagram

Figure 5.24: Tapestry EARTH Fib Example: For the EARTH Fibonacci (page 138 of [14]), each recursive call for the fib function is mapped to a thread: t1 and t2. Furthermore, the addition of the values has been separated into its own function and thread using the Thread::cont to create a continuation of the current executing fib. The continuation is dependent on the recursively spawned threads, t1 and t2. Remember when a continuation is called, the signaling information is copied from the current thread to the continuation, and the current threads signaling is canceled. The solid lines represent thread spawns and the dotted orange represent signaling. For Tapestry the signaling information is stored directly in the Thread class. In addition, signals are met implicitly by the runtime.
int fibAdd ( Future <int> x, Future <int> y )
{
    return x + y;
}

int fib ( int n )
{
    if( n < 2 )
    {
        return 1;
    }
    else
    {
        Future <int> x = async( &fib, n - 1);
        Future <int> y = async( &fib, n - 2);

        Thread::cont( &fibAdd, x, y);

        return 0;
    }
}

Figure 5.25: Tapestry EARTH Async Fib Example: Another way to do an EARTH style separation of components as opposed to Figure 5.24 is to wait on a future values passed into a thread from asynchronous functions. The difference here is that the fibAdd function will begin execution before all the future values are available. Whereas, with dependencies the thread waits for all the values. The Thread::cont function here is analogous to spawning an new thread since no signal information is needed.
```c
int fib ( int n )
{
    if ( n < 2 )
        return n;
    else
    {
        Thread t1 ( &fib , n - 1);
        Thread t2 ( &fib , n - 2);
        t1 . start ( );
        t2 . start ( );
        result = t1 . joinValue < int > ()
            + t2 . joinValue < int > ();
        return result;
    }
}
```

(a) Tapestry Fork/Join Fib Code
(b) Tapestry Fork/Join Fib Diagram

Figure 5.26: Tapestry Fork/Join Fib Example: In this example we map the recursive calls of \texttt{fib} to threads and wait on and the return values for those threads before adding the results. The solid yellow lines represent thread spawns.

a reduced amount of threads and because the model uses voluntary preemption, the context switching is minimized to only when necessary. An example for Fibonacci is provided in Figure 5.26 and using \texttt{asyncs} in Figure 5.27.

5.2.3 Static

The Tapestry model supports full chaining of dependencies allowing dependent threads to be added as dependencies to other threads. This means a static graph of threads can be built in memory and run using the model. The leaf threads at the bottom of the graph just need to be started and the runtime will discover all the dependencies and run them. A sample example is provided for Fibonacci in Figure 5.28. The example chains together a simple addition thread using a recursive function to compute Fibonacci. The programmer just needs to start the final thread returned and the code can run. The static version has large initialization time and memory requirements compared to the other models, but the run time should be significantly

90
```c
int fib ( int n )
{
    if ( n < 2 )
        return n;
    else
    {
        Future <int> x = async ( &fib , n - 1 );
        Future <int> y = async ( &fib , n - 2 );
        result = x + y;
        return result;
    }
}
```

Figure 5.27: Tapestry Fork/Join Async Fib Example: This example is similar to the that of Figure 5.26 except it uses asynchronous functions and future values to produce a fork/join style of parallelism.

faster because new threads are not being added during that time. Cache locality should also be increased for the threads since new work isn’t be added. Lastly, context switching is non-existent.

The static graph could also be produced by higher level language such as the Tapestry Weave graphical language proposed and work in a similar manner as static dataflow. The static model doesn’t seem too useful otherwise, but it could be combined with other approaches to create partial graphs so memory requirements do not become too large or the creation of a graph does not become too costly.

5.2.4 Hybrid

Because Tapestry allows for many different models of execution, these models and features can be combined to produce more efficient designs than one model could produce alone. The programmer can tackle the job in any way they desire. Figure 5.30 shows a hybrid example that combines both static and fork/join to reduce context switching by 1/2 and is more efficient by looking ahead at a depth of one.

In addition to mixing of models, Tapestry allows serial code to be easily mixed with parallel code by having functions as the base unit of code unlike EARTH and Cilk.
int fib ( int x, int y )
{
    return x + y;
}

Thread link( int n )
{
    if( fib > 1 )
    {
        Thread t1 = link ( n − 2 );
        Thread t2 = link ( n − 1 );
        Thread t3 ( &fib, t1, t2 );
        return t3;
    }
    else
        return Thread ( &fib, n, 0 );
}

(a) Tapestry Static Fib Code

(b) Tapestry Static Fib Diagram

Figure 5.28: Tapestry Static Fib Example: This link function will return a graph of Fibonacci threads linked together in a dataflow-like graph manner. This means the values of the each fib call will be signaled to their parent thread. The parent thread will only start once it has all its arguments.
```c
int fib ( int n )
{
    if ( n < 2 )
        return n;
    else
    {
        Thread t2( &fib , n − 2);
        t2.start();
        result = fib( n − 1 )
        + t2.joinValue <int> ();
        return result;
    }
}
```

(a) Tapestry Hybrid Serial Fib Code  (b) Tapestry Hybrid Serial Fib Diagram

Figure 5.29: Tapestry Hybrid Serial Fib Example: Because Tapestry relies only on function or member function to represent a Thread, the user can mix serial and parallel calls to the same function. In this example, the left branch of fib recursive calls are computed serially to keep the thread continuing work while it is alive and the left calls are spawned as threads for others to work on in parallel.

This allows for code level optimizations that favor reusing a thread with locality instead of just killing its execution off and promoting parallelism. An example Fibonacci fork/join using this is provided for in Figure 5.29. This a key concept that needs to be explored in future exascale machines.

5.3 Hints and Metadata

Tapestry utilizes an extensive hint and meta system to allow for programmers to provide hints to the lower runtime to change the behavior of algorithms to favor various goals.

5.3.1 Hints

Programmers can optimize using the Tapestry framework to provide fine-grain or coarse-grain execution with any style of threading or synchronization. In particular, the model allows the programmer to choose how they wish to optimize their workload. They can use a fast dynamic fine-grain approach or a traditional static approach
```c
int fib ( int x, int y )
{
    return x + y;
}

int fib ( int n )
{
    if( n < 2 )
        return n;
    else
    {
        int result = 0;
        Thread t2 ( &fib, n - 2 ) ;
        if( n > 2 )
        {
            Thread t1a ( &fib, n -1 -1 ) ;
            Thread t1b ( &fib, n -1 -2 ) ;
            Thread t1 ( &fib, t1a, t1b ) ;
            t1 . start () ;
            if( n > 3 )
            {
                Thread t2a ( n -2 -1 ) ;
                Thread t2b ( n -2 -2 ) ;
                Thread t2 ( &fib, t2a, t2b ) ;
                t2 . start () ;
                result += t2 . joinValue < int > ( ) ;
            }
        }
        else
        {
            Thread t2 ( &fib, n - 2 ) ;
            t2 . start () ;
            result += t2 . joinValue < int > ( ) ;
        }
        result += t1 . joinValue < int > ( ) ;
    }
    return result ;
}
```

Figure 5.30: Tapestry Hybrid Fib Example: This builds a partial static graph for \( n > 1 \) fib calls with a join on the result of that graph. See Figure 5.31 for more information.
via sharing of work without changing the program. In addition, the model does not preclude optimizations for favoring locality vs parallelism. And, the model supports optimizations by mixing programming paradigms and extending them. The approach of how the underlying layer supports these optimizations varies. For instance, in shared memory systems locality enhances caching effects whereas in many-core chips it reduces system wide traffic. At the moment these features can be dynamically varied during runtime.

The runtime hint system allows switching on or off features during runtime. By default, the system will favor locality and dynamic load balancing (work stealing). However, a number of hints are available to change how the system works:
//Favors locality over parallelism
Runtime::Hint(Hint::LOCAL);

//Favors parallelism over locality
Runtime::Hint(Hint::PARALLEL);

//Favors dynamic load balancing over static scheduling
Runtime::Hint(Hint::BALANCE);

//Favors static scheduling over load balancing
Runtime::Hint(Hint::STATIC);

Figure 5.32: Tapestry Hint API

During the execution you can also set the total number of threads for the current problem or block size of threads during the current execution using the special hint interface:

//Current Problem Size
Runtime::Hint(Hint::SIZE, int size);

//Size of thread chunks
Runtime::Hint(Hint::BLOCK, int size);

Figure 5.33: Tapestry Hint Size API

For static scheduling, block size specifies how you wish to chunk the threads to other processors and allows a combination of dynamic and static scheduling. If no block size is given the scheduler will set the block size equal to the Hint::Size divided by the processor size. This will produce a completely static schedule. If neither are given, scheduler will set the size of blocks to two times the core count.

For dynamic load balancing (work stealing), changing the block size will change the number of threads stolen by other processors at a time, but varying the problem size will not affect the scheduler.

Further, for more fine-grain control to parallelism, the programmer can change the parallelism factor:
A higher parallelism factor means more parallelism with zero being the lowest and one hundred the highest. You can think of it as a percentage.

Furthermore, because these features can be dynamically varied, the programmer can easily build algorithms that varies these features during execution and build even more optimal solutions.

Depending on the lower level runtime these keywords may not do anything. For instance, if the lower layer uses Pthread or Windows threads these hints will not do anything since neither can utilize the information.

5.3.2 Metadata

The system also employs simple metadata wrappers to describe threads and data more extensively to the scheduler. The scheduler can use this information to determine how the system will handle the data passed into threads.

```
Thread::Metadata(Thread & threadToWrap, std::String data, std::String data1, ... std::String dataN);
```

```
Metadata::start(Metadata& dataToStart);
```

Figure 5.35: Tapestry Metadata API

5.4 Modular Components

Tapestry is modularized with an extensive interface layer built on top of Warp and Fibers that is flexible and allows hint information to be passed to the lower layer.

5.4.1 Scheduling

Scheduling is implemented within the lower layer runtime.
5.5 Implementation

Tapestry has been implemented in C++ using the current standard and is portable to all major operating systems including Windows, Linux, and SYS/BIOS. Tapestry’s current runtime supports the dominant shared memory systems, but its modular nature allows it to be ported to other systems with optional ability to turn off features of the model not easily supported by other architectures. The interfaces provided by Tapestry just need to be implemented on other architectures to support these features.

5.5.1 Tapestry Fibers Shared Memory

Tapestry Fibers is a very bare shared memory implementation of basic threads that is designed for speed and efficiency, with minimal interfaces, simple and fast queues, and simple scheduling. Tapestry Fibers threads support a void argument pointer, joining, and voluntary preemption.

Tapestry Fibers provide interfaces to add a thread, join on a thread using a join value passed in the corresponds to a thread, or wait on a thread using your own variable to signal that waiting should end. These interfaces are simple. Both the join and wait interfaces simply take a pointer to a boolean value. The join interface will free the boolean as it is assumed it came from the scheduler and the wait will not. Adding the thread just takes in a reference to the thread which contains a function pointer and argument pointer.

In addition the implementation utilizes work stealing in conjunction with work sharing using a two level queue system allowing for many types of scheduling. More details will be further explained in Chapter 6.
Chapter 6

TAPESTRY FIBERS

Tapestry’s lower level runtime is designed to be a portable and a configurable implementation of scheduling for threaded work. It doesn’t use any external libraries except the standard threading packages available for Linux or Windows operating systems. Its design uses a number of features to allow for configuration between dynamic work stealing and static scheduling with block level granularity being allowed to change. The runtime is modular allowing for various schedulers or queues implemented by users. Furthermore, the design proposes the use of pushing a new scheduler on the stack to allow for work stealing via voluntary preemption without the need for a compiler.

6.1 Design

Tapestry Fibers employs a two level queue system if desired with interfaces to push threads into the queue as seen in Figure 6.1. The queue system implemented employs a fixed size local queue on each core that can only be accessed by the local core and a secondary queue that shares work with other cores. The local queue is lock free and does not use any lock-free algorithms since only the core it is on can access it. A minimal overhead lock-free queue is important for fine-grain execution. The other queue uses a locking mechanism or some algorithm to guarantee it can be stolen from by multiple other cores. This locking mechanism only occurs on pops, because writes are ordered on X86-64. The scheduler can be tuned to share some amount of initial work. Primarily it utilizes work stealing to load balance the system. The local queues are much faster to access than the shared queues and promote locality. However, the local queue can be turned off if parallelism is more important than locality. Such as in the case of many-core architectures where locality could create starvation.
Figure 6.1: Tapestry Fibers Framework: Each core contains a sharing and local queue. Both queues together can be thought of as a one contiguous queue. The top is locked and the bottom is free of any synchronization. Local threads take work from the bottom and work stealing at the top.

Initially, the runtime will push work into the share queue until it becomes full, and then it will push work into its local queue. The size of the share queue was empirically decided to be two times the number of cores. As long as work is available in the local queue the local core scheduler will use work from there otherwise it will get work from the share queue, and if no work is available the local scheduler will steal work from another queue.

Queues are designed as simple stacks to promote locality and reduce overhead associated with deque maintenance. However, deques are available to be used to allow for better divide and conquer parallelism a la Cilk style. Work is pushed into the share queue until the share size is reached. Then, work is pushed into the local queue. If the share queue ever drops below the share size, the local core will push new threads into the share queue. In the deque version, both queues are a deque, but the other cores steal from the top. In addition, the local core will push its local top deque data onto the share queue when the share size falls below the minimum requirement. Local threads push and pull from the bottom, and other cores pull from the top. This allows other cores to steal larger workloads near the top of the tree. Stealing from the top enhances
efficiency for divide and conquer algorithms. Starvation is not a problem because tasks apply only to one application and are not scheduled with a time quantum.

In the shared memory system the optimizations flags and hints change how the implementation occurs or what happens during runtime. If locality is favored, the system will share data equal two times the local processor count before storing the data in its local queue. If the share queue ever falls below this amount, the scheduler will put new work from its stack into the local queue. On the other hand, if sharing is favored, the processor will only place work in its share queue and never use its local queue. The parallelism factor is used to override these settings, and set the share percentage of work equal to the PFACTOR. E.G., if 50 is used, every other thread added will go into the share queue. If 100 is used, all the threads will go into the share queue.

If dynamic scheduling is favored, the runtime will not divide work and share it to others, but let them steal. Stealing load balances the system; however, if a static schedule is favored, the system will share its work evenly to others by using a simple procedure of giving each processor a chunk of two times the core count of threads. The block size design follows that described in Chapter 5.

Finally each queue item is designed to be small as possible. So, the system employs an argument void* and a void ( void * ) function pointer to allow for minimal space and overhead using a partial direct queue without a free list.

6.2 Modularity

Tapestry Fibers is divided into interfaces for executing, stealing, waiting on threads, and hint systems. Each of these interfaces executes work on the queue using a standardized interface. This means queue types can be easily swapped out without recoding the implementations of the Fibers’ interfaces. Furthermore, they do not have any external library dependencies except the standard operating system thread libraries such as Pthreads. Tapestry Fibers’ interfaces use the underlying modular components and interfaces to interact with queues and wait for threads to finish.
Fibers has a few basic interfaces for passing hints, creating threads, and waiting on threads. Most of the work for Tapestry is done in the thread wrapper layer. These interfaces provide standard level thread creation seen in typical C style thread libraries.

To add a simple thread use the following api:

```c
struct ThreadItem
{
    void* (*function)( void*);
    void* argument;
};

addThread ( struct ThreadItem & thread )
```

Figure 6.2: Tapestry Fibers Thread Creation API

The following will wait on bool value to be true before it returns. It will cause a new scheduler to be pushed on the stack until join is true.

```c
void joinThread ( volatile bool * join )
```

Figure 6.3: Tapestry Fibers Join API

Hints can be simple passed to the runtime using the hint system built in:

```c
void addHint ( hint::HintType hint )
```

Figure 6.4: Tapestry Fibers Hint API

6.2.1 Connecting Fibers and the Wrapper

Tapestry’s uses a SystemThread level class to implement various interfaces for varying thread libraries. This SystemThread class is abstract, so each implementation can inherent it and implement their features. In theory Tapestry could switch between runtime libraries on the fly and use the best features of all the libraries. However it is
Figure 6.5: Tapestry Warp to Fibers: Using the interfaces provided by Fibers, Tapestry warp pushes the wrapper thread into Fiber’s queue at the bottom. If the thread is not stolen by another worker, the wrapper will eventually execute and start the thread.

configured to only run one library at once currently. The top most layer in Tapestry just uses void * ( void*) wrapper thread and passes that to the SystemThread class. It runs the system thread which causes the wrapper to be passed to Fibers as seen in Figure 6.5. When a Thread joins another thread, Tapestry will invoke join on the system thread which just invokes the lower level layer to wait on the current threads return value.

6.3 Fine-grain Optimizations

To provide a fast execution of fine-grain tasks, the spawn and synchronization features must have minimal overhead. For Tapestry Fibers spawning into local or share queue requires no locking mechanism because X86-64 does not reorder writes and the last write is used to indicate the item is available in the queue. Furthermore, pulling data from the local queue for execution does not require locking either. Removal of
locks is essential for performance when the task execution is so small that locking takes longer than executing the task. Another optimization is that Tapestry Fibers employs a partial direct task queue where there is only zero levels of indirection to the arguments and function pointers instead of the normal one. This allows for caching effects to occur on stealing because arguments and function to the thread are stored in the task. However, further arguments implemented in the upper level thread layer to implement the variable arguments requires a level of indirection. We hope to move this into the task queue to find further benefits.

Another important implementation is that Tapestry only runs one thread per core to maximize cache benefits. This guarantees tasks will not be switched out by the runtime during execution unless they are waiting which means they will stay in the cache will executing. Additionally, it is guaranteed that if a thread begins on a certain core it will finish executing on that core thus minimizing memory movement and maximizing cache effects. To accomplish this, the thread is kept in the stack and when stored it is pushed onto the last suspended task from that core. This means the execution benefits from temporal locality when restoring tasks.

6.4 High Throughput Queue

Tapestry allows you to swap in a high throughput input-restricted deque (algorithm seen in Figure 6.6) that has been designed for promoting locality on cache-based systems. The deque uses the well known principles that make spin locks fast on X86-64 in addition to provided new ideas about promoting locality. The algorithm stores a value to synchronize on at the location of every element in the deque. The queue will perform an atomic swap on this values when popping from either side. This leaves the front and back pointers not being locked on, but the local items in the queue. In principle reading these locks from memory will cause pulling the values stored nearby into the queue into memory. And in principle because x86-64 locks the cache-line we will only be locking on the value stored in the line which includes the local data we want to execute. Thus, this data is inactive and doesn’t matter if it is locked on. This
is contradictory to known information that says to make the lock wide enough to fit in the cache-line to reduce false sharing and locking on unrelated data causing unintended blocks and serialization of code.

Because this queue is designed for dynamic work stealing systems you can only push data into one side only for the local core. The deque is lock and synchronization free for pushing due to write ordering on X86-64. In addition, reads on the local lock values use dirty reads before atomically swapping to increase performance. On failure the queue will back off and check other queues.

6.5 Work Stealing via Stack Pushing

Work stealing without a cactus stack and a compiler requires various implementations. In general, runtimes without compilers will use leap frogging or switch to a new thread when it suspends. However, Tapestry implements a new methodology without the drawbacks of leap frogging or spawning a new thread. Tapestry when it encounters a join point will cause the system to stop executing the current scheduler, by pushing a new scheduler on the execution stack as seen in Figure 6.5. The scheduler accesses the same queues as the original and will stop executing once the thread that it is waiting to join on is ready. If a scheduler waits on a join that waits on other joins this creates a problem where the scheduler stops working and does not do any useful work because it waits for the buried joins to complete. Thus, Tapestry does not suffer from the buried join problem because a new scheduler is placed on the stack that steals work and begins executing that work. This means Tapestry can steal from any executing core unlike leap frogging which is limited to stealing from it is stealer of a join. Furthermore, Tapestry won’t incur any overhead by context switching between multiple threads: i.e. the waiting threads and the currently executing one. The drawback of Tapestry’s stack pushing implementation is that it increases space requirements by having multiple schedulers stored on the stack in addition to the thread stack. However, this is limited for fork/join parallelism that the thread we want to join on will be
void push_front(ExecutionItem & value)  
{  
    while(*((volatile int *)&front->lock)!=0U);  
    *front = value;  
    front->lock=1U;  
    ++front;  
    if(front == top)  
        front = bottom;  
}  

bool pop_front( ExecutionItem & item )  
{  
    temp = front -1;  
    if(*((volatile int *)&temp->lock)==1U)  
    {  
        item = *temp;  
        old = OS::Atomics::swap(&temp->lock, 0U);  
        if(old == 1U)  
        {  
            if(front != bottom)  
                --front;  
            else  
                front=top;  
            return true;  
        }  
    }  
    return false;  
}  

bool pop_back( ExecutionItem & item )  
{  
    while(1)  
    {  
        temp = back;  
        if(*((volatile int *)&temp->lock)==1U)  
        {  
            item = *temp;  
            old = OS::Atomics::swap(&temp->lock, 0U);  
            if(old == 1U)  
            {  
                if(temp != top)  
                    ++back;  
                else  
                    back=bottom;  
                return true;  
            }  
        }  
    }  
    else  
        //Break and back off check other queues or do other work...  
    return false;  
}  

Figure 6.6: Tapestry High Throughput Queue
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at the top of the stack. If it is stolen this means that the thread’s queue is empty and needs to steal work.

6.6 TI C66x Port

The Texas Instruments’ C66X DSP has a number of issues to consider when porting Tapestry to it. First and foremost is that there is no shared memory by default. Second, the DSP does not have cache consistency model and the programmer most invoke calls to a special API to maintain consistency. Third and finally, the DSP has no atomic operations and a limited set of locks available.

To handle shared memory allocation on the TI DSP, Tapestry configures the DSP on boot to use 4MB of L2 MSM SRAM as a shared region. Any structures that need to be shared will use the shared SRAM such as queues and Tapestry threads. In general we can swap in the 512 MB of off chip DDR3 to be used as shared memory if needed for bigger problem sizes. To further complicate matters, the TI DSP can use
various memory managers for allocating memory. The four managers provided by the SYS/BIOS operating system are:

- HeapMem: allocates various size blocks.
- HeapBuf: allocates fixed size blocks.
- HeapMultiBuf: internally uses fixed size blocks to allocate, but has variable size allocation.
- HeapTrack: for detecting memory allocation and deallocation errors.

For Tapestry Fibers HeapBuf would perform the best with little internal fragmentation because each item in the queue is a fixed size. However, because Tapestry’s threads can be various sizes or a fixed size that is bigger than the queue this would cause a high level of internal fragmentation. HeapMem allows for various size blocks, but causes a high level of external fragmentation after blocks become free and as the link list is traversed the allocation time becomes non-deterministic. HeapMultiBuf uses multiple HeapBufs internally with various block sizes for each. It combines the speed of HeapBuf with the flexibility of HeapMem. This is good for Tapestry when using one thread size coupled with a different size for each queue item. So Tapestry employs HeapMultiBuf for fixed applications where only one type of thread is used. It uses two HeapBufs with sizes set to the local queue and the thread size.

Another problem, is that the TI chip only has cache coherency between L1D and L2 cache within the same core. There is no coherency between L1P and L2 within the same core or L1 and L2 across cores. Nor any coherency between L1, L2, and L2 Shared or external DDR3. Because of this the users most manually control cache line write-backs, invalidations, and write-back invalidations when using shared memory. Tapestry Fibers manages this by only write-back invalidating the cache line for other cores’ shared queues on steals. It does a write-back on its own shared queue when pushing or popping from it. For the upper layer, a dependent thread’s memory only needs to be invalidated when dependencies need to be met after a thread runs. The current running thread needs to be write-back invalidated to indicate it has run and returned a value.
Figure 6.8: Tapestry TI C66X Port: Tapestry employs a messaging system for TI C66X. In the system, because of a limitation on locks, and the need to meet dependencies, Tapestry randomly assigns a core to handle dependency filling for each thread. In the figure, you can see how Tapestry will read which core will handle dependencies for said thread and send packets to each core that needs dependencies updated. Once all dependencies are met, the core will push the thread into its queue.
Finally, because dependencies need to be met by Tapestry and there are not any atomics and a limited number of locks, Tapestry employs a messaging system to send dependency updates to a managing core for a given thread. When a thread is created, the managing core is chosen at random. The dependency handling is handled within the wrapper layer whenever any thread runs. Tapestry will send messages to the handling core for any given thread that is dependent on currently finished thread. After which, it will check to see if there are any messages waiting in its message pump to handle. At which point, it meets the dependency information for that thread using the message pump. Figure 6.8 shows this. We chose this methodology primarily because the other solution we designed would virtualize the locks for each thread mapping it to a limited number of hardware threads. However, this would cause lots of contention on the locks for fine-grain parallelize tasks with a large number of dependencies being pushed through.

6.7 NUMA Considerations

When running Tapestry Fibers on a NUMA system, there are number of considerations that need to be met. First, what is the type of algorithm running on this machine? If we store our queues in a local node memory for each core, this will benefit algorithms with good load distribution. Fork/join parallelism works well with this type of configuration because most of the work is done by the local core and cores who steal choose cores closer before moving further away. However, for highly imbalanced work where only one thread is spawning the work, interleaving the queue memory across the nodes provides increased throughput because of more memory controllers. This in turn provides better access to the thread queues. Furthermore, certain data structures benefit from sharing them whereas others need only be local. Tapestry Fibers in this sense is NUMA aware. It can be setup to use local memory for the queues with interleaved memory for the rest of the data structures, just interleaved memory for the whole system, or just preferably local memory if possible.

Another consideration, his how to pin the cores to the machine. Tapestry was
designed for consecutive pinning, but this makes all the threads reside in only a few nodes when the system only uses a few cores. This limits the bandwidth available to these threads, but improves locality. Thus, Tapestry is NUMA aware in this sense also. It can be configured to pin threads consecutively, every other node in a round-robin fashion, or not all.
Chapter 7

EVALUATION

This section presents results for the performance of Tapestry on x86-64 on three different x86-64 architectures when it is configured to use the Fiber runtime. I perform micro-benchmarks and specific applications comparing against Intel OpenMP and Cilk Plus.

For my methodology, I average each point on each graph 10 times unless otherwise noted. I do not warm up programs before benchmarking because this introduces caching effects and produces false results. Furthermore, for each run I unload and reload programs to stop runtimes or compilers from caching subsequent results to the same call. For runtimes, I start them up before collecting data because I am interested in their performance on algorithms not startup costs. Finally, it is noted that I choose random data wherever applicable.

All benchmark code can be found in Appendix B. In addition, more case studies other than Bulldozer one presented here are provided in Appendix A. They provide more details and analysis on Tapestry dependencies, performance of Tapestry dependencies when used as glue for OS threads, performance of Tapestry in a hyper-threading environment, and redundant graph elimination performance benefits.

7.1 Benchmarks

Tapestry was evaluated with six different benchmarks. Most of the benchmarks are very fine-grain. It is compared against Cilk Plus and Intel OpenMP. The memory requirements are given for Help-First and Work-First thread spawning.
7.1.1 Fibonacci

Fibonacci numbers are integers given by the following series: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ... This can be modeled with the recurrence relation: \( F_n = F_{n-1} + F_{n-2} \), and seed values occur at \( F_1 = 1 \) and \( F_2 = 1 \). Naturally, this recurrence relationship can be easily calculated with a recursive function call. The branch factor is 2. To parallelize the benchmark, recursive calls to \( F_{n-2} \) are asynchronously parallelized while calls to \( F_{n-1} \) are recursively called.

The maximum memory requirements for the serial program are given by \( n \times \text{stack frame} \) where stack frame is the size of Fibonacci function stack frame. When parallelized, the requirements are the same if the asynchronous calls are immediately done by the current thread (Work-First) or left to be completed by other threads (Help-First). For these cases the requirements are \( (\text{thread space} \times \text{cores} \times n) + (\text{stack frame} \times \text{cores} \times n) \) because traveling to a leaf node will need stack space while spawning threads at each recursive call. This benchmark is very regular.

7.1.2 N-Queens

For the N-Queens benchmark, the goal is to place \( n \) queens on a \( n \times n \) board without having two queens attack each other. The goal of this problem is to find every possible solution for a given board size. The benchmark utilizes recursion to place queens in position on the board. The benchmark has been heavily optimized with bit-fields to reduce the memory requirements and to know which positions have already been visited. Furthermore, it only calculates half the board and mirrors the rest. In the worst case the branching factor is \( n \), but this is never reached because our benchmark marks off places where the queen cannot be placed. To parallelize the benchmark, the recursion for the first branch of each node is done recursively, but all other branches are done asynchronously.

The maximum memory requirements for the serial program are given as \( n \times \text{stack frame} \). If the program immediately executes a thread the memory requirements are \( (\text{thread space} \times \text{cores} \times n) + (\text{stack frame} \times \text{cores} \times n) \) otherwise it will
be (thread space $\times$ cores $\times (n^2 - n)) + (stack\ frame \times cores \times n)$.

### 7.1.3 N-Puzzle

N-Puzzle is a benchmark that is a classical search problem. For the problem, there exists a $n \times n$ board with $n - 1$ pieces on the board that represent a picture if placed in the correct order. These pieces can only be moved by sliding them into the empty slot on the board. The goal of the game is to form a picture by ordering the pieces correctly through sliding. This problem can be solved in a number of ways, but for the benchmark we find the optimal solution (least number slides) from a given state using iterative deepening depth-first search (IDDFS). IDDFS visits nodes in each level of a tree iteratively, but in a depth-first manner. First, it visits level 0 using depth first, then level 1, so forth up to level $n$. This benchmark does a tree search, but can be easily turned into a graph search with Tapestry’s redundant graph elimination optimization. At most the branching factor is 4 and at least it is 2. To parallelize the benchmark, the recursion for the first branch of each puzzle node is done recursively, but all other branches are done asynchronously.

The maximum memory requirements for the serial program are given as $d \times stack\ frame$. If the program immediately executes a thread the memory requirements are $(thread\ space \times cores \times d) + (stack\ frame \times cores \times d)$ otherwise it will be $(thread\ space \times cores \times d \times 3) + (stack\ frame \times cores \times d)$ where $d$ is the depth of the solution in the graph.

### 7.1.4 Quicksort

Quicksort is a divide and conquer sorting algorithm. Given a random array of integers of size $n$, the algorithm chooses a random pivot point in the array. It swaps the numbers greater than or equal to the pivot point to the right with those on the left effectively creating two lists. Then, it recursively sorts each list on the left and right with same idea until it reaches the leaf nodes. This algorithm can be easily parallelized by allowing one branch each node to be done in parallel.
This leads to an effective memory requirement of the serial program to be: 
\((n \times \text{stack frame}) + (n \times \text{integer size})\). The parallel version has a memory requirements are 
\((\text{thread space} \times \text{cores} \times n) + (\text{stack frame} \times \text{cores} \times n) + (n \times \text{integer size})\).

### 7.1.5 Monte-Carlo

Monte-Carlo simulation is an embarrassingly parallel algorithm to produce a distribution of possible outcomes for use in risk analysis. It works by using a probability distribution for each factor that is uncertain. It then calculates results with different random variables from the probability function. Each iteration of these outcomes are typically calculated with a loop. Thus, each outcome value because it is independent of previous calculations can be calculated in parallel. Hence, the parallel version can easily break up each calculation to be done in parallel.

The memory requirements for the serial version is just stack frame size since it only expands one iteration at a time. The parallel version requires \(\text{cores} \times \text{stack frame size} + \text{thread space for Work-First, but requires for Help-First: cores} \times \text{stack frame size} + \text{thread space} \times n\) where \(n\) is the number of steps in the algorithm.

### 7.1.6 Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication is a standard mathematical computation that is done which takes two matrices and produces a resulting matrix. This computation is used in a number of various scientific applications. The standard parallelization technique for this is to break the matrix into smaller blocks and compute each block in parallel. This can be done by griding the matrix in memory or by breaking each matrix into small blocks of memory and storing consecutively block by block. The latter will increase inter-block locality; whereas, the former increase intra-block locality. In addition, the block size should be chosen to increase caching effects. Furthermore, multiple levels of blocks or grids can be used for each cache level to enhance performance. Finally, a register tile with vectorization enhances performance significantly.
The memory requirements for the program are \(3 \times n \times n + \text{cores} \times \text{stack frame size} + \text{thread size} \times \text{block count}\) for all the matrices and the execution of the threads.

7.2 Platforms

Tapestry was compared on three x86-64 platforms: Core 2, Core i7, and Bulldozer for various applications. In addition, it was ported to C6678 and verified for correctness.

Three different application suites for x86-64 machines are summarized in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. The benchmarks show that its performance is generalizable to any x86 machine independent of application or machine and better or on par to Cilk Plus.

7.2.1 x86-64: Core 2

The particular model used in the benchmarks is the Core 2 Duo E6600. The architecture has 2 cores clocked at 2.4 GHz, contains a 32 KB L1 data and program cache per core, a 4 MB shared L2 cache, and a front-side bus that is clocked at 1066 MHz. The machine contains 6GB of memory and has a peak performance of 19.2 GFLOPS and Composite Theoretical Performance (CTP) of 37600 Millions of Theoretical Operations Per Second (MTOPS)[55].

7.2.2 x86-64: Core i7

The particular model used in the benchmarks is the Core i7-2600k. The architecture has 4 Hyper-threaded cores clocked at 3.4 (3.8 Max) GHz, contains a 32 KB L1 data and a 32 KB L1 instruction cache per core, a 256 KB L2 cache per core for data and instructions, and a 8 MB of shared L3 cache. The machine contains 8GB of memory and has a peak performance of 108.8 GFLOPS and CTP of 136000 MTOPS[56]. With turbo, the max peak is 122 GFLOPS and the CTP is 152000 MTOPS.

7.2.3 x86-64: Bulldozer

The processor is the 6234 with 12 cores clocked at 2.4 (3.0 Max) GHz, 16 KB L1 data cache per core, 64 KB L1 instruction caches shared by every two cores, 2 MB
Figure 7.1: Performance Summary Part 1: The baseline is the sequential kernel. Two threads were used on Core 2. Eight threads were used on the Core i7. Forty-eight threads were used on Bulldozer.
QUICKSORT SPEEDUP SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Core 2</th>
<th>Core i7</th>
<th>Bulldozer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenMP</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilk Plus</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>6.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry SLO</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>6.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-PUZZLE SPEEDUP SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Core 2</th>
<th>Core i7</th>
<th>Bulldozer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenMP</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilk Plus</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>6.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>6.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry SLO</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>6.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.2: Performance Summary Part 2: The baseline is the sequential kernel. Two threads were used on Core 2. Eight threads were used on the Core i7. Forty-eight threads were used on Bulldozer.
of L2 caches shared by every two cores, and 8MB of L3 caches shared by every 6 cores. The board I use has 4 6234 for 48 cores and 8 NUMA nodes with 128 GB of memory. The CTP per processor is 217866 MTOPS and I calculated the peak performance to be $2.4 \times 8 \times 24 = 460.8$ GFLOPS. With turbo, this is 576 GFLOPS. The architecture is described in more detail in Section 2.6.2.

7.2.4 TI C6678

The TI processor has 8 cores and was configured to be clocked at 1.25 GHz, have 32 KB L1 data and a 32 KB L1 instruction cache per core, 512 KB of L2 cache per core, 4 MB of shared memory on chip, and 512 MB of off-chip memory. It has a peak performance of 160 GFLOPS. The architecture is described in more detail in Section 2.6.1.

7.3 Case Study on Bulldozer

These tests compare the various components of the Tapestry High Throughput Input-Restricted deque in addition to that Cilk Plus’ scalability on a 48 core AMD Opteron 64-bit 6234 machine at 2.4 GHz with 128 gigabytes of ram. The machine is unique in the fact it has cache-coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA) with 4 sockets and 8 NUMA nodes. The system uses Scientific Linux 6. For all the test I use Parallel Studio XE 2011 with O3 optimizations on.

7.3.1 Runtime Micro-benchmarks

Tapestry when configured using a runtime could be less efficient than compiler-based runtimes because those runtimes can use static optimizations. Furthermore, Tapestry’s decoupling of layers could also introduce overhead in the execution of tasks.

7.3.1.1 One Thread Overhead

In the first test, I compute the overhead of spawning and finishing a thread. I compare this to Cilk Plus and OpenMP. The test spawns an empty thread individually
Table 7.1: Overhead of One Thread: In this test I spawn empty threads on one core using task parallelism and calculate the overhead spawning and joining on 1 thread. Cilk Plus most likely executes the spawned thread immediately and executes the continuation later. Whereas Tapestry spawns the thread and executes during the join. These numbers were averaged over 100 million iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spawn</th>
<th>Join</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tapestry</td>
<td>31.73 ns</td>
<td>10.86 ns</td>
<td>42.59 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Cilk Plus</td>
<td>41.46 ns</td>
<td>02.31 ns</td>
<td>43.77 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel OpenMP</td>
<td>29.39 ns</td>
<td>14.70 ns</td>
<td>44.10 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and joins on it. I compute this 100 million times and average the results. It is worth noting I use OpenMP’s task framework and not data parallel for loops for this test.

Tapestry’s overhead is on par to both OpenMP and Cilk Plus as seen in Table 7.1. From this information, I can extrapolate Tapestry has about three times as much overhead to create a task as executing it.

7.3.1.2 Parallel Scheduling Overhead

In this test I spawn a number of empty threads in a loop and join on all of those. I look at the serial execution vs using all the cores on the machine. This test shows the overhead of load balancing work from one core across all cores on Tapestry, Cilk Plus, and OpenMP. The results are shown in Figure 7.3. Tapestry and OpenMP provide parallel for constructs to provide better load balancing for this type of work.

The results show that Cilk Plus performs significantly better. Perhaps, Cilk Plus is using a back-off on stealing which results in less movement of the work which improves performance for fine-grain workloads that are less balanced.

7.3.1.3 Dependency Overhead

The final two benchmarks, test the performance creating 100 million parallel tasks with dependency logic and the time it takes to execute 100 million threads that form a chain of dependencies in serial. The results show that I can spawn one dependency task in 163.75 ns and execute a dependent thread every 523.09 ns. This means I can spawn dependency tasks 3 times faster than I can execute them.
Figure 7.3: Parallel Spawn: This test differs from Table 7.1 by spawning the number of threads on the x-axis all before joining on them. Whereas, the other test only spawns 1 thread at a time and joins it. The much higher overhead on Tapestry for 48 cores vs Cilk Plus is most likely due to Cilk Plus doing a back-off on steals.
7.3.2 Runtime Benchmarks

In these benchmarks I test the performance of the runtime using various applications.

7.3.2.1 Fibonacci Scalability

I compute Fibonacci of 44 on this test. The results seen in Figure 7.4 show that Tapestry’s performance exceeds that of Cilk Plus. It appears Tapestry’s speedup is function of a line whereas Cilk Plus’ speedup is only a function of a line up to 16 cores and starts to fall off. The fall off appears to get worse as cores are added and be asymptotic. OpenMP is also linear up to around 16 cores and falls off like Cilk Plus. In addition, the linear property of Tapestry’s deque does not appear to fall off up to 48 cores. Fibonacci is very fine-grain which bodes well for fine-grain applications.

I note that Tapestry’s results appear to have two outliers toward the upper core count. Finally, Tapestry’s SLO implementation achieves pretty good performance in this test, but the performance is not linear and appears to fall off as core count...
increases. This is expected because SLO limits parallelism in favor of locality and should create more starvation as core count increases if the problem size is not big enough. In addition, I note the performance of using split-phase transactions on the code produces results that are much slower than the fork/join model. This is most likely caused by the combination of the overhead of more memory to represent dependency logic and overhead caused by the smaller size of tasks when split into finer-grain parts.

7.3.2.2 N-Queens Scalability

I use a board size of 16 for these tests. Like the Fibonacci test, the results in Figure 7.5 show that Tapestry’s performance exceeds that of Cilk Plus. Like before, Tapestry’s speedup is linear whereas Cilk Plus’ speedup is only linear up to 16 cores and starts to fall off. The fall off appears to get worse as cores are added and be asymptotic. OpenMP is also linear up to around 16 cores and falls off like Cilk Plus. In addition, the linear property of Tapestry’s deque does not appear to fall off up to 48 cores for this coarser task. Here SLO scales well again, but falls off. In addition, the performance difference between the two is much smaller. N-Queens is pretty fine-grain and less balanced than Fibonacci. However, comparatively N-Queens is more coarse than Fibonacci. The split-phase transaction versions appear to be about half the speed of Cilk Plus. Once again, the difference in performance is most likely due to additional memory overhead and overhead caused by having finer tasks.

7.3.2.3 Quicksort Scalability

I sort on a size of 55 million for these tests. Figure 7.6 shows that the scalability of quicksort is pretty limited. This is due to the fact that quicksort has to reach a depth of 7 before 48 cores can work on it. Another limiting factor is that the amount of work grows finer and finer the deeper the graph is traversed. Which means that the amount of work for the first thread at the top is equal to the amount of work divided among its children at a depth of seven. This creates a sequential bottleneck and multiple bottlenecks till a depth of 7 is reached. Here the results indicate that Cilk
Figure 7.5: N-Queens Scalability: A board size of 16 was used.

Plus’ performance is worse than Tapestry. SLO performs well, but falls off as more cores are added. Our implementation for dependencies requires a barrier thread to indicate all threads are finished which require 55 million threads register to the barrier. This has significant overhead due to contention on the dependency met variable. So our results took too long too finish. Results indicated it appeared to be around 20X slower than the fork/join version. Performance most likely improve if I utilized a split-phase transactions to create a tree-like barrier that is very similar to the Fibonacci and N-Queens split-phase addition operation, but does no useful work.

7.3.2.4 Monte Carlo Scalability

Here our number of paths is 192. Like the other two tests, for this embarrassingly parallel algorithm with very coarse thread work, Tapestry begins off slow, but it is linear whereas Cilk Plus starts to fall off at 16 cores. Tapestry’s performance exceeds that of Cilk at 38 cores. Tapestry again is slower initially due to the fact its threads are pinned. See Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.6: Quicksort Scalability: 55 million integer numbers were sorted.

Figure 7.7: Monte Carlo Scalability: 192 paths were calculated. The Tapestry dependency version uses a barrier thread to end the program. Whereas, regular Tapestry joins on each thread.
7.3.2.5 N-Puzzle Iterative Deepening Scalability

The solution to the puzzle is at a depth of 20 for a 3x3 board. The N-Puzzle test (Figure 7.8) uses Iterative Deepening Depth-First search to expand a graph and search for the solution to a N-Puzzle. Iterative Deepening effectively visits the nodes in breadth-first order, but with space bounds equal to that of depth-first search. In this search I am building a graph and searching it together in one step. The test is pretty fine-grain since the nodes for the N-Puzzle do not do much work. In the best case, each node has two synchronizations. Similarly, in the worst case there are four synchronizations.

The test shows that Tapestry and Cilk Plus’ performance is much more scalable that of Intel OpenMP. The jagging in the graph is caused by the fact the test will cancel the search once a solution is found and more threads does not guarantee at a depth of 20 that a solution will be found quicker. In terms of performance SLO does well. For this test we did not produce a threaded dependency version. It would require a split-phase transaction or barrier thread.

7.3.2.6 Matrix Multiplication Kernel Static Scalability

The problem size for this test is 16640x16640 double precision matrices. This allows the machine to gain caching effects due to alignment and is big enough to guarantee enough work across 48 cores. For my matrix multiplication tests on the AMD machine, I choose a custom kernel after evaluating the scalability and performance of it compared with the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) BLAS dgemm and the AMD Math Core Library (ACML) dgemm using FMA4 instructions. My kernel on one core gets around 10 GFLOP/s, the MKL library produces only around 5 GFLOP/s, and AMCL does about 16 GFLOP/s. Both are linked to serial libraries. In addition, my kernel with Pthreads gets better scalability than MKL using a static schedule up to 24 cores, but worse than AMCL. Whereas, the MKL library flat lines when linked with OpenMP at 24 cores and the results for AMCL become inconsistent. I note here that the scalability of my kernel is better initially if I don’t pin the threads to cores instead
Figure 7.8: N-Puzzle Iterative Deepening Scalability: Solution was at a depth of 18 for a 3x3 puzzle.

Figure 7.9: Matrix Multiplication Kernel Static Scalability: 16640x16640 matrices were used.
of pinning to consecutive cores. This is due to the NUMA layout of the node which allows greater bandwidth when not pinning. The baseline for the scalability graph seen in Figure 7.9 is the 16 GFLOP/s AMCL sequential version. In these tests my kernel utilizes the 128-bit wide FMA4 instructions is compiled with PGI’s pgcc 12.9 with O3 and fastsse optimizations on.

My kernel performs griding with a size set 256x256 doubles for the grid width and height. In addition, I register tile each grid block. I chose a tile size of 2x4 empirically. It was the best performing. Furthermore, the tiled multiplication is vectorized with FMA4 instructions. Figure 7.10 shows the GFLOP/s per core. My kernel achieves a performance of 267 GFLOP/s on 48 cores whereas MKL only achieves 95 GFLOP/s. AMD’s reaches 302 GLOP/s but only at 35 cores and inconsistently. The max scalability of these tests is around 24X due to the machine having only one FPU per 2 cores and AMD achieving near peak on 1 core because it utilizes the 256-bit wide instructions.

Figure 7.10: Matrix Multiplication Kernel Static FLOP/s: 16640x16640 matrices were used.
Figure 7.11: Matrix Multiplication Scalability: 16640x16640 matrices were used.

7.3.2.7 Matrix Multiplication Scalability

Using my matrix multiplication kernel presented in the last section, I took the kernel and applied it to Intel OpenMP, Cilk Plus, and Tapestry using the same problem size. Here I am using a fully dynamic schedule with Cilk Plus and Tapestry, but OpenMP uses a completely static schedule. The first thing to note is the scalability of Tapestry when compared with Cilk Plus, OpenMP, and Tapestry when not pinned as seen in Figure 7.11. Tapestry has linear speedup. However, Cilk Plus, OpenMP, Tapestry Unpin have almost perfect speedup till 24 cores where they take a significant dive in performance. This is because none of these libraries pin threads to cores; so, the threads can be scheduled by the every other core by the OS. The performance hit is probably due to sharing a FPU and the L1 instruction cache by every two cores. Tapestry when pinned is doing so to every other core to achieve a similar speedup. Cilk Plus gets around 263 GFLOP/s and Tapestry gets around 272 GFLOP/s as seen in Figure 7.12. Finally, OpenMP only achieves about 250 GLOP/s.
Figure 7.12: Matrix Multiplication with Cache-based Atomic Deque FLOP/s: 16640x16640 matrices were used.
8.1 Microsoft Task Parallel Library

The Task Parallel Library (TPL) [57] is a library to provide APIs and parallel types (such as a concurrent stack) to Microsoft .NET Framework 4 System Threading and System Threading Tasks namespace to simplify adding parallelism and concurrency to applications. These are much in the same vein as Intel’s TBB for C or C++, but for Microsoft .NET. TPL’s underlying runtime will scale the concurrent work dynamically striving for the most efficient use of processors and resources. To accomplish this the TPL handles work partition, thread scheduling, state management, and other low-level details. However, it is noted that the TPL, like all .NET code is run in a virtual machine akin to Java’s. Language support includes VB.NET, C#, and F#.

Microsoft is advocating that TPL is much better way to write parallel code instead of using their standard System Threading and System Threading Tasks interfaces to manually handle things. Furthermore, to effectively use the TPL they recommend that users have a basic understanding of locks, deadlocks, and race conditions. The TPL is divided into three areas: Data Parallelism, Task Parallelism, and Dataflow.

Data Parallelism is similar to the type of parallelism traditional OpenMP exploits where the same operation is performed on different data. To accomplish this, TPL provide parallel for and foreach statements that can be overloaded to control/monitor loop states, maintain thread-local state, control the degree of concurrency, et cetera. The data of these loops are partitioned so multiple threads can operate on different segments concurrently.

Task parallelism is similar to OpenMP’s task framework or Cilk and is designed for more independent tasks that are running concurrently. Tasks run on top of regular
threads. The framework uses work stealing [57] for load balancing of threads and hill climbing[58] to adjust the number of threads to maximize throughput of the tasks. Furthermore, the framework supports nesting or creating of children tasks as well as continuing tasks a la EARTH style as opposed to the use of callbacks to accomplish this.

Lastly, the Dataflow Library promotes an actor based programming model with coarse-grained dataflow or pipelined tasks. The model allows for the linking of operation blocks together to communicate asynchronously and perform tasks as data becomes available. For instance, they could be used to process images frame by frame as they come in from a camera using a pipeline to increase throughput.

Tapestry differs from this because Tapestry does not use a virtual machine, works for more fine-grain tasks, utilizes C++, and aims to work on distributed machines.

8.2 Intel Concurrent Collections

Intel Concurrent Collections (CNC) [59] is a library for C++ programs where semantic dependencies of an algorithm are defined to give an order. This is akin to dataflow, where the user expresses high-level computational steps including inputs and output, but not where these steps should be executed. These dependencies indicate what steps can be done in parallel. The underlying runtime and tuning layer will handle where and when these steps will be completed.

Code within each computational step is written with C++ standard constructs. Data is local to a computational step or is explicitly produced, received, and consumed. The CNC model supports the big three levels of parallelism: data, task, and pipeline. The point of CNC is to keep the interface the same across many different architectures such as shared memory and distributed systems while the underlying runtime may change or support various scheduling dynamics such as static or dynamic.

Like the TPL, the point of CNC is to ease the transition to parallel architectures for programmers not familiar with parallelism. This is seen in the fact that the user
does not worry about parallelism, but just expressing their codes dependencies through separation of the application and the optimization of said application.

CNC uses three constructs to achieve algorithmic construction: tag-collections, steps, and item-collections. Tags indicate what items are needed for a step to begin. Steps are the actual computation. And items are what are produced or taken in for each step. Dependency information between steps is gleamed by tag prescriptions.

Tapestry differs from CNC because Tapestry is a true actor based model that works for more than just consumer/producer style applications.

8.3 OpenMP

OpenMP [53] is extension to the C language using only preprocessor directives to parallelize code. Specifically, pragmas are used to instruct the compiler to generate parallel regions. Specifically, the parallelism uses fork/join concept or parallelism where the master thread forks a number of slave threads to complete work. The slave threads will join back into a master thread once the work completes. Then, the master will create more slave threads. It requires a special library and compiler to achieve these effects otherwise the code will run in serial. OpenMP is especially known for its data parallelism constructs to achieve good performance on shared memory machines. These allow for parallel loop constructs, parallel blocks, sharing data, expressing if conditions, reductions, critical sections, locks, barriers, atomic operations, scheduling, et cetera. Some of these constructs are only available when using the runtime library routines and types instead of the compiler directives. These include locks, timing functions, scheduling, and setting up the environment.

OpenMP 3.0 introduced task level parallelism to its model. In general, tasks can be spawned and joined on using the pragmas OpenMP is popular for. This style of parallelism is similar to Cilk.

OpenMP has number of well-known drawbacks that include the requirement of a compiler, no compare and swap, lack of mechanisms to the map threads to processors, and a large startup time.
Tapestry differs from OpenMP because it does not require a compiler and supports dependencies.

8.4 Habanero C

Habanero-C (HC) is a language developed by Rice University that follows closely to the design of Habanero-Java. The language is very similar to Cilk except it adds a flexible barrier called phasers, Data-Driven Futures, and Hierarchical Place Trees. The futures are very similar to those provided in C++ and Tapestry. They can be used to simulate dataflow-like dependencies by indicating that a thread should wait to start based on those futures; However, those futures are not part of the thread and require explicit signaling. This means the signaling could be aliased, is dependent on branch conditions, and could be met anywhere at any time by any thread. In addition, these futures require waiting.

Tapestry is different from HC because Tapestry doesn’t require a compiler and supports dependencies on threads without the need for preemption. In addition, because the dependencies are tied to the thread the scheduler can best choose how to run the thread. Tapestry does not require the runtime to wait for the threads to be met, but utilizes direct signaling to start a thread.

8.5 Unified Parallel C

Unified Parallel C (UPC) [60, 61] is an extension of ANSI C to allow for parallelism that is based on the partitioned global address space (PGAS) programming model [62] (distributed shared memory programming model). UPC extends the features of C to include parallelism using SPMD with global memory access that can be local and remote. To accomplish this UPC virtualizes the address space across processors into one space. Writing and reading to memory is done with simple statements like in C, but the shared keyword must be used to indicate that the variable resides in or points to the global address space. UPC uses a simple parallel loop construct to parallelize workloads and allows for synchronization control via barriers, locks, and
memory consistency control. It builds upon the experiences of Split-C, AC, and PCP. Because UPC is pretty simple and the performance has shown to be good, vendors have developed UPC compilers for commercial purposes.

Specifically, HP, SGI, Sun, and Cray platforms have compilers. Also, an open-source implementation and compiler known as MuPC is available from Michigan Technological University for X86 Intel Architecture. Additionally, BUPC for various platforms including X86-64 Intel Architecture are available from the University of California Berkley. Furthermore, GNU UPC (open-source) is available and supports various architectures including the Cray T3E.

UPC key features include efficient mapping from language to machine architecture, minimization of thread communication overhead by exploiting data locality, and simplified remote memory access.

UPC has a distributed shared memory programming model that is similar to a regular shared memory model, but also has the ability to make use of data locality. Specifically, the distributed shared memory model divides its address space into various partitions where each memory partition has an affinity to a certain thread. This means, that a shared object that has an affinity for a certain thread will reside in that thread’s local shared memory space.

The UPC view of memory is partitioned into private and shared spaces. Each thread has its own private space, as well as a portion of the shared space. The shared space is divided into a number of partitions per thread of which each has an affinity to a particular thread i.e. the partition is located in the thread’s logical memory space. The use of the new **share** keyword for shared data allows for easy blocking of shared data and arrays across these threads.

A UPC shared pointer can reference any location in the shared address space. Whereas a private pointer may reference only addresses in its local portion of the shared space or its private space. Both static and dynamic memory allocations occur via mallocs or by using special keywords in the compiler. Both are supported for shared and private memory.
Data distribution in UPC is pretty simple. Because of the distributed shared memory programming model, UPC can share data among its threads using simple typing information. For instance, to share an array of size N equally among the threads, the user simply defines the array as shared using the `share` keyword, and UPC will distribute the array elements in a round robin fashion.

Finally, because shared memory is accessible by all threads, synchronization features are present in UPC to give a sequence or order to the access of memory. UPC allows the user to switch between strict or relaxed memory consistency models at the variable level, in code sections, or for the scope of the entire program. In addition to this, users can use locks to guarantee access of certain data by only one thread. Lastly, barrier are available to synchronize all threads at certain points in the program before new steps can be done.

Tapestry differs from UPC because it does not require a compiler and supports dependencies.

### 8.6 X10

The X10 programming language [63] designed for parallelism using a PGAS similar to UPC, but is far more complex and unique allowing for multiple styles of programming. It came from out of the DARPA-led High Productivity Computing Systems program (HPCS). In general, X10 borrows its style from a number of languages, but focuses on asynchrony, locality, atomicity, and order. Specifically, order is created through type-safe, class-based, and object oriented design. Furthermore, it supports fork-join programming, GPU programming, SPMD computations, phased computations, MPI-style communication, active messaging, and cluster programming [63]. X10 implementations are available for Power and x86 based architectures as well as all major operating systems including Linux, AIX, MacOS, Cygwin, and Windows.

X10 couples a more abstract version of the PGAS model with parallel programming. In X10, a computation is divided among a set of places. Each place holds a part of the data and contains one or more operations that act on that data. The type system
is constrained in the form of dependent types [64] for object-oriented programming. A dependent type depends on a value. These dependent types come in the form of parent and child relationships for operations. These relationships are used to prevent deadlocks that can occur when two or more process wait for each other to finish before they can complete. Operations can spawn children operations who themselves may have children. Parents can wait on children, but children cannot wait on their parents. Thus, waiting is cycle free. X10 also features global distributed arrays, ways to do unstructured and structured parallelism, and user defined primitive structure types.

Tapestry differs from X10 because it does not require a compiler and supports dependencies.

8.7 Chapel

Chapel [65] is parallel programming language developed by Cray Inc. as part of HPCS. Chapel was designed to improve the programmability of large-scale parallel computers while matching or exceeding the performance and portability of current programming models. It is open-source with contributions from academia, industry, and scientific computing centers. Chapel is designed to improve the productivity of high-end programmers while also being a portable parallel programming model. That means Chapel can be used on desktop multi-core machines as well as commodity clusters.

Chapel supports using high-level abstraction for task parallelism, data parallelism, and nested parallelism to create a multithreaded execution model. Like X10, Chapel allows for reasoning and specifying placement of data and tasks on architectures using local types in order to tune for locality. Chapel, like other parallel programming models, has a global-view of data with user defined aggregate implementation operations on distributed data structures allowing them to be expressed in a natural manner. Chapel has a multi-resolution code allowing users to write very abstract code, and they then can add more detail incrementally until the code is as close to the machine as they need. To help facilitate rapid prototyping and code reuse, Chapel supports object-oriented design, type inference, and features for generic programming.
Cray Inc. designed Chapel from the ground up rather than extending an existing language. Chapel was made to be easy to learn for users of C, C++, Fortran, Java, Perl, Matlab, and other popular languages because it is an imperative block-structured language. However, Chapel’s parallel features are most directly influenced by ZPL, High-Performance Fortran (HPF), and the Cray MTA/Cray XMT extensions to C and Fortran.

Tapestry differs from Chapel because it does not require a compiler and supports dependencies.

8.8 Fortress

Fortress [66] like X10 and Chapel was designed for HPCS and is a programming language for high-performance computing designed with for high programmability like all programming languages. Like Chapel, Fortress has been designed from scratch without ties to legacy language semantics or syntax. Like other HPC languages, parallelism is built into the core of the language as well as the ability to specify locality and do transactions. Fortress also enables compiler optimizations across library boundaries with a component system and a test framework that facilitate program assembly and testing. Fortress has a small core language with much of the language encoded (e.g. arrays and other basic types) in libraries atop the core for extendibility and future proofing. That means future additions to the language can be easily supported. Additionally, Fortress supports mathematical notation, static checking of properties including physical dimensions or properties, static type checking of multidimensional arrays and matrices, and definitions of domain specific libraries.

Fortress is a general-purpose programming language. Its support for large-scale parallelism and management of data locality, its use of mathematical notation for syntax, and its static checking of units and dimensions (among other things) make it particularly well suited to high-performance computing. Fortress is also designed to be both highly parallel and have rich functionality contained within libraries, drawing from Java but taken to a higher degree. For example, the for loop is a parallel operation,
which will not always iterate in a strictly linear manner depending on the underlying software and hardware. However, the for loop is a library function and can be replaced by another for loop of the programmer’s liking rather than being built into the language.

Fortress’ syntax emulates mathematical notation as closely as possible. It has a novel type system to better integrate functional and object-oriented programming. It allows for specification of data distribution through the use of special data structures, it supports static checking of physical units and dimensions, it supports embedding of domain-specific language syntax in programs, and it includes a component system to facilitate the process of compiling, linking, and deploying programs. Syntactically, it most resembles Scala, Standard ML, and Haskell. Fortress is being designed from the outset to have multiple syntactic stylesheets. Source code can be rendered as ASCII text, in Unicode, or as a prettied image. This will allow for support of mathematical symbols and other symbols in the rendered output for easier reading.

Tapestry differs from Fortress because it does not require a compiler and supports dependencies.

8.9 Coarray Fortran & Coarray Fortran 2.0

Co-array Fortran [67, 68] (CAF) extends Fortran 95 for Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) parallel processing. It adds architecture-independent syntax that can be used for distributed memory, shared memory, and cluster machines. It is an explicit notation for data decomposition that strives to be Fortran-like.

Specifically, the CAF SPMD parallel programming model uses a small set of extensions to Fortran 90 to support access to non-local data using lightweight and flexible synchronization primitives, pointers, and dynamic allocation of shared data. Executing CAF programs because they are SPMD are a static collection of asynchronous process images. CAF programs explicitly manage locality, data and computation distribution like MPI programs, but it is a shared-memory programming model based upon one-sided communication. The idea is that, CAF programs can directly reference off-processor values using extensions for subscripted references rather than explicitly
coding messages to exchange off-processor data. Because remote data access and synchronizaton are part of language, communication and synchronization are amenable to compiler-based optimizing transformations. The model has the following shortcomings according to Rice: there is no support for processor subsets, coarrays must be declared as global variables, the coarray extensions lack any notion of global pointers, reliance on named critical sections for mutual exclusion hinders scalable parallelism, Fortran 2008’s sync images statement doesn’t provide a safe synchronization space, there are no mechanisms to avoid or tolerate latency when manipulating data on remote images, and there is no support for collective communication [69].

To address the shortcomings of the model, Rice University is developing a clean-slate redesign of the Coarray Fortran programming model [69]. Rice’s design for Coarray Fortran, which they call Coarray Fortran 2.0, is an expressive set of coarray-based extensions to Fortran designed to provide a productive parallel programming model. Compared to the emerging Fortran 2008, Rice’s new coarray-based language extensions include some additional features:

- The ability to process subsets known as teams, which support coarrays, collective communication, and relative indexing of process images for pair-wise operations.
- Support for topologies, which augment teams with a logical communication structure.
- Allow for dynamic allocation/deallocation of coarrays and other shared data.
- It allows for local variables within subroutines: declaration and allocation of coarrays within the scope of a procedure is critical for library based-code.
- Team-based coarray allocation and deallocation is added.
- Global pointers are added in support of dynamic data structures.
- There is enhanced support for synchronization for fine control over program execution.
- Safe and scalable support for mutual exclusion, including locks and lock sets.
- Addition of events, which provide a safe space for point-to-point synchronization.

Tapestry differs from CAF because it does not require a compiler, supports dependencies, and utilizes C++.
8.10 Global Arrays

The Global Arrays (GA) [70] toolkit is designed to be an efficient and portable shared-memory programming interface for distributed-memory computers. Each MIMD program consists of a number of processes distributed across any number of computers. Each process can asynchronously access logical blocks of distributed dense multi-dimensional arrays without explicit cooperation or communication. The GA model exposes programmers to the non-uniform (NUMA) characteristics of high performance computers indicating local shared data is faster to access than remote. The primary target architectures for which GA was developed are massively-parallel distributed-memory and scalable shared-memory systems.

GA can complement the message-passing programming model rather than explicitly replacing it (i.e. the strengths of both can be utilized to enhance performance), and GA supports legacy libraries which means existing message passing libraries can be taken advantage for use in GA programs. This includes the Message Passing Interface (MPI).

The GA toolkit provides the typical shared memory style programming environment with a distributed array data structure known as a global array. A global array can be used as if it was stored in shared memory. The global array object encapsulates all the details of data distribution, addressing, and data access from the programmer. However, users can obtain information about the data distribution and locality if data locality is important.

The basic shared memory operations supported include the typical get, put, scatter, and gather. These operations are complemented by atomic read-and-increment, accumulate (reduction operation that combines data in local memory with data in the shared memory location), and lock operations. These operations are only supported when access data in global arrays rather than arbitrary memory locations. Thus, at least one global array has to be created before data transfer operations can be used. These GA operations are one-sided and will complete regardless of actions taken by the remote processes or processor that own the referenced data. In particular, GA does
not offer or rely on a polling operation or require inserting any other GA library calls to assure communication progress on the remote side. The GA library supports two different programming styles: task-parallel and data-parallel.

Tapestry differs from UPC because it adds dependencies to threads these dependencies do not need global memory to communicate. However, Tapestry can be complemented by the model.

8.11 HPX

The HPX runtime system is a modular, feature-complete, and performance-oriented representation of the ParalleX execution model. The model is targeted at conventional parallel computing architectures such as SMP nodes and commodity clusters. HPX incorporates routines to manage lightweight user-threads in addition to providing an Active Global Address Space (AGAS). HPX is implemented in C++11 and utilizes over 20 Boost and candidate Boost libraries.

The four principal properties exhibited by ParalleX are:

- Exposure of intrinsic parallelism, especially from meta-data, to meet the concurrency needs of scalability by systems in the next decade.
- Intrinsic system-wide latency hiding for superior time and power efficiency.
- Dynamic adaptive resource management for greater efficiency by exploiting runtime information.
- Global name space to reduce the semantic gap between application requirements and system functionality both to enhance programmability and to improve overall system utilization and efficiency.

HPX provides an experimental conceptual framework to explore the goals of ParalleX. The evolution of ParalleX has been, in part, motivated and driven by the needs of the emerging class of applications based on dynamic directed graphs. Such applications include scientific algorithms like adaptive mesh refinement, particle mesh methods, multi-scale finite element models and informatics related applications such as graph explorations. They also include knowledge-oriented applications for future web search engines, declarative user interfaces, and machine intelligence.
Tapestry differs from HPX because it does not need a global address space, and it does not need external libraries.
9.1 Conclusion

Overall Tapestry provides many contributions to software runtime design. Using it as a standard thread runtime without considering its plethora of features, Tapestry’s performance and scalability are on par or exceed that of industry level software. In addition, Tapestry provides an intuitive simple extension to the standard C threading model allowing for data driven threads and synchronization of work at many different levels. These features include the control of the runtime and all the features of codelets. Tapestry also allows for a new features called dynamic split-phase transactions and multiple continuations on these codelets. Lastly, Tapestry is modular, portable, compiler free, and can be run on top of any type of threading model using any type of synchronization features.

Additionally, Tapestry’s design allows for extension and exploration of new models of execution that are not limited to traditional thread, work stealing, or Codelet Model of execution. This means Tapestry can adapt and change where other inflexible models of execution will break as new architectures are introduced in the future.

9.2 Future Work

For the future, I would like to provide a simulation framework to run Tapestry on to explore various future exascale architectures effects on features provided by Tapestry. Furthermore, I would like to provide a graphical language so users can build codelet graphs within their programs without the use of language semantics. I would like to perform more fine-grain optimizations to Tapestry Fibers, provide a framework to pipeline Threaded Dependencies, explore using Tapestry to run on top other models,
allow for dynamically switching between runtimes in real time, provide a tool to analyze sequential program performance to provide information of candidate functions that can benefit from Tapestry’s fork/join fine-grain performance, and another tool translate sequential programs automatically into Tapestry using the Fork/Join model.

9.2.1 Threaded Dependencies

Although much of the framework for codelets comes from meshing dataflow with EARTH, more concepts are still need to be explored more thoroughly to further differentiate the model. These are: how to ensure dataflow pipelining (token level), codelet pipelining, and finally how these two optimizations interact.

9.2.1.1 Data Pipelining

The movement of tokens through the execution of loops, for merging, and in many other cases will benefit execution time immensely if pipelined correctly. A simple but interesting question arises, how should the model handle pipelining of data to benefit the overall execution of program assuming no codelet duplication?

Previous work in static dataflow pipelining shows pipelining loops in data-driven architectures does not need a scheduler for operations. It can be simply achieved by creating a structure connecting the operations of the loop body and the hardware structures responsible for the loop iterations [26, 71, 72]. In the codelet model a similar scheme should allow efficient execution of parallel loops that are data-driven. Such a structure would in theory even allow for dynamic pipelining of loops. For the codelet model consideration, codelets connected together in a loop need to be mapped to a module that would facilitate the reuse of codelets without duplication and allow the connection mapping to be pipelined ideally. A simple and easy way to avoid this problem however, is by duplicating codelets for consecutive iterations. But this doesn’t facilitate the reuse of data structures between iterations and could be costly for loops with many codelets by resulting in too much parallelism. This solution would only allow
for static software pipelining because special signaling instructions would be needed to indicate another codelet can run and would require scheduling.

Another possible solution would require the use of centralized module wherever each codelet is executing. This does not need scheduling to be achieved. In this scheme the module would be a special hardware structure used to map addresses of codelets to executing units, but it could be created in the executing software. This model would allow within a close area of processors to dynamically execute each iteration of a loop with data reuse. This would facilitate software pipelining similar to ones found in static dataflow schema. The module would most likely need to map dependency arcs to special FIFO queues to be able to enable these features. As long as there were enough modules per area of processors the communication costs would be small and not congested. Overall this solution has the benefit of only needing to be implemented at the system code level. This means it does not require compiler support. However, the downside is the use of a specific module of code in the system may be slower than a static solution due to the overhead of the module.

9.2.1.2 Codelet Pipelining

Pipelining can be also tackled at the codelet level without thinking about how to meet the data-driven demands, but at a scheduling level to facilitate codelet parallel execution as opposed to data reuse. Such solutions would reuse traditional instruction level software pipelining and expand their concepts to many-core. These solutions are static only and would require duplicating actors and would not have reuse of signaling slots. When codelets execute in a loop schema, if the number of codelets per iteration is increased and reordered, the number of codelets per iteration execution increases. Thus, parallelism increases in theory. However, codelets should work like dataflow, and thus each iteration of codelets should be able to execute as long as dependencies are met.

It is important for a many-core system to have much parallelism, and we advocate that parallelism could be increased with these techniques. And these technique
should help traditional code loops that create codelets. The main idea being explored here is Single-dimension software pipelining at the multi-core level as done by Douillet [40]. In general these ideas require Lamport clocks and should run well across many cores. Basically the pipeline schedule produced by SSP is broken up and scheduled across many cores with the synchronization being done by the Lamport clocks. It appears this idea can be generalized to other software pipelining algorithms other than SSP. This is the only known multi-core software pipelining solution at the time and is very coarse grain. So a very important question to answer is, will this solution provide a benefit when instructions are coarsened in size like in codelets? I.E. will enough parallelism exist for benefits? Or is locality more important?

Perhaps a hybrid solution the combines Douillet’s ideas with the features of dynamic data-driven pipeline will prove even more beneficial. Code could be reorganized statically using an SSP-like algorithm and given a schedule. Then, we chunk the iterations to be run in parallel. However, instead of using the Lamport clocks to synchronize we could establish a centralized module to execute N amount of chunks at a time on N number of cores that are connected in pipelined loop. This would allow the benefits of parallelism with the locality and reuse of data-driven pipelining. This would reduce parallelism amount of a maximum parallel schedule though. It’s my personal belief that data should be kept local as much as possible and parallelism should be focus on using processors close to data as possible.

9.2.2 Additional

Finally, I would like to provide a detailed analysis of performance per optimization to detail how each optimization contributes to performance.
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This section benchmarks Tapestry with many different configurations. It provides more details and analysis on Tapestry dependencies, performance of Tapestry dependencies when used as glue for OS threads, performance of Tapestry in a hyper-threading environment, and redundant graph elimination performance benefits.

For all these tests I benchmark only on X86-64. Initially, I compare Tapestry dependencies when it is configured to use the Tapestry Fibers runtime for Core 2 and Core i7. During the Core 2 tests, I compare Tapestry Runtime System using dependencies to the fork/join model. I vary for Tapestry thread count and core count showing that Tapestry is fully scalable. Lastly, I evaluate Tapestry dependencies when used with operating system threads compared to just operating system threads.

A.1 Case Study for Core 2

These benchmarks are run using Core 2 platform and test every optimization available to Tapestry instead of just the best to see how these optimizations affect performance.

A.1.1 Runtime Micro-benchmarks

In this section we compare the performance of dependencies to that of threads for the same code. We note the performance of the dependency version to that of the none dependency version and show its slowdown based on work relativity.

A.1.1.1 Serial Overhead for Dependencies

In this figure we show that slowdown compared to the none dependency version comparing Locality Overdrive to Locality Overdrive dependencies and regular to
regular dependencies with memory optimizations on. In this test, I do thread creation where recursion is used to create dependent threads vs using dependencies to do the same. This test is designed to compare only the overhead without the extra work factors due to split-phase transactions. We can see the overhead of dependencies is very low for LO and not terribly bad without any optimizations.

A.1.1.2 Fibonacci Overhead for Dependencies

In this Fibonacci test we expand upon the recursive algorithm by breaking each operation into two which makes the work even finer. As expected, the dependency version is about 1.5 to 2.5x slower (Figure A.2) due to having to execute two times the amount of threads at a even finer scale than the recursive version.

A.1.1.3 N-Queens Overhead for Dependencies

Similar to the Fibonacci test, we break the recursive algorithm into finer parts and do about double the amount of work. We note that N-Queens is much coarser
Figure A.2: Fibonacci Overhead for Dependencies

Figure A.3: N-Queens Overhead for Dependencies
Figure A.4: Quicksort Overhead for Dependencies

compared to Fibonacci. As expected the results show that N-Queens performs around 1.5 to 2x slower as indicated in Figure A.3.

A.1.1.4 Quicksort Overhead for Dependencies

For this test, the Quicksort is 1.3 to 1.5x slower using the aggregate thread as shown in Figure A.4. Each thread has to signal the thread which creates lots of contention on the aggregate thread. If we switched the implementation into a tree barrier, the performance probably would be much better.

A.1.1.5 Monte Carlo Overhead for Dependencies

In Figure A.5, the results show that overhead is minimal and in some cases dependencies out perform threads. This is because when finishing, the first available core can execute the finish thread to report the results whereas in the non-dependency version, the core that created the threads waits to be woken and told everyone is done.
Furthermore, the Monte-Carlo test is very macro scaled so the overhead of the signaling is minimized to the amount of work.

**A.1.2 Runtime Benchmarks**

In this section we benchmark the Super Locality Optimization (SLO) and Locality Optimization (LO) for fork/join algorithms on a dual core and quad core machines to show the advantage of our optimizations for multi-core machines. We compare well known runtime systems against Tapestry when it is configured with the Tapestry Fibers runtime system. The two runtime systems we compare against are Intel Cilk Plus and Intel OpenMP. These tests only use the Fork/Join model here. All the algorithms are exactly the same across all three runtime systems. All these test use the fast stack based memory optimizations. All the test in this section run Windows 8 using a Core 2 Duo at 2.4 GHz with 6GB of ram except the scalability tests near the end of the section which use a Core i7. For both systems, I use the Parallel Studio XE 2011 compiler for Windows on these tests with O2 optimizations.
A.1.2.1 Optimizations for Dependencies

Memory optimizations refer to the use of a memory manager instead of the system memory manager to allocate memory for the dependencies. A dynamic split-phase transaction means that one branch is completed recursively for the operation using dynamic continuations, and the other is spawned as a thread.

A.1.2.2 Fibonacci Fork/Join

The Fibonacci test is a recursive very fine grain test with little data passed between threads. Here the results show that Tapestry and Cilk Plus are significantly faster than OpenMP’s task framework for recursive tasks. We can see that by bypassing the lower runtime and binding the current threads to running core with a Locality Optimization (LO), we are able to achieve significant relative speedup compared to Cilk Plus and OpenMP. Additionally, when forcibly binding even further and skip the Tapestry Thread creation using a recursive call to implement the function with Super
Locality Optimization (SLO) we nearly double the speed again and achieve a nearly 5% gain over the sequential implementation.

The results seen in Figure A.6 show that Tapestry’s performance is on par with Cilk Plus for fork/join Parallelism for just a small task. The results indicate that skipping the scheduler using LO increases performance over Cilk Plus and skipping memory management using SLO increases further performance. Since our model of parallelism is similar to Cilk Plus’ these optimizations could be employed to improve Cilk Plus’ performance for very fine grain tasks.

A.1.2.3 N-Queens Fork/Join

Here the benchmarks as seen in Figure A.7 indicate that for coarser tasks OpenMP is still significantly slower than Tapestry and Cilk Plus for a natural divide and conquer algorithm. Furthermore, Tapestry is still able to achieve around a 10% speedup over the sequential for relatively small and large problem sizes.
A.1.2.4 Quicksort Fork/Join

Quicksort, with its natural mixture of coarse and fine-grain tasks, interestingly shows that OpenMP, Cilk Plus, and Tapestry works as well as a sequential implementation. However, Tapestry’s performance with optimizations is impressive with around 1.7 speedup over the sequential task for all problem sizes as seen in Figure A.8.

Tapestry out performs Cilk Plus on a mix of coarse and fine grain tasks using the SLO and LO optimizations.

A.1.2.5 Monte Carlo Fork/Join

Our static scheduler for OpenMP already performs on par with Cilk Plus as indicated in Figure A.9, but the Hybrid scheduler that uses macro threads with various sizes for loop work per thread outperforms all the schedulers.
Figure A.9: Monte Carlo Fork/Join

Figure A.10: SLO Starvation Monte Carlo
A.1.2.6 Monte Carlo Starvation

As referenced in Figure A.10, Tapestry LO and SLO perform well in this task taking 2-5% hit over Tapestry for these embarrassingly parallel large tasks despite the potential for starvation introduced by the optimizations. Tapestry dependencies also perform well. For this task we see a 5-8% slowdown over our for loop versions.

In the following sections, we compare dependencies in runtime threads to the slowest runtime (OpenMP). We note that runtime threads are much faster than operating system threads. In all these algorithms we are compare fork/join to a dependency divide a conquer approach that uses split phase transactions or a special aggregate threads. We can apply three static optimizations to dependencies: LO, Memory, and Dynamic Split Phases. SLO is not applicable because it is implemented by replacing thread glue with recursive calls which is not possible when dependencies need to be met.

A.1.2.7 Fibonacci Dependencies

As seen in Figure A.11, the two most important optimization here are the Dynamic Split Phase which reduces the amount of work significantly and LO which reduces scheduler overhead. If memory management is not used, the optimizations have little affect on the performance alone. However, they increase the performance by 2x. We are producing about two times the amount of threads as the thread only version which speaks volumes on the performance.

A.1.2.8 N-Queens Dependencies

Figure A.12 shows the performance is still very good for a more coarse grain task like N-Queens with a board size of 16. We see a similar pattern to which optimizations are the best compared with the Fibonacci. In this benchmark, we are still producing about double the amount of work due to the Dynamic Split Phase transaction compared with the thread only version.
Figure A.11: Fibonacci Dependencies

Figure A.12: N-Queens Dependencies
Figure A.13: Quicksort Scalability for Dependencies

A.1.2.9 Quicksort Dependencies

The dependency quicksort uses an aggregate thread to indicate the work is finished. It produces the same amount of work as the threaded version, but with less memory requirements because the threads do not need to stick around unless we use the stack based memory management with hints. The performance shown in Figure A.13 is on par with the sequential version and OpenMP. It is within 10% the performance of Cilk Plus and 70% of Tapestry Threads only.

A.1.2.10 Monte Carlo Dependencies

In the Monte Carlo test we compare an embarrassingly parallel task using dependencies. The Tapestry dependencies are created in a loop and use an aggregate thread to indicate the work is finished. The Static Dependencies For version creates a number of macro threads equal to the number of cores with the for work evenly split between cores. The Hybrid Dependencies For version creates more dependencies with less work allowing for some to be stolen. A completely dynamic version would
equivalent to the Tapestry dependency version. The results are good as seen in Figure A.14.

A.1.3 OS Benchmarks

These tests are configured to use Tapestry as an overall layer to operating system threads. Tapestry’s layer provides new features to the strict C style threads including the use of dependencies. We evaluate the performance of using fork/join synchronization in comparison of using dependencies. These unique tests are designed to show the advantage of using dependencies in a context switching environment for a large number of threads. The baseline is fork/join for all the operating system tests. I run these tests in Windows 8 64-bit using an Intel Core 2 Duo at 2.4 GHz with 6GB of ram. I use the Parallel Studio XE 2011 compiler for Windows on these tests with \O2 optimizations.
A.1.3.1 Spawn Test

This test spawns threads from a loop. Each thread computes a random number, then spawns an additional worker thread that updates the value. The random number threads wait for its results back from the worker, updates it, and print the result. For the dependency version of the test, we create three threads: the random number thread, the update thread, and the print thread. A print thread depends on a update thread which depends on a random number thread. For this dependency synchronization pattern the dependency version produces 33% more threads, but guarantees it will have at most only half the number of threads alive at once. This reduces the memory requirements in a half. The results for this test are seen in Figure A.15.

A.1.3.2 Fibonacci

This test performs a recursive Fibonacci with each thread being a separate recursive call. So for fib = N, there will be two threads spawned with fib=N-1 and N-2. However, we optimize here and call one thread using recursion without spawning.
For the dependency version, the addition and spawning are split into two separate threads. The addition thread is dependent on the two spawned threads. The addition thread can be thought of as a continuation of the spawning thread. Because of this, the thread signaling information needs to be copied over via the dynamic split-phase transaction. Additionally, the dynamic split-phase transaction allows for one recursive call to be done without spawning. Due to this fact, the dependency version is spawning twice the number of threads, but at most requires one half the memory. This test is very fine grain, with barely any operations performed. The results for this test are seen in Figure A.16.

A.1.3.3 N-Queens

The N-Queens benchmark is similar to Fibonacci. It is a recursive back off algorithm. We only do half the board to take care of rotations and reflections. For each position we mark off where a queen is and has already been placed and recursively place more queens until we find a solution or not. When a solution is found: a 1 or 0
Figure A.17: N-Queens: The baseline is fork/join.

is returned, and those values are added up similar to the Fibonacci application. The difference here is that N-Queens can spawn a variable and larger number of threads for each thread which reduces in size as you move toward the leaf nodes. Furthermore, the test is less balanced meaning certain threads can produce more work than the other threads. Also the implementation uses bit-fields and is far more coarse grain than Fibonacci due to the thread spawning work and board updating. The results for this test are seen in Figure A.17.

A.1.3.4 Quicksort

The last test done is a quicksort recursively. Each block of the sort is done by a thread. So initially the work is very coarse, but as the algorithm proceeds toward the leaf nodes, it becomes much finer. Each thread waits for their child to finish using a join. The dependency version uses an aggregate thread which all threads signal to indicate their work is finished; thus, they do not need to wait. The results for this test are seen in Figure A.18.
All the results show a superior advantage for using dependencies vs the fork/join model for finer-grain parallelism in preemptive operating system environment with speedups in the range of 80 to 400 times with much less memory requirements. Analysis indicates, the advantage comes from the fact that the fork/join model keeps parent threads alive while children work thus increasing the overall number of threads alive at any given one time which increases the amount of time spent context switching between threads. However, in the dependency mode parent threads will exit after completing all useful work leaving the operating system to context switch only on threads doing useful work. In general, the fork/join models are much easier to code because one doesn’t need to split threads to handle end states.

A.1.4 Tree Reduction Tests

These tests show the benefit of reducing a tree based search into a graph one automatically by the Tapestry runtime.
A.1.5 Fibonacci Automatic Tree to Graph Reduction Speedup

Using Tapestry’s redundant graph elimination optimization so that calls to the same thread with same data are only called once and connected to other states i.e. redundant states are eliminated, we see significant reduction in Fibonacci’s workload over the sequential and thus a significant improvement in speed as shown in Figure A.19. Optimal is speedup achieved by the user employing manual reduction of states by creating a manual graph vs the Tapestry runtime doing this for them.

A.2 Case Study for Core i7

These were benchmarks run on the Core i7 using hyper-threading. We only run application specific tests on these machines.

A.2.1 Runtime Benchmarks

The next scalability tests use a Core i7 using up to 8 threads on the 4 core machine because the machine has hyper threading support.
A.2.1.1 Fibonacci Scalability

Here we see that Tapestry’s performance is not much different from Cilk Plus until we add in the Super Locality Optimization (Figure A.20). We are 5 to 6 times faster than Cilk Plus with this locality aware optimizations. This indicates very regular fine-grain tasks benefit much from these optimizations.

A.2.1.2 N-Queens Scalability

This application is more coarse-grain and less regular. As seen in Figure A.21, for this application we see that Tapestry still does well. In particular, it scales well with or without optimizations and is on par with Cilk Plus. The speedup relative to the recursive version is very good with both Tapestry and Cilk Plus almost meeting the sequential performance. However with optimizations turned on, Tapestry out performs the sequential at 2 cores and achieves a 2.5x speed up over the sequential when all cores are utilized.
A.2.1.3 Quicksort Scalability

Here the relative scalability is lower for SLO which can be referenced in seen in Figure A.22 based on the initial performance on one node. Tapestry hits a speedup of 4.03x on this 4 core machine. I note the work begins coarse and in low quantity and becomes much more available over time but more fine. The coarse work makes up the bulk of the work performed which affects performance by limiting the overall speedup gain within the bounds of the first couple of iterations. In addition, the overhead as tasks become finer also attributes to slowdown.

A.2.1.4 N-Puzzle Scalability

The benchmark as seen in Figure A.23 shows the performance is not very regular. However, Tapestry SLO still outperforms in all cases.
Figure A.22: Quicksort Scalability: 55 million integer numbers were sorted.

Figure A.23: N-Puzzle Scalability: Solution was at a depth of 18 for a 3x3 puzzle.
B.1 Fork/Join Benchmarks

B.1.1 Thread Spawn

```c
int threadSpawnB(int v)
{
  return v+1;
}

int threadSpawnA(int v)
{
  int result = _spawn_threadSpawnB(v);
  _sync;
  return result;
}

void threadSpawnTest(void)
{
  for (int i = 0; i < COUNT; i++)
  {
    _spawn_threadSpawnA(1);
  }
  _sync;
}
```

B.1.2 Fibonacci
int fib(int in)
{
    if (fib < 2)
        return fib;
    else
    {
        int x = _spawn_fib(in - 2);
        int y = fib(in - 1);
        _sync;
        return x + y;
    }
}

B.1.3 N-Queens

int nqueens(unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, unsigned int ColsToBeFilled,
            unsigned int LeftDiag, unsigned int RightDiag, unsigned int row)
{
    unsigned int r, c;
    int found = 0;
    int i = 0;
    int results[BOARD-1];

    unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled;
    unsigned int copyColsToBeFilled1;
    unsigned int copyLeftDiag1;
    unsigned int copyRightDiag1;
    unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled1;

    copyRowsToBeFilled = RowsToBeFilled;
    if (copyRowsToBeFilled != 0)
\begin{verbatim}
18  {  
19     r = -((signed)RowsToBeFilled) & RowsToBeFilled;
20     RowsToBeFilled &= ~(r);
21     if ( row < MAX-1 )
22     {  
23         copyColsToBeFilled1 = ColsToBeFilled | r;
24         copyLeftDiag1 = (LeftDiag | r) >> 1;
25         copyRightDiag1 = (RightDiag | r) << 1;
26         copyRowsToBeFilled1 = MASK & ~(copyColsToBeFilled1 | copyLeftDiag1
27             | copyRightDiag1);
28     }
29  }
30
31  while( RowsToBeFilled != 0 )
32  {  
33     r = -((signed)RowsToBeFilled) & RowsToBeFilled;
34     RowsToBeFilled &= ~(r);
35
36     if ( row < MAX-1)
37     {  
38         unsigned int copyColsToBeFilled = ColsToBeFilled | r;
39         unsigned int copyLeftDiag = (LeftDiag | r) >> 1;
40         unsigned int copyRightDiag = (RightDiag | r) << 1;
41         unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled = MASK & ~(copyColsToBeFilled |
42             copyLeftDiag | copyRightDiag);
43
44         results[i] = _spawn_nqueens( copyRowsToBeFilled,
45                                         copyColsToBeFilled, copyLeftDiag, copyRightDiag, row+1);
46
47         i++;  
48     }
49     else
50     {  
51         found += 1;
52     }
\end{verbatim}
int size = i;
if (copyRowsToBeFilled != 0)
{
    if (row < MAX - 1)
    {
        found += nqueens(copyRowsToBeFilled1, copyColsToBeFilled1,
                           copyLeftDiag1, copyRightDiag1, row + 1);
    }
    else
    {
        found += 1;
    }
}

_sync_

for (i = size - 1; i >= 0; i--)
{
    found += results[i];
}

return found;

void nqueensTop()
{
    unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled, LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows;
    unsigned int solutions, solutionsOdd = 0;
    rows = ColsToBeFilled = LeftDiag = RightDiag = 0;
    int half = BOARD >> 1;
RowsToBeFilled = (1 << half) - 1;

timer.start();

solutions = spawn 2*nqueens (RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
                              LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows);

if (MAX & 1) // half of middle column for odd
{
    RowsToBeFilled = 1 << (MAX >> 1);
    rows = 1;
    ColsToBeFilled = RowsToBeFilled;
    LeftDiag = (RowsToBeFilled >> 1);
    RightDiag = (RowsToBeFilled << 1);
    RowsToBeFilled = (RowsToBeFilled - 1) >> 1;
    solutionsOdd = 2*nqueens_cilk (RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
                                       LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows);
}

_sync_;

solutions+=solutionsOdd;

B.1.4 Quicksort

void qSort(int * begin, int * end)
{
    if (begin != end) {
        --end; // Exclude last element (pivot) from partition
        int * middle = std::partition(begin, end,
                                        std::bind2nd(std::less<int>(), *end));
        using std::swap;
        swap(*end, *middle); // move pivot to middle
B.1.5 Monte-Carlo

```c
static const int nopt = 30;
static const int maturities[] = { 4, 4, 4, 8, 8, 8, 20, 20, 20, 28, 28,
                                 28, 40, 40, 40, 48, 48, 48, 60, 60, 60,
                                 68, 68, 68, 80, 80, 80, 88, 88, 88 };
static const int nmat = 5700;
static const int n = nmat + 1;
static const double delta = 0.25; /* LIBOR interval */
static const double swaprates[] = { .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                    .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                    .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .045,
                                    .05, .055, .045, .05, .055, .045,
                                    .05};

void scalarKernel(double * L0, double * z, double * lambda, double * v)
{
    double b, s, swapval;
    double sqez, lam, con1, v_scal, vrat;
    int i, j;
    double B[nmat], S[nmat], L[n];
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
        L[i] = L0[i];
    }
    for (j = 0; j < nmat; j++)
```
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sqez} &= \sqrt{\text{delta}} \ast z[j]; \\
v\_scal &= 0.0; \\

\textbf{for} (i=j+1; i<n; i++) \\
& \quad \text{lam} = \lambda[i-j-1]; \\
& \quad \text{con1} = \text{delta} \ast \text{lam}; \\
& \quad v\_scal += \text{con1} \ast L[i]/(1.0 + \text{delta} \ast L[i]); \\
& \quad v\_rat = \exp(\text{con1} \ast v\_scal + \text{lam} \ast (\text{sqez} - 0.5 \ast \text{con1})); \\
& \quad L[i] = L[i] \ast v\_rat; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
b &= 1.0; \\
s &= 0.0; \\

\textbf{for} (j=n\_mat; j<n; j++) \\
& \quad b = b/(1.0 + \text{delta} \ast L[j]); \\
& \quad s = s + \text{delta} \ast b; \\
& \quad B[j-n\_mat] = b; \\
& \quad S[j-n\_mat] = s; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
v\_scal &= 0.0; \\

\textbf{for} (i=0; i<n\_opt; i++) \\
& \quad \text{int} \ k = \text{maturities}[i] - 1; \\
& \quad \text{swapval} = B[k] + \text{swaprates}[i] \ast S[k] - 1.0; \\
& \quad \textbf{if} (\text{swapval} < 0.0) \\
& \quad \quad v\_scal += -100.0 \ast \text{swapval}; \\
\end{align*}
\]

// apply discount

\[
\begin{align*}
\textbf{for} (j=0; j<n\_mat; j++) \\
& \quad \\
\end{align*}
\]
v_\text{scal} = v_\text{scal}/(0.0+\text{delta}\ast L[j]);

\}

v[0]=v_\text{scal};
\}

\text{void} \text{monteSpawn(}\text{double * z, double * v, double * L0, double * lambda,}
\text{int npath)}
\{
  \text{int path};

  \text{for (path=0; path<npath; path++)}
  \{
    _\text{spawn_ scalarKernel}(L0, &z[\ast \text{nmat}], lambda, &v[\text{path}]);
  \}
  _\text{sync_};
\}

\text{B.1.6 N-Puzzle}

\text{class} \ n\text{Puzzle}
\{
  \text{int empty};
  \text{char board}[\text{SIZE}\ast\text{SIZE}];
  \text{unsigned int row};
  \text{unsigned int col};
  \text{bool up, down, left, right};

  \text{public:}
  \text{nPuzzle(}\text{int newEmpty, char newBoard[SIZE*SIZE]} \text{):}
    \text{empty( newEmpty ),}
    \text{row ( newEmpty / SIZE ),}
    \text{col ( newEmpty - row * SIZE ),}
    \text{up ( true ),}
    \text{down ( true ),}
memcpy(board, newBoard, sizeof(char)*SIZE*SIZE);
}

nPuzzle(int newEmpty, int swap, char newBoard[SIZE*SIZE]):
empty(swap),
row(swap / SIZE),
col(swap - row * SIZE),
up(true),
down(true),
left(true),
right(true)
{
    memcpy(board, newBoard, sizeof(char)*SIZE*SIZE);
    std::swap(board[newEmpty], board[swap]);
}

bool solution()
{
    return strncmp(board, goal, SIZE*SIZE) == 0;
}

nPuzzle slideLeft()
{
    return nPuzzle(empty, empty - 1, board);
}

nPuzzle slideRight()
{
    return nPuzzle(empty, empty + 1, board);
}
nPuzzle slideUp()
{
    return nPuzzle( empty, empty - SIZE, board );
}

nPuzzle slideDown()
{
    return nPuzzle( empty, empty + SIZE, board );
}

bool canSlideUp() { return row > 0 && up; }
bool canSlideDown() { return row < (SIZE-1) && down; }
bool canSlideRight() { return col < (SIZE-1) && right; }
bool canSlideLeft() { return col > 0 && left; }

bool search( nPuzzle puzzle, unsigned int depth )
{
    if( cancel )
        return false;
    if( puzzle.s solution() )
    {
        cancel = true;
        return true;
    }

    bool up = false, down = false, left = false, right = false;

    if(depth != limit)
    {
        depth++;
        if( puzzle.canSlideUp() )
up = _spawn_ search(puzzle.slideUp(), depth);

if( puzzle.canSlideDown() )
    down = _spawn_ search(puzzle.slideDown(), depth);

if( puzzle.canSlideLeft() )
{
    if( puzzle.canSlideRight() )
    {
        left = _spawn_ search( puzzle.slideLeft(), depth );
        right = _spawn_ search( puzzle.slideRight(), depth );
    }
    else
        left = search( puzzle.slideLeft(), depth );
}
else
    right = search( puzzle.slideRight(), depth );

 sync_

return up || down || left || right;

return false;

}

void nPuzzleTop( )
{
int i = iters;
char testStart[] = "310628457";
nPuzzle testPuzzle( 2, testStart );
double result=0;
for(i; i>0; i--)
{
    limit = 0;
    cancel = false;
    timer.start();
    while(!search(testPuzzle, 0))
        limit++;
}

B.1.7 Matrix Multiplication

//Title: Pthread Matrix Multiplication Block

//File: pthread_matmul_grid.c

//Description:
//This program performs matrix multiplication on a randomly generated
//matrix. The size of the matrix is passed in via command line. We
//create a grid based on BLOCK size and divide up each of the blocks
//among threads as evenly as possible so at most any thread will
//have to compute 1 extra block. Block size should be chosen to
//maximize cache performance and works well at 256x256. We do a
//whole slew of optimizations to improve performance. We do register
//tile using loop unrolling at 2x4 block increments, which also should
//be vectorized by the compiler. We do a zig-zag access pattern to
//improve locality and reduce cache conflicts among threads. We do
//minimum address computations when multiplying. We set each thread to
//only be used on 1 processor to improve locality.

//Joshua Landwehr 4/09/2010 (snapcore@gmail.com)
//

#define GNU_SOURCE

/****************************
Include: "stdio.h"

Description:
Standard C I/O operations. We use the printf, fprintf, and perror functions.

/****************************
#include <stdio.h>

/****************************
Include: "stdlib.h"

Description:
Standard C library. We use the exit function and the EXIT_FAILURE constant.

/****************************
#include <stdlib.h>

/****************************
Include: "limits.h"

Description:
Characteristics of common variables. We use the LONG_MAX and LONG_MIN constants.

/****************************
#include <limits.h>

/****************************
Include: "errno.h"

Description:
Used for reporting errors. We use errno global variable and RANGE constant.

```
#include <errno.h>
```

Include: "time.h"

Description:
Standard C time and data. We use the time, gettimeofday function.
We also use the timeval struct.

```
#include <time.h>
```

Include: "pthread.h"

Description:
Includes functions for thread creation. We use pthread_create
and pthread_join functions. We also use the pthread_t struct.

```
#include <pthread.h>
```

```
#include <sched.h>
```

```
#include <math.h>
```

//Constants: PRINT_SIZE
//The biggest size of N x N matrix we will print
#define PRINT_SIZE 5

Constants: Random Bounds

RANMAX – Defines the maximum bound of our random numbers.
RANMIN – Defines the minimum bound of our random numbers.
*/
#define RAN_MAX 1.0
#define RAN_MIN -1.0
#define BLOCK 256
#define ERROR_TOL 0.00001
#define matmul matmul_block

double* matrix_a;
double* matrix_b;
double* matrix_a1;
double* matrix_b1;
double* matrix_c;
int requested_matrix_size;
int num_blocks_p;

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------
//Group: Implementation
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------

/***************************************************************************/
Function: init_matrix_block

Description:
Fills a matrix with random numbers between RANMAX and RANMIN.

Parameters:
requested_matrix_size – Total size of matrix
matrix – location of matrix to init.

/***************************************************************************/
init_matrix_block(int requested_matrix_size, double* matrix)


```c
int i, j;
double range = RAN_MAX - RAN_MIN;
for (i = 0; i < requested_matrix_size; i++)
{
    matrix[i] = rand() * range / RAND_MAX + RAN_MIN;
}

/*****************************/
Function: matmul_simple

Description:
Performs vanilla matrix multiplication on a contiguous memory
location. Used for verification.

Parameters:
requested_matrix_size – Size of matrix in 1 dimension
matrix_a – location of matrix A.
matrix_b – location of matrix B.
matrix_c – location of matrix C.

/*****************************/
void matmul_simple(int requested_matrix_size, double* matrix_a,
                    double* matrix_b, double* matrix_c)
{
    int i, j, k;
    for (i = 0; i < requested_matrix_size; i++)
    {
        register double *a_temp = matrix_a + i * requested_matrix_size;
        for (j = 0; j < requested_matrix_size; j++)
        {
            register double *b_temp = matrix_b + j * requested_matrix_size;
            register double c_ij = *(matrix_c + j + i * requested_matrix_size);
            for (k = 0; k < requested_matrix_size; k++)
```


```c
{  
c_ij += *(a_temp + k) * *(b_temp + k);
}
*(matrix_c + j + i * requested_matrix_size) = c_ij;
}
}

/********************
Function: perform_block_matmul_fin
Description:
Performs matrix multiplication on remaining elements of blocks
that could not be fit in our register tile size.
Parameters:
requested_matrix_size – Size of matrix in 1 dimension
z – number of C elements across to calculate
x – number of C elements down to calculate
c – number of elements from A, B to use for C element.
matrix_a – location of our starting fringe in A.
matrix_b – location of our starting fringe in B.
matrix_c – location of our starting fringe in c.

********************/
void perform_block_matmul_fin (int requested_matrix_size, int z, int x,
    int c, double* matrix_a, double* matrix_b,
    double* matrix_c)
{
    int i, j, k;

    for (i = 0; i<z; i++)
    {
        register double *a_temp = matrix_a + i * BLOCK;
        for (j = 0; j<x; j++)
```
register double *b_temp = matrix_b + j * BLOCK;
register double c_ijn = *(matrix_c + j + i * BLOCK);
for (k = 0; k < c; k++)
{
    c_ijn += *(a_temp + k) * *(b_temp+k);
}
*(matrix_c + j + i * BLOCK) = c_ijn;

/********************8
Function: perform_block_matmul_unroll_8

Description:
Performs matrix multiplication on blocks using a 2x4 register tile.

Parameters:
requested_matrix_size - Size of matrix in 1 dimension
matrix_a - location of matrix A.
matrix_b - location of matrix B.
matrix_c - location of matrix C.
i - starting i element for this block
j - starting j element for this block
k - starting k element for this block
bl_i - starting i block for this block
bl_j - starting j block for this block
bl_k - starting k block for this block
num_blocks_p - blocks per row

/********************/
void perform_block_matmul_unroll_8(int requested_matrix_size,
double* matrix_a, double* matrix_b,
double* matrix_c, int i, int j, int k,
int bl_i, int bl_j, int bl_k,
int num_blocks_p)
{
//z – number of C elements across to calculate
//x – number of C elements down to calculate
//c – number of elements from A, B to use for C element.
int z, x, c;

//If any of these are true our block is bigger than elements to use
//in that dimension: i, j, k
if(i+BLOCK > requested_matrix_size)
    z = requested_matrix_size−i;
else
    z = BLOCK;

if(j+BLOCK > requested_matrix_size)
    x = requested_matrix_size−j;
else
    x = BLOCK;

if(k+BLOCK > requested_matrix_size)
    c = requested_matrix_size−k;
else
    c = BLOCK;

//Offset a, b, c into the correct blocks
matrix_a += bl_k * BLOCK*BLOCK + bl_i * BLOCK*BLOCK*num_blocks_p;
matrix_b += bl_k * BLOCK*BLOCK + bl_j * BLOCK*BLOCK*num_blocks_p;
matrix_c += bl_j * BLOCK*BLOCK + bl_i * BLOCK*BLOCK*num_blocks_p;

//Loop movement
int u_i=i;
int u_j=j;
// Stride of our tiles
int j_stride = 2;
int i_stride = 4;

// Number of elements in i and j dimensions
int num_i = z/i_stride;
int num_j = x/j_stride;

// Move one C down
for(u_i = 0; u_i<num_i; u_i++)
{
    i=u_i*i_stride;
    register double *a_temp = matrix_a + i * BLOCK;
}

// Move one C across
for(u_j = 0; u_j<num_j; u_j++)
{
    // Find real j
    j=u_j*j_stride;
    register double *b_temp = matrix_b + j * BLOCK;
}

// Compute 2 Across and 2 Down thus 2x2 = 4
register double c_ij1 = *(matrix_c + (j + 0) + (i + 0) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij2 = *(matrix_c + (j + 0) + (i + 1) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij3 = *(matrix_c + (j + 0) + (i + 2) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij4 = *(matrix_c + (j + 0) + (i + 3) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij5 = *(matrix_c + (j + 1) + (i + 0) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij6 = *(matrix_c + (j + 1) + (i + 1) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij7 = *(matrix_c + (j + 1) + (i + 2) * BLOCK);
register double c_ij8 = *(matrix_c + (j + 1) + (i + 3) * BLOCK);

// Accumulate tiles
for(k = 0; k<c; k++)
{
    c_ij1 +=(a_temp + k + (0) * BLOCK)* *(b_temp + k + (0) * BLOCK);
}
c_{ij2} +=(a_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (0) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij3} +=(a_{temp} + k + (2) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (0) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij4} +=(a_{temp} + k + (3) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (0) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij5} +=(a_{temp} + k + (0) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij6} +=(a_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij7} +=(a_{temp} + k + (2) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK});

c_{ij8} +=(a_{temp} + k + (3) \times \text{BLOCK}) \times (b_{temp} + k + (1) \times \text{BLOCK});

//Save results
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 0) + (i + 0) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij1};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 0) + (i + 1) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij2};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 0) + (i + 2) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij3};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 0) + (i + 3) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij4};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 1) + (i + 0) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij5};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 1) + (i + 1) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij6};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 1) + (i + 2) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij7};
*(\text{matrix}_c + (j + 1) + (i + 3) \times \text{BLOCK}) = c_{ij8};

//We could not compute a elements as they did not fit in our stride
if(z\%i\_stride != 0 || x\%j\_stride != 0 )
{

    //Finish missing elements wide (j) downward fringes
    perform_block_matmul_fin(requested_matrix_size, z , 
        x - num_j \times j\_stride, c, 
        matrix_a, 
        matrix_b+num_j\_j\_stride+BLOCK, 
        matrix_c+num_j\_j\_stride);

    //Finish missing elements down (i) rightward fringes
    perform_block_matmul_fin(requested_matrix_size, 
        z - num_i \times i\_stride, 
        num_i\_i\_stride, c, 
}
matrix_a+num_i*i_stride*BLOCK,
matrix_b,
matrix_c+num_i*i_stride*BLOCK);
}
}

/** Function: matmul_block

Description:
Divides matrices into blocks and allocates work based on the start_id. Then it iterates through the blocks calling a lower function to perform the actual matrix multiplication per block.

Parameters:
requested_matrix_size – Size of matrix in 1 dimension
matrix_a – location of matrix A.
matrix_b – location of matrix B.
matrix_c – location of matrix C.
start_id – id of thread to perform this matrix multiplication.

*/

void matmul_block(int block_i)
{
  //Local loop block versions are used to indicate i and j for that block
  int i, j, k, block_j, block_k;

  //bl_i is the col and bl_j is the row
  int bl_i = block_i/(num_blocks_p);
  int bl_j = block_i%(num_blocks_p);

  //Element in real full matrix
  i = bl_i*BLOCK;
  j = bl_j*BLOCK;
for (block_k = 0; block_k < num_blocks_p; block_k++)
{
    //Element in real full matrix
    k = block_k*BLOCK;
    perform_block_matmul_unroll_8(requested_matrix_size, matrix_a,
                                matrix_b, matrix_c, i, j, k,
                                bl_i, bl_j, block_k,num_blocks_p);
}

//Converts normal contiguous matrix X passed into block version Y
//passed out
int map_standard_to_block(int row_size, int x)
{
    int num_blocks = (row_size)/(BLOCK);
    if ((row_size)% (BLOCK))
        num_blocks++;
    int y;
    int row = (x)/row_size;
    int col = (x)%row_size;
    int block_row = (row)%BLOCK;
    int block_col = (col)%BLOCK;
    y = row/BLOCK* num_blocks+col/BLOCK;
    y = y*BLOCK*BLOCK+ block_col+block_row*BLOCK;
    return y;
}

//Just do malloc and calloc for us
void * malloc_blocks(int num_blocks)
{  
    return malloc(sizeof(double) * num_blocks);
}

//Just do malloc and calloc for us
void * calloc_blocks(int num_blocks)
{
    return calloc(num_blocks,sizeof(double));
}

/*****************************/
Function: main

Description:
  Performs parallel matrix multiplication where data is randomly
  generated. Argv[1] should contain the N*N size of the matrix.

Parameters:
  argc – number of arguments passed to program.
  argv – an array of the arguments as char* (c strings).

Return:
  0 – on success.
  not 0 – on failure.
/*****************************/
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
  struct timeval start_time;
  struct timeval int_stop_time;
  struct timeval com_stop_time;
  float int_time;
  float com_time;
float tot_time;
float gflops, ptime, rtime;
long long flops;
//Used for error checking in strtol.
char* input_end;
pthread_t *threads_desc;
//Row and column size

//AxB=C
double* matrix_d;
unsigned int matrix_size;

//Local loop vars
int i, j, k;

if(argc == 2)
{
    int retval;

    /* Initialize the library */
    requested_matrix_size = strtol(argv[1], &input_end, 10);

    //Error checking.
    if (errno == ERANGE && (requested_matrix_size == LONG_MAX ||
                            requested_matrix_size == LONG_MIN)) ||
        errno != 0 && requested_matrix_size == 0)
    {
        perror("strtol");
        exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
    }

    if (input_end == argv[1])
    {
        fprintf(stderr, "No digits were found\n");
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

if (*input_end != '\0')
{
    fprintf
    ( stderr,
        "Further characters after number: %s\n",
        input_end
    );
    exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

if(requested_matrix_size < 1)
{
    fprintf(stderr, "Matrix Size < 1\n");
    exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

matrix_size = sizeof(double) * requested_matrix_size *
             requested_matrix_size;

int num_blocks = (requested_matrix_size)/(BLOCK);

num_blocks_p = (requested_matrix_size)/(BLOCK);

if(requested_matrix_size%BLOCK)
{
    num_blocks++;
    num_blocks_p++;
}

int total_blocks = num_blocks*num_blocks;
matrix_a = malloc_blocks(num_blocks*num_blocks*BLOCK*BLOCK);
matrix_b = malloc_blocks(num_blocks*num_blocks*BLOCK*BLOCK);
matrix_c = calloc_blocks(num_blocks*num_blocks*BLOCK*BLOCK);
threads_desc = malloc(T*sizeof(pthread_t));

srand ( time(NULL) );

//Measure Initialization Time
gettimeofday(&start_time, NULL);
init_matrix_block(num_blocks*num_blocks*BLOCK*BLOCK, matrix_a);
init_matrix_block(num_blocks*num_blocks*BLOCK*BLOCK, matrix_b);
gettimeofday(&int_stop_time, NULL);

//Total Blocks
for (i = 0; i < total_blocks; i++)
    spawn_matmul_block(i);
    sync;
gettimeofday(&com_stop_time, NULL);

int_time = (int_stop_time.tv_sec +
            (float)int_stop_time.tv_usec/1000000.0) - (start.time.tv_sec +
            (float)start.time.tv_usec/1000000.0);
com_time = (com_stop_time.tv_sec +
            (float)com_stop_time.tv_usec/1000000.0) -
            (int_stop_time.tv_sec + (float)int_stop_time.tv_usec/1000000.0);
tot_time = int_time + com_time;
gflops = ((2 * pow(requested_matrix_size, 3) -
    pow(requested_matrix_size, 2)) / (com_time)) / pow(10, 9);
printf
  ("I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Time: %.3f\n"
   "Computation Time: %.3f\n"
   "Total Time: %.3f\n" 
   "GFLOPs: %.3f\n",
   int_time,
   com_time,
   tot_time,
   gflops
  );
return 0;
}

B.2  Dependency Benchmarks

B.2.1  Thread Spawn

int threadSpawnB( int v )
{
  return v+1;
}

int threadSpawnA( int v )
{
  return v;
}

void threadSpawnTest( void )
{
  for( int i = 0; i < COUNT; i++ )
  {

202
int result = spawn_threadSpawnB(1);
spawn_threadSpawnA(result);
_sync_; //Wait for threads to finish

B.2.2 Fibonacci

int fibAdd(int x, int y)
{
    return x + y;
}

int fib(int n)
{
    if(n < 2)
        return n;
    else
    {
        int x = spawn_fib(n - 1);
        int y = spawn_fib(n - 2);
        _continue_ fibAdd(x, y);

        return 0;
    }
}

B.2.3 N-Queens

int NumberOfSetBits(int i)
{
    i = i - ((i >> 1) & 0x55555555);
    i = (i & 0x33333333) + ((i >> 2) & 0x33333333);
    return (((i + (i >> 4)) & 0x0F0F0F0F) * 0x01010101) >> 24;
}
unsigned int aggregate_nqueens(unsigned int value) {
    return value;
}

int nqueens(unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, unsigned int ColsToBeFilled, 
             unsigned int LeftDiag, unsigned int RightDiag, unsigned int row) {
    unsigned int r, c;
    int found = 0;
    int i = 0;

    int results [BOARD−1];

    unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled;

    int nCodelets = NumberOfSetBits(RowsToBeFilled);
    ThreadAggregate aggregate
    if(nCodelets−1 > 0)
    {
        //Create a codelet that aggregates nCodelets values
        aggregate = ThreadAggregate (&aggregate_nqueens, nCodelets);
        continue ( aggregate );
        aggregate.depsOn(this);
    }

    while( RowsToBeFilled != 0 )
    {
        r = −((signed)RowsToBeFilled) & RowsToBeFilled;
        RowsToBeFilled &= ~( r );
        if ( row < MAX−1)
        {

unsigned int copyColsToBeFilled = ColsToBeFilled | r;
unsigned int copyLeftDiag = (LeftDiag | r) >> 1;
unsigned int copyRightDiag = (RightDiag | r) << 1;
unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled = MASK & ~(copyColsToBeFilled |
    copyLeftDiag | copyRightDiag);

results[i] = _spawn_nqueens( copyRowsToBeFilled,
    copyColsToBeFilled, copyLeftDiag, copyRightDiag, row+1);
aggregate.dependsOn(results[i]);

i++;
}
else {
    found += 1;
}

return found;

void nqueensTop() {
    unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled, LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows;
    unsigned int solutions, solutionsOdd = 0;
    rows = ColsToBeFilled = LeftDiag = RightDiag = 0;
    int half = BOARD>>1;
    RowsToBeFilled = (1 << half) - 1;
    ThreadAggregate threadEnd(&aggregate_nqueens, 2);
if (MAX & 1)
    threadEnd.setSignalSize(2);
else
    threadEnd.setSignalSize(1);

solutions = _spawn_ 2*nqueens (RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
        LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows) ;

threadEnd.dependsOn( solutions );

if( MAX & 1) // half of middle column for odd
{
    RowsToBeFilled = 1 << (MAX >> 1);
    rows = 1;

    ColsToBeFilled = RowsToBeFilled;
    LeftDiag = (RowsToBeFilled >> 1);
    RightDiag = (RowsToBeFilled <= 1);  
    RowsToBeFilled = (RowsToBeFilled - 1) >> 1;

    solutionsOdd = 2*nqueens (RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
            LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows) ;

    threadEnd.dependsOn( solutionsOdd );
}

B.2.4 Quicksort

void qSort(int * begin, int * end, Thread * threadEnd)
{
    if (begin != end) {
        —end; // Exclude last element (pivot) from partition
        int * middle = std::partition(begin, end,
            std::bind2nd(std::less<int>(), *end));
    }
```
    using std::swap;
    swap(*end, *middle); // move pivot to middle

    threadEnd->dependsOnSignalOnly(_spawn_ qSort(begin, middle));
    qSort(++middle, ++end); // Exclude pivot and restore end
}

B.2.5 Monte-Carlo

static const int nopt=30;
static const int maturities[] = { 4, 4, 4, 8, 8, 8, 20, 20, 20, 28, 28,
                                  28, 40, 40, 40, 48, 48, 48, 60, 60, 60,
                                  60, 68, 68, 68, 80, 80, 80, 88, 88, 88 };
static const int nmat=5700;
static const int n=nmat+1;
static const double delta = 0.25; /* LIBOR interval */
static const double swaprates[] = { .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                        .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                        .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                        .045, .05, .055, .045, .05, .055,
                                        .05, .055, .045, .05, .055, .045,
                                        .05};

void scalarKernel(double * L0, double * z, double * lambda, double * v) {
    double b, s, swapval;
    double sqez, lam, con1, v_scal, vrat;
    int i, j;
    double B[nmat], S[nmat], L[n];
    for(i=0;i<n;i++) {
        L[i] = L0[i];
```
for (j=0; j<nmat; j++)
{
    sqez = sqrt(delta)*z[j];
    v_scal = 0.0;

    for (i=j+1; i<n; i++) {
        lam = lambda[i-j-1];
        con1 = delta*lam;
        v_scal += con1*L[i]/(1.0 + delta*L[i]);
        vrat = exp(con1*v_scal + lam*(sqez - 0.5*con1));
        L[i] = L[i]*vrat;
    }
}

b = 1.0;
s = 0.0;

for (j=nmat; j<n; j++) {
    b = b/(1.0 + delta*L[j]);
    s = s + delta*b;
    B[j-nmat] = b;
    S[j-nmat] = s;
}

v_scal = 0.0;

for (i=0; i<nopt; i++){
    int k = maturites[i] -1;
    swapval = B[k] + swaprates[i]*S[k] - 1.0;
    if (swapval < 0.0)
        v_scal += -100.0*swapval;
}
```c
// apply discount

for (j=0; j<nmat; j++){
    v_scal = v_scal/(0.0+delta*L[j]);
}

v[0]=v_scal;
}

void endFunc()
{

    //print results
}

void monteSpawn(double *z, double *v, double *L0, double *lambda,
                 int npath)
{
    int path;
    Thread end(&endFunc);

    end.setSignalSize(path);

    for (path=0; path<npath; path++)
    {
        end.dependsOnSignalOnly(_spawn_scalarKernel(L0,
                                   &z[path*nmat], lambda, &v[path]));
    }

    _sync_;  
}

B.2.6 Fibonacci Dynamic

int fibAdd ( int x, int y )
{

```
B.2.7 N-Queens Dynamic

```c
int NumberOfSetBits(int i)
{
    i = i - ((i >> 1) & 0x55555555);
    i = (i & 0x33333333) + ((i >> 2) & 0x33333333);
    return (((i + (i >> 4)) & 0x0F0F0F0F) * 0x01010101) >> 24;
}

unsigned int aggregate_nqueens(unsigned int value)
{
    return value;
}

int nqueens(unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, unsigned int ColsToBeFilled,
             unsigned int LeftDiag, unsigned int RightDiag, unsigned int row)
{
    unsigned int r, c;
    int found = 0;
```
int i = 0;

int results [BOARD−1];

unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled;
unsigned int copyColsToBeFilled1;
unsigned int copyLeftDiag1;
unsigned int copyRightDiag1;
unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled1;

int nCodelets = NumberOfSetBits (RowsToBeFilled);
ThreadAggregate aggregate
if (nCodelets−1 > 0)
{
//Create a codelet that aggregates nCodelets values
  aggregate = ThreadAggregate (&aggregate_nqueens, nCodelets);
  continue ( aggregate );
  aggregate.depsOn (this);
}

copyRowsToBeFilled = RowsToBeFilled;
if ( copyRowsToBeFilled!= 0 )
{
  r = (−((signed)RowsToBeFilled) & RowsToBeFilled);
  RowsToBeFilled &= ~( r );
  if( row < MAX−1 )
  {
    copyColsToBeFilled1 = ColsToBeFilled | r;
    copyLeftDiag1 = (LeftDiag | r) >> 1;
    copyRightDiag1 = (RightDiag | r) << 1;
    copyRowsToBeFilled1 = MASK & ~( copyColsToBeFilled1 | copyLeftDiag1
                                   | copyRightDiag1 );
  }
}
while ( RowsToBeFilled != 0 )
{
    r = ~((signed)RowsToBeFilled) & RowsToBeFilled;
    RowsToBeFilled &= ~r;

    if ( row < MAX-1 )
    {
        unsigned int copyColsToBeFilled = ColsToBeFilled | r;
        unsigned int copyLeftDiag = (LeftDiag | r) >> 1;
        unsigned int copyRightDiag = (RightDiag | r) << 1;
        unsigned int copyRowsToBeFilled = MASK & ~((copyColsToBeFilled |
            copyLeftDiag | copyRightDiag);

        results[i] = spawn_nqueens( copyRowsToBeFilled,
            copyColsToBeFilled, copyLeftDiag, copyRightDiag, row+1);

        aggregate.dependsOn(results[i]);

        i++;
    }
    else
    {
        found += 1;
    }
}

int size = i;
if ( copyRowsToBeFilled != 0 )
{
    if ( row < MAX-1 )
    {
        found += nqueens( copyRowsToBeFilled1, copyColsToBeFilled1,
            copyLeftDiag1, copyRightDiag1, row+1);
    }
    else

```cpp
{  
    found += 1;
}

return found;

void nqueensTop()
{
    unsigned int RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled, LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows;
    unsigned int solutions, solutionsOdd = 0;

    rows = ColsToBeFilled = LeftDiag = RightDiag = 0;

    int half = BOARD>>1;
    RowsToBeFilled = (1 << half) - 1;

    ThreadAggregate threadEnd(&aggregate_nqueens, 2);

    if(MAX & 1)
        threadEnd.setSize(2);
    else
        threadEnd.setSize(1);

    solutions = _spawn_ 2*nqueens(RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
                                   LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows);

    threadEnd.dependsOn(solutions);

    if(MAX & 1) // half of middle column for odd
    {
        RowsToBeFilled = 1 << (MAX >> 1);
        rows = 1;
```
ColsToBeFilled = RowsToBeFilled;
LeftDiag = (RowsToBeFilled >> 1);
RightDiag = (RowsToBeFilled << 1);
RowsToBeFilled = (RowsToBeFilled - 1) >> 1;

solutionsOdd = 2*nqueens(RowsToBeFilled, ColsToBeFilled,
                         LeftDiag, RightDiag, rows);

threadEnd.dependsOn(solutionsOdd);
}

__sync__;

solutions+=solutionsOdd;
}